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Abstract

Policy search is a subfield in reinforcement learning which focuses on

finding good parameters for a given policy parametrization. It is well

suited for robotics as it can cope with high-dimensional state and action

spaces, one of the main challenges in robot learning. We review recent

successes of both model-free and model-based policy search in robot

learning.

Model-free policy search is a general approach to learn policies

based on sampled trajectories. We classify model-free methods based on

their policy evaluation strategy, policy update strategy, and exploration

strategy and present a unified view on existing algorithms. Learning a

policy is often easier than learning an accurate forward model, and,

hence, model-free methods are more frequently used in practice. How-

ever, for each sampled trajectory, it is necessary to interact with the

*Both authors contributed equally.



robot, which can be time consuming and challenging in practice. Model-

based policy search addresses this problem by first learning a simulator

of the robot’s dynamics from data. Subsequently, the simulator gen-

erates trajectories that are used for policy learning. For both model-

free and model-based policy search methods, we review their respective

properties and their applicability to robotic systems.
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Introduction

From simple house-cleaning robots to robotic wheelchairs and general

transport robots the number and variety of robots used in our everyday

life are rapidly increasing. To date, the controllers for these robots are

largely designed and tuned by a human engineer. Programming robots

is a tedious task that requires years of experience and a high degree of

expertise. The resulting programmed controllers are based on assum-

ing exact models of both the robot’s behavior and its environment.

Consequently, hard-coding controller for robots has its limitations

when a robot has to adapt to new situations or when the robot/

environment cannot be modeled sufficiently accurately. Hence, there

is a gap between the robots currently used and the vision of incor-

porating fully autonomous robots. In robot learning, machine learn-

ing methods are used to automatically extract relevant information

from data to solve a robotic task. Using the power and flexibility of

modern machine learning techniques, the field of robot control can be

further automated, and the gap toward autonomous robots, e.g., for

general assistance in households, elderly care, and public services can

be narrowed substantially.

3



4 Introduction

1.1 Robot Control as a Reinforcement Learning Problem

In most tasks, robots operate in a high-dimensional state space x

composed of both internal states (e.g., joint angles, joint velocities, end-

effector pose, and body position/orientation) and external states (e.g.,

object locations, wind conditions, or other robots). The robot selects its

motor commands u according to a control policy π. The control policy

can either be stochastic, denoted by π(u|x), or deterministic, which

we will denote as u = π(x). The motor commands u alter the state of

the robot and its environment according to the probabilistic transition

function p(xt+1|xt,ut). Jointly, the states and actions of the robot form

a trajectory τ = (x0,u0,x1,u1, . . . ), which is often also called a rollout

or a path.

We assume that a numeric scoring system evaluates the performance

of the robot system during a task and returns an accumulated reward

signal R(τ ) for the quality of the robot’s trajectory. For example, the

reward R(τ ) may include a positive reward for a task achievement and

negative rewards, i.e., costs, that punish energy consumption. Many

of the considered motor tasks are stroke-based movements, such as

returning a tennis ball or throwing darts. We will refer to such tasks

as episodic learning tasks as the execution of the task, the episode,

ends after a given number T of time steps. Typically, the accumulated

reward R(τ ) for a trajectory is given as

R(τ ) = rT (xT ) +
T−1∑
t=0

rt(xt,ut), (1.1)

where rt is an instantaneous reward function, which might be a punish-

ment term for the consumed energy, and rT is a final reward, such as

quadratic punishment term for the deviation to a desired goal posture.

For many episodic motor tasks the policy is modeled as time-dependent

policy, i.e., either a stochastic policy π(ut|xt, t) or a deterministic policy

ut = π(xt, t) is used.

In some cases, the infinite-horizon case is considered

R(τ ) =
∞∑
t=0

γtr(xt,ut), (1.2)
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where γ ∈ [0,1) is a discount factor that discounts rewards further in

the future.

Many tasks in robotics can be phrased as choosing a (locally) opti-

mal control policy π∗ that maximizes the expected accumulated reward

Jπ = E[R(τ )|π] =
∫
R(τ )pπ(τ )dτ , (1.3)

where R(τ ) defines the objectives of the task, and pπ(τ ) is the dis-

tribution over trajectories τ . For a stochastic policy π(ut|xt, t), the

trajectory distribution is given as

pπ(τ ) = p(x0)
T−1∏
t=0

p(xt+1|xt,ut)π(ut|xt, t), (1.4)

where p(xt+1|xt,ut) is given by the system dynamics of the robot and

its environment. For a deterministic policy, pπ(τ ) is given as

pπ(τ ) = p(x0)

T−1∏
t=0

p(xt+1|xt,π(xt, t)). (1.5)

With this general reinforcement learning (RL) problem setup,

many tasks in robotics can be naturally formulated as reinforcement

learning (RL) problems. However, robot RL poses three main chal-

lenges, which have to be solved: The RL algorithm has to manage

(i) high-dimensional continuous state and action spaces, (ii) strong real-

time requirements, and (iii) the high costs of robot interactions with

its environment.

Traditional methods in RL, such as TD-learning [81], typically try

to estimate the expected long-term reward of a policy for each state x

and time step t, also called the value function V π
t (x). The value func-

tion is used to calculate the quality of an executing action u in state x.

This quality assessment is subsequently utilized to directly compute

the policy by action selection or to update the policy π. However, value

function methods struggle with the challenges encountered in robot RL,

as these approaches require filling the complete state–action space with

data. In addition, the value function is computed iteratively by the use

of bootstrapping, which often results in a bias in the quality assess-

ment of the state–action pairs if we need to resort to value function
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approximation techniques as it is the case for continuous state spaces.

Consequently, value function approximation turns out to be a very dif-

ficult problem in high-dimensional state and action spaces. Another

major issue is that value functions are often discontinuous, especially

when the non-myopic policy differs from a myopic policy. For instance,

the value function of the under-powered pendulum swing-up is dis-

continuous along the manifold where the applicable torque is just not

sufficient to swing the pendulum up [23]. Any error in the value function

will eventually propagate through to the policy.

In a classical RL setup, we seek a policy without too specific prior

information. Key to successful learning is the exploration strategy of

the learner to discover rewarding states and trajectories. In a robotics

context, arbitrary exploration is not desired if not discouraged since

the robot can easily be damaged. Therefore, the classical RL paradigm

in a robotics context is not directly applicable since exploration needs

to take hardware constraints into account. Two ways of implementing

cautious exploration are to either avoid significant changes in the pol-

icy [58] or to explicitly discourage entering undesired regions in the

state space [22].

In contrast to value-based methods, Policy Search (PS) methods

use parametrized policies πθ. They directly operate in the parameter

spaceΘ, θ ∈Θ, of parametrized policies, and typically avoid learning a

value function. Many methods do so by directly using the experienced

reward to come from the rollouts as quality assessment for state–action

pairs instead of using the rather dangerous bootstrapping used in value

function approximation. The usage of parametrized policies allows for

scaling RL into high-dimensional continuous action spaces by reducing

the search space of possible policies.

Policy search allows task-appropriate pre-structured policies, such

as movement primitives [72], to be integrated straightforwardly. Addi-

tionally, imitation learning from an expert’s demonstrations can be

used to obtain an initial estimate for the policy parameters [59]. Finally,

by selecting a suitable policy parametrization, stability and robustness

guarantees can be given [11]. All these properties simplify the robot

learning problem and permit the successful application of reinforce-

ment learning to robotics. Therefore, PS is often the RL approach of
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choice in robotics since it is better at coping with the inherent chal-

lenges of robot reinforcement learning. Over the last decade, a series of

fast policy search algorithms have been proposed and shown to work

well on real systems [7, 17, 22, 39, 54, 59, 87]. In this review, we provide

a general overview, summarize the main concepts behind current policy

search approaches, and discuss relevant robot applications of these

policy search methods. We focus mainly on those aspects of RL that

are predominant for robot learning, i.e., learning in high-dimensional

continuous state and action spaces and a high data-efficiency and local

exploration. Other important aspects of RL, such as the exploration–

exploitation trade-off, feature selection, using structured models, or

value function approximation, are not covered in this monograph.

1.2 Policy Search Taxonomy

Numerous policy search methods have been proposed in the last decade,

and several of them have been used successfully in the domain of

robotics. In this monograph, we review several important recent devel-

opments in policy search for robotics. We distinguish between model-

free policy search methods (Section 2), which learn policies directly

based on sampled trajectories, and model-based approaches (Section 3),

which use the sampled trajectories to first build a model of the state

dynamics, and, subsequently, use this model for policy improvement.

Figure 1.1 categorizes policy search into model-free policy search

and model-based policy search and distinguishes between different pol-

icy update strategies. The policy updates in both model-free and model-

based policy search (green blocks) are based on either policy gradients

(PG), expectation–maximization (EM)-based updates, or information-

theoretic insights (Inf.Th.). While all three update strategies are fairly

well explored in model-free policy search, model-based policy search

almost exclusively focuses on PG to update the policy.

Model-free policy search uses stochastic trajectory generation,

i.e., the trajectories are generated by “sampling” from the robot

p(xt+1|xt,ut) and the policy πθ. This means, a system model is not

explicitly required; we just have to be able to sample trajectories

from the real robot. In the model-based case (right sub-tree), we can
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Fig. 1.1 Categorization of policy search into model-free policy search and model-based
policy search. In the model-based case (right sub-tree), data from the robot is used to learn
a model of the robot (blue box). This model is then used to generate trajectories. Here, we
distinguish between stochastic trajectory generation and deterministic trajectory prediction.
Model-free policy search (left sub-tree) uses data from the robot directly as a trajectory
for updating the policy. The policy updates in both model-free and model-based policy
search (green blocks) are based on either policy gradients (PG), expectation–maximization
(EM)-based updates, or information-theoretic insights (Inf.Th.).

either use stochastic trajectory generation or deterministic trajec-

tory prediction. In the case of stochastic trajectory generation, the

learned models are used as simulator for sampling trajectories. Hence,

learned models can easily be combined with model-free policy search

approaches by exchanging the “robot” with the learned model of the

robot’s dynamics. Deterministic trajectory prediction does not sample

trajectories, but analytically predicts the trajectory distribution pθ(τ ).

Typically, deterministic trajectory prediction is computationally more

involved than sampling trajectories from the system. However, for the

subsequent policy update, deterministic trajectory prediction can allow

for analytic computation of gradients, which can be advantageous over

stochastic trajectory generation, where these gradients can only be

approximated.

1.2.1 Model-free and Model-based Policy Search

Model-free policy search methods use real robot interactions to create

sample trajectories τ [i]. While sampling trajectories is relatively

straightforward in computer simulation, when working with robots,

the generation of each “sample” typically needs some level of human
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supervision. Consequently, trajectory generation with the real system

is considerably more time consuming than working with simulated

systems. Furthermore, real robot interactions cause wear and tear in

non-industrial robots. However, in spite of the relatively high number

of required robot interactions for model-free policy search, learning

a policy is often easier than learning accurate forward models, and,

hence, model-free policy search is more widely used than model-based

methods.

Model-based policy search methods attempt to address the prob-

lem of sample inefficiency by using the observed trajectories τ [i] to

learn a forward model of the robot’s dynamics and its environment.

Subsequently, this forward model is used for internal simulations of

the robot’s dynamics and environment, based on which the policy is

learned. Model-based PS methods have the potential to require fewer

interactions with the robot and to efficiently generalize to unforeseen

situations [6]. While the idea of using models in the context of robot

learning is well known since the 1980s [2], it has been limited by its

strong dependency on the quality of the learned models. In practice, the

learned model is not exact, but only a more or less accurate approxima-

tion to the real dynamics. Since the learned policy is inherently based

on internal simulations with the learned model, inaccurate models can,

therefore, lead to control strategies that are not robust to model errors.

In some cases, learned models may be physically implausible and con-

tain negative masses or negative friction coefficients. These implausible

effects are often exploited by the policy search algorithm, resulting in

a poor quality of the learned policy. This effect can be alleviated by

using models that explicitly account for model errors [21, 73]. We will

discuss such methods in Section 3.

1.3 Typical Policy Representations

Typical policy representations, which are used for policy search can

be categorized into time-independent representations π(x) and time-

dependent representations π(x, t). Time-independent representations

use the same policy for all time steps, and, hence, often require a com-

plex parametrization. Time-dependent representations can use different
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policies for different time steps, allowing for a potentially simpler struc-

ture of the individual policies can be used.

We will describe all policy representations in their deterministic

formulation πθ(x, t). In stochastic formulations, typically a zero-mean

Gaussian noise vector εt is added to πθ(x, t). In this case, the parameter

vector θ typically also includes the (co)variance matrix used for gen-

erating the noise εt. In robot learning, the three main policy represen-

tations are linear policies, radial basis function networks, and dynamic

movement primitives [72].

Linear Policies. Linear controllers are the most simple time-

independent representation. The policy π is a linear policy

πθ(x) = θ
Tφ(x), (1.6)

where φ is a basis function vector. This policy only depends linearly

on the policy parameters. However, specifying the basis functions by

hand is typically a difficult task, and, hence, the application of linear

controllers is limited to problems where appropriate basis functions are

known, e.g., for balancing tasks, the basis functions are typically given

by the state variables of the robot.

Radial Basis Functions Networks. A typical nonlinear time-

independent policy representation is a radial basis function (RBF) net-

work. An RBF policy πθ(x) is given as

πθ(x) = w
Tφ(x), φi(x) = exp

(−1
2(x − µi)

TDi(x − µi)
)
, (1.7)

where Di = diag(di) is a diagonal matrix. Unlike in the linear policy

case, the parameters β = {µi,di}i=1,...,n of the basis functions them-

selves are now considered as free parameters that need to be learned.

Hence, the parameter vector θ of the policy is given by θ = {w,β}.
While RBF networks are powerful policy representations, they are also

difficult to learn due to the high number of nonlinear parameters. Fur-

thermore, as RBF networks are local representations, they are hard to

scale to high-dimensional state spaces.
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Dynamic Movement Primitives. Dynamic Movement Primitives

(DMPs) are the most widely used time-dependent policy representa-

tion in robotics [32, 72]. DMPs use nonlinear dynamical systems for

generating the movement of the robot. The key principle of DMPs is to

a use a linear spring–damper system which is modulated by a nonlinear

forcing function ft, i.e.,

ÿt = τ2αy(βy(g − yt) − ẏt) + τ2ft , (1.8)

where the variable yt directly specifies the desired joint position of the

robot. The parameter τ is the time-scaling coefficient of the DMP,

the coefficients αy and βy define the spring and damping constants of

the spring–damper system and the goal parameter g is the unique point-

attractor of the spring–damper system. Note that the spring–damper

system is equivalent to a standard linear PD-controller that operates

on a linear system with zero desired velocity, i.e.,

ÿt = kp(g − yt) − kdẏt,

where the P-gain is given by kp = τ2αyβy and the D-gain by kd = τ2αy.

The forcing function ft changes the goal attractor g of the linear PD-

controller.

One key innovation of the DMP approach is the use of a phase

variable zt to scale the execution speed of the movement. The phase

variable evolves according to ż = −ταzz. It is initially set to z = 1 and

exponentially converges to 0 as t→ ∞. The parameter αz specifies the

speed of the exponential decline of the phase variable. The variable τ

can be used to temporally scale the evolution of the phase zt, and, thus,

the evolution of the spring–damper system as shown in Equation (1.8).

For each degree of freedom, an individual spring–damper system, and,

hence, and individual forcing function ft is used. The function ft
depends on the phase variable, i.e., ft = f(zt) and is constructed by

the weighted sum of K basis functions φi

f(z) =

∑K
i=1φi(z)wi∑K
i=1φi(z)

z, φi(z) = exp
(
− 1

2σ2
i
(z − ci)

2
)
. (1.9)
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The parameters wi are denoted as “shape-parameters” of the DMP as

they modulate the acceleration profile, and, hence, indirectly specify

the shape of the movement. From Equation (1.9), we can see that the

basis functions are multiplied with the phase variable z, and, hence,

ft vanishes as t→ ∞. Consequently, the nonlinear dynamical system

is globally stable as it behaves like a linear spring–damper system for

t→ ∞. From this argument, we can also conclude that the goal param-

eter g specifies the final position of the movement while the shape

parameters wi specify how to reach this final position.

Integrating the dynamical systems for each DoF results in a desired

trajectory τ ∗ = {yt}t=0...T that is, subsequently, followed by feedback

control laws [57]. The policy πθ(xt, t) that is specified by a DMP,

directly controls the acceleration of the joint, and, hence, is given by

πθ(xt, t) = τ2αy(βy(g − yt) − ẏt) + τ2f(zt).

Note that the DMP policy is linear in the shape parameters w and the

goal attractor g, but nonlinear in the time-scaling constant τ .

The parameters θ used for learning a DMP are typically given by

the weight parameters wi, but might also contain the goal parameters g

as well as the temporal scaling parameter τ . In addition, the DMP

approach has been extended in [37] such that the desired final velocity ġ

of the joints can also be modulated. Such modulation is, for example,

useful for learning hitting movements in robot table tennis. Typically,

K = 5 to 20 basis functions are used, i.e., 5 to 20 shape weights per

degree of freedom of the robot are used.

Miscellaneous Representations. Other representations that have

been used in the literature include central pattern generators for robot

walking [25] and feed-forward neural networks, which have been used

mainly in simulation [31, 90].

1.4 Outline

The structure of this monograph is as follows: In Section 2, we give

a detailed overview of model-free policy search methods, where we

classify policy search algorithms according to their policy evalua-

tion, policy update, and exploration strategy. For the policy update
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strategies, we will follow the taxonomy in Figure 1.1 and discuss

policy gradient methods, EM-based approaches, information-theoretic

approaches. Additionally, we will discuss miscellaneous important

methods such as stochastic optimization and policy search approaches

based on the path integral theory. Policy search algorithms can either

use a step-based or episode-based policy evaluation strategy. Most pol-

icy update strategies presented in Figure 1.1 can be used for both,

step-based and episode-based policy evaluation. We will present both

types of algorithms if they have been introduced in the literature. Sub-

sequently, we will discuss different exploration strategies for model-

free policy search and conclude this section with robot applications of

model-free policy search. Section 3 surveys model-based policy search

methods in robotics. Here, we introduce two models that are commonly

used in policy search: locally weighted regression and Gaussian pro-

cesses. Furthermore, we detail stochastic and deterministic inference

algorithms to compute a probability distribution pπ(τ ) over trajecto-

ries (see the red boxes in Figure 1.1). We conclude this section with

examples of model-based policy search methods and their application

to robotic systems. In Section 4, we give recommendations for the prac-

titioner and conclude this monograph.
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Model-free Policy Search

Model-free policy search (PS) methods update the policy directly based

on sampled trajectories τ [i], where i denotes the index of the trajectory,

and the obtained immediate rewards r
[i]
0 ,r

[i]
1 , . . . ,r

[i]
T for the trajectories.

Model-free PS methods try to update the parameters θ such that tra-

jectories with higher rewards become more likely when following the

new policy, and, hence, the average return

Jθ = E[R(τ )|θ] =
∫
R(τ )pθ(τ )dτ (2.1)

increases. Learning a policy is often easier than learning a model of the

robot and its environment, and, hence, model-free policy search meth-

ods are used more frequently than model-based policy search methods.

We categorize model-free policy search approaches based on their policy

evaluation strategies, their policy update strategies [58, 59], and their

exploration strategies [39, 68].

The exploration strategy determines how new trajectories are cre-

ated for the subsequent policy evaluation step. The exploration strategy

is essential for efficient model-free policy search, as we need variabil-

ity in the generated trajectories to determine the policy update, but an

14
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Algorithm 1 Model-Free Policy Search.
repeat

Explore: Generate trajectories τ [i] using policy πk
Evaluate: Assess quality of trajectories or actions

Update: Compute πk+1 given trajectories τ [i] and evaluations

until Policy converges πk+1 ≈ πk

excessive exploration is also likely to damage the robot. Most model-free

methods therefore use a stochastic policy for exploration which explores

only locally. Exploration strategies can be categorized into step-based

and episode-based exploration strategies. While step-based exploration

uses an exploratory action in each time step, episode-based exploration

directly changes the parameter vector θ of the policy only at the start

of the episode.

The policy evaluation strategy decides how to evaluate the quality of

the executed trajectories. Here we can again distinguish between step-

based and episode-based evaluations. Step-based evaluation strategies

decompose the trajectory τ in its single steps (x0,u0,x1,u1, . . . ) and

aim at evaluating the quality of single actions. In comparison, episode-

based evaluation directly uses the returns of the whole trajectories to

evaluate the quality of the used policy parameters θ.

Finally, the policy update strategy uses the quality assessment of the

evaluation strategy to determine the policy update. Update strategies

can be classified according to the optimization method employed by

the PS algorithm. While the most common update strategies are based

on gradient ascent, resulting in policy gradient methods [59, 62, 90],

inference-based approaches use expectation–maximization [39, 49] and

information-theoretic approaches [17, 58] use insights from information

theory to update the policy. We will also cover additional important

methods such as path integral approaches and stochastic optimization.

Model-free policy search can be applied to policies with a moderate

number of parameters, i.e., up to a few hundred parameters. Most

applications use linear policy representations such as linear controllers

or dynamical movement primitives that have been discussed in

Section 1.3.
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In the following section, we will discuss the used exploration

strategies in current algorithms. Subsequently, we will cover policy

evaluation strategies in more detail. Finally, we will review policy

update methods such as policy gradients, inference/EM-based, and

information-theoretic policy updates as well as update strategies based

on path integrals. Many policy update strategies have been imple-

mented for both policy evaluation approaches, and, hence, we will dis-

cuss the combinations that have been explored so far. We will conclude

with presenting the most interesting experimental results for policy

learning for robots.

2.1 Exploration Strategies

The exploration strategy is used to generate new trajectory samples

τ [i] which are subsequently evaluated by the policy evaluation strategy

and used for the policy update. An efficient exploration is, therefore,

crucial for the performance of the resulting policy search algorithm.

All exploration strategies considered for model-free policy search are

local and use stochastic policies to implement exploration. Typically,

Gaussian policies are used to model such stochastic policies.

We distinguish between exploration in action space versus explo-

ration in parameter space, step-based versus episode-based exploration

strategies and correlated versus uncorrelated exploration noise.

2.1.1 Exploration in Action Space versus Exploration
in Parameter Space

Exploration in the action space is implemented by adding an explo-

ration noise εu directly to the executed actions, i.e., ut = µ(x, t) + εu.

The exploration noise is in most cases sampled independently for each

time step from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with covariance Σu.

The policy πθ(u|x) is, therefore, given as

πθ(u|x) = N (u|µu(x, t),Σu).

Exploration in the action space is one of the first exploration strate-

gies used in the literature [9, 63, 80, 90] and used for most policy
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gradient approaches such as the REINFORCE algorithm [90] or the

eNAC algorithm [62].

Exploration strategies in parameter space perturb the parameter

vector θ. This exploration can either only be added in the beginning

of an episode, or, a different perturbation of the parameter vector can

be used at each time step [39, 68].

Learning Upper-Level Policies Both approaches can be formal-

ized with the concept of an upper-level policy πω(θ) which selects the

parameters of the actual control policy πθ(u|x) of the robot. Hence,

we will denote the latter in this hierarchical setting as lower-level

policy. The upper-level policy πω(θ) is typically modeled as a Gaus-

sian distribution πω(θ) = N (θ|µθ,Σθ). The lower-level control policy

u = πθ(x, t) is typically modeled as deterministic policy as exploration

only takes place in the parameter space of the policy.

Instead of directly finding the parameters θ of the lower-level policy,

we want to find the parameter vector ω which now defines a distribu-

tion over θ. Using a distribution over θ has the benefit that we can

use this distribution to directly explore in parameter space. The opti-

mization problem for learning upper-level policies can be formalized as

maximizing

Jω =

∫
θ
πω(θ)

∫
τ
p(τ |θ)R(τ )dτdθ =

∫
θ
πω(θ)R(θ)dθ. (2.2)

The graphical model for learning an upper-level policy is given in

Figure 2.1(a).

In the case of using a different parameter vector for each time step,

typically, a linear control policy ut = φt(x)
Tθ is used. We can also

rewrite the deterministic lower-level control policy πθ(x, t) in combina-

tion with the upper-level policy πω(θ) as a single, stochastic policy

πθ(ut|xt, t) =N (
ut|φt(x)

Tµθ,φt(x)
TΣθφt(x)

)
, (2.3)

which follows from the properties of the expectation and the variance

operators. Such exploration strategy is, for example, applied by the

PoWER [39] and PI2 [82] algorithms and was also suggested to be used

for policy gradient algorithms in [68].
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(a) Learning an upper-level
policy.

(b) Learning an upper-level
policy for multiple contexts.

Fig. 2.1 (a) Graphical model for learning an upper-level policy πω(θ). The upper-level
policy chooses the parameters θ of the lower-level policy πθ(u|x) that is executed on the
robot. The parameters of the upper-level policy are given by ω. (b) Learning an upper-level
policy πω(θ|s) for multiple contexts s. The context is used to select the parameters θ, but
typically not to be the lower-level policy itself. The lower-level policy πθ(u|x) is typically
modeled as a deterministic policy in both settings.

In contrast to exploration in action space, exploration in parameter

space is able to use more structured noise and can adapt the variance

of the exploration noise in dependence of the state features φt(x).

2.1.2 Episode-based versus Step-based Exploration

Step-based exploration strategies use different exploration noise at each

time step and can explore either in action space or in parameter space

as we know from the discussion in the previous section. Episode-based

exploration strategies use exploration noise only at the beginning of the

episode, which naturally leads to an exploration in parameter space.

Typically, episode-based exploration strategies are used in combina-

tion with episode-based policy evaluation strategies which are covered

in the next section. However, episode-based exploration strategies are

also realizable with step-based evaluation strategies such as with the

PoWER [39] or with the PI2 [82] algorithm.

Step-based exploration strategies can be problematic as they might

produce action sequences which are not reproducible by the noise free

control law, and, hence, might again affect the quality of the policy

updates. Furthermore, the effects of the perturbations are difficult to

estimate as they are typically washed out by the system dynamics which

acts as a low-pass filter. Moreover, a step-based exploration strategy

causes a large parameter variance which grows with the number of

time steps. Such exploration strategies may even damage the robot as
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random exploration in every time step leads to jumps in the controls of

the robot. Hence, fixing exploration for the whole episode or only slowly

vary the exploration by low-pass filtering the noise, is often beneficial

in real robot applications. On the other hand, the stochasticity of the

control policy πθ(u|x) also smoothens out the expected return, and,

hence, in our experience, policy search is sometimes less prone to getting

stuck in local minima using step-based exploration.

Episode-based exploration always produces action sequences which

can be reproduced by the noise free control law. Fixing the exploration

noise in the beginning of the episode might also decrease the variance

of the quality assessment estimated by the policy evaluation strategy,

and, hence, might produce more reliable policy updates [78].

2.1.3 Uncorrelated versus Correlated Exploration

As most policies are represented as Gaussian distributions, uncorre-

lated exploration noise is obtained by using a diagonal covariance

matrix while we can achieve correlated exploration by maintaining

a full representation of the covariance matrix. Exploration strategies

in action space typically use a diagonal covariance matrix. For explo-

ration strategies in parameter space, many approaches can also be used

to update the full covariance matrix of the Gaussian policy. Such an

approach was first introduced by the stochastic optimization algorithm

CMA-ES [29] and was later also incorporated into more recent policy

search approaches such as REPS [17, 58], PoWER [39], and PI2 [78].

Using the full covariance matrix often results in a considerably

increased learning speed for the resulting policy search algorithm [78].

Intuitively, the covariance matrix can be interpreted as a second-order

term. Similar to the Hessian in second-order optimization approaches,

it regulates the step-width of the policy update for each direction of

the parameter space. However, estimating the full covariance matrix can

also be difficult [69] if the parameter space becomes high-dimensional

(|Θ| > 50) as the covariance matrix has O(|Θ|2) elements. In this case,

too many samples are needed for an accurate estimate of the covariance

matrix.
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2.1.4 Updating the Exploration Distribution

Many model-free policy search approaches also update the explo-

ration distribution, and, hence, the covariance of the Gaussian policy.

Updating the exploration distribution often improves the performance

as different exploration rates can be used throughout the learning pro-

cess. Typically, a large exploration rate can be used in the beginning

of learning which is then gradually decreased to fine tune the policy

parameters. In general, the exploration rate tends to be decreased too

quickly for many algorithms, and, hence, the exploration policy might

collapse to almost a single point. In this case, the policy update might

stop improving prematurely. This problem can be alleviated by the use

of an information-theoretic update metric, which limits the relative

entropy between the new and the old trajectory distribution. Such an

information-theoretic measure is, for example, used by the natural pol-

icy gradient methods as well as by the REPS algorithm [17, 58]. Peters

and Schaal [62] showed that, due to the bounded relative entropy to

the old trajectory distribution, the exploration does not collapse pre-

maturely, and hence, a more stable learning progress can be achieved.

Still, the exploration policy might collapse prematurely if initialized

only locally. Some approaches artificially add an additional variance

term to the covariance matrix of the exploration policy after each pol-

icy update to sustain exploration [78], however, a principled way of

adapting the exploration policy in such situations is missing so far in

the literature.

2.2 Policy Evaluation Strategies

Policy evaluation strategies are used to assess the quality of the exe-

cuted policy. Policy search algorithms either try to assess the quality

of single state–action pairs xt,ut, which we will refer to as step-based

evaluations, or the quality of a parameter vector θ that has been used

during the whole episode, which we will refer to as episode-based policy

evaluation. The policy evaluation strategy is used to transform sampled

trajectories τ [i] into a data set D that contains samples of either the

state–action pairs x
[i]
t ,u

[i]
t or the parameter vectors θ[i] and an evalua-

tion of these samples, as will be described in this section. The data setD
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is subsequently processed by the policy update strategy to determine

the new policy.

2.2.1 Step-based Policy Evaluation

In step-based policy evaluation, we decompose the sampled trajectories

τ [i] into its single time steps x
[i]
t ,u

[i]
t , and estimate the quality of the

single actions. The quality of an action is given by the expected accu-

mulated future reward when executing u
[i]
t in state x

[i]
t at time step t

and subsequently following policy πθ(u|x),

Q
[i]
t = Qπ

t

(
x
[i]
t ,u

[i]
t

)
= Epθ(τ )

[
T∑

h=t

rh(xh,uh)

∣∣∣∣∣xt = x
[i]
t ,ut = u

[i]
t

]
,

which corresponds to the state–action value function Qπ. However, esti-

mating the state–action value function is a difficult problem in high-

dimensional continuous spaces and often suffers from approximation

errors or a bias induced by the bootstrapping approach used by most

value function approximation methods. Therefore, most policy search

methods rely on Monte-Carlo estimates of Q
[i]
t instead of using value

function approximations. Monte-Carlo estimates are unbiased, how-

ever, they typically exhibit a high variance. Fortunately, most methods

can cope with noisy estimates of Q
[i]
t , and, hence, solely the reward to

come for the current trajectory τ [i] is usedQ
[i]
t ≈ ∑T

h=t r
[i]
h , which avoids

the additional averaging that would be needed for an accurate Monte-

Carlo estimate. Algorithms based on step-based policy evaluation use

a data set Dstep = {x[i],u[i],Q[i]} to determine the policy update step.

Some step-based policy search algorithms [59, 90] also use the returns

R[i] = Epθ(τ )

[∑T
h=0 r

[i]
h

]
of the whole episode as evaluation for the single

actions of the episode. However, as the estimate of the returns suffers

from a higher variance than the reward to come, such a strategy is

not preferable. Pseudocode for a general step-based policy evaluation

algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.

2.2.2 Episode-based Policy Evaluation

Episode-based update strategies [17, 78, 79] directly use the expected

return R[i] = R(θ[i]) to evaluate the quality of a parameter vector θ[i].
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Algorithm 2 Policy Search with Step-Based Policy Evaluation
repeat

Exploration:

Create samples τ [i] ∼ πθk(τ ) following πθk(u|x), i = 1 . . .N

Policy Evaluation:

Evaluate actions: Q
[i]
t =

∑T
h=t r

[i]
h for all t and all i

Compose data set: Dstep =
{
x
[i]
t ,u

[i]
t ,Q

[i]
t

}
i=1...N, t=1...T−1

Policy Update:

Compute new policy parameters θk+1 using D.

Algorithms: REINFORCE, G(PO)MDP, NAC, eNAC,

PoWER, PI2

until Policy converges θk+1 ≈ θk

Typically, the expected return is given by the sum of the future imme-

diate rewards, i.e.,

R
(
θ[i]

)
= Epθ(τ )

[
T∑
t=0

rt|θ = θ[i]

]
. (2.4)

However, episode-based algorithms are not restricted to this structure

of the return, but can use any reward function R
(
θ[i]

)
which depends

on the resulting trajectory of the robot. For example, when we want to

learn to throw a ball to a desired target location, the reward R
(
θ[i]

)
can intuitively be defined as the negative minimum distance of the ball

to the target location [42]. Such reward function cannot be described

by a sum of immediate rewards.

The expected return R[i] for θ[i] can be estimated by performing

multiple rollouts on the real system. However, in order to avoid such

an expensive operation, a few approaches [39, 69] can cope with noisy

estimates of R[i], and, hence, can directly use the return
∑T

t=0 r
[i]
t of a

single trajectory τ [i] to estimate R[i]. Other algorithms, such as stochas-

tic optimizers, require a more accurate estimate of R[i], and, thus,

either require multiple rollouts, or suffer from a bias in the subsequent

policy update step. Episode-based policy evaluation produces a data

set Dep = {θ[i],R[i]}i=1...N , which is subsequently used for the policy
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Algorithm 3 Episode-Based Policy Evaluation for Learning an Upper-

Level Policy
repeat

Exploration:

Sample parameter vector θ[i] ∼ πωk
(θ), i = 1 . . .N

Sample trajectory τ [i] ∼ pθ[i](τ )

Policy Evaluation:

Evaluate policy parameters R[i] =
∑T

t=0 r
[i]
t

Compose data set Dep =
{
θ[i],R[i]

}
i=1...N

Policy Update:

Compute new policy parameters ωk+1 using Dep

Algorithms: Episode-based REPS, Episode-based PI2

PEPG, NES, CMA-ES, RWR

until Policy converges ωk+1 ≈ ωk

updates. Episode-based policy evaluation is typically connected with

parameter-based exploration strategies, and, hence, such algorithms

can be formalized by the problem of learning an upper-level policy

πω(θ), see Section 2.1.1. The general algorithm for policy search with

episode-based policy evaluation is given in Algorithm 3.

An underlying problem of episode-based evaluation is the variance

of the R[i] estimates. The variance depends on the stochasticity of the

system, the stochasticity of the policy, and the number of time steps,

consequently, for a high number of time steps and highly stochastic

systems, step-based algorithms should be preferred. In order to reduce

the variance, the policy πθ(u|x) is often modeled as a deterministic

policy and exploration is directly performed in parameter space.

2.2.3 Comparison of Step- and Episode-based Evaluation

Step-based policy evaluation exploits the structure that the return is

typically composed of the sum of the immediate rewards. Single actions

can now be evaluated by the reward to come in that episode, instead

of the whole reward of the episode, and, hence, the variance of the

evaluation can be significantly reduced as the reward to come contains
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less random variables as the total reward of the episode. In addition, as

we evaluate single actions instead of the whole parameter vector, the

evaluated samples can be used more efficiently as several parameter-

vectors θ might produce a similar action ut at time step t. Most policy

search algorithms, such as the common policy gradient algorithms [62,

90], the PoWER [39] algorithm, or the PI2 [82] algorithm, employ such

a strategy. A drawback of most step-based updates is that they often

rely on a linear parametrization of the policy πθ(u|x). They also cannot

be applied if the reward is not decomposable into isolated time steps.

Episode-based policy evaluation strategies do not decompose the

returns, and, hence, might suffer from a large variance of the estimated

returns. However, episode-based policy evaluation strategies typically

employ more sophisticated exploration strategies which directly explore

in the parameter space of the policy [17, 30, 78], and, thus, can often

compete with their step-based counterparts. So far, there is no clear

answer as to which of the strategies should be preferred. The choice of

the methods often depends on the problem at hand.

2.3 Important Extensions

In this section we will cover two important extensions of model-free

policy search, generalization to multiple tasks and learning multiple

solutions to the same task. We will introduce the relevant concepts for

both extensions, however, the detailed algorithms will be covered in

Section 2.4 which covers the policy update strategies.

2.3.1 Generalization to Multiple Tasks

For generalizing the learned policies to multiple tasks, so far, mainly

episode-based policy evaluation strategies have been used which learn

an upper-level policy. We will characterize a task by a context vector s.

The context describes all variables which do not change during the exe-

cution of the task but might change from task to task. For example, the

context s can describe the objectives of the agent or physical properties

such as a mass to lift. The upper-level policy is extended to generalize

the lower-level policy πθ(u|x) to different tasks by conditioning the

upper-level policy πω(θ|s) on the context s. The problem of learning
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πω(θ|s) can be characterized by maximizing the expected returns over

all contexts, i.e.,

Jω =

∫
s
µ(s)

∫
θ
πω(θ|s)

∫
τ
p(τ |θ,s)R(τ ,s)dτdθds (2.5)

=

∫
s
µ(s)

∫
θ
πω(θ|s)R(θ,s)dθds, (2.6)

where R(θ,s) =
∫
τ p(τ |θ,s)R(τ ,s)dτ is the expected return for exe-

cuting the lower-level policy with parameter vector θ in context s

and µ(s) is the distribution over the contexts. The trajectory distri-

bution p(τ |θ,s) can now also depend on the context, as the context

can contain physical properties of the environment. We also extend

the data set Dep =
{
s[i],θ[i],R[i]

}
i=1...N

used for updating the pol-

icy, which now also includes the corresponding context s[i] that have

been active for executing the lower-level policy with parameters θ[i].

The graphical model for learning an upper-level policies with multi-

ple contexts is given in Figure 2.1(b) and the general algorithm is

given in Algorithm 4. Algorithms that can generalize the lower-level

policy to multiple contexts include the Reward-Weighted Regression

(RWR) algorithm [60] the Cost-Regularized Regression (CrKR) algo-

rithm [38] and the episode-based relative entropy policy search (REPS)

Algorithm 4 Learning an Upper-Level Policy for multiple Tasks
repeat

Exploration:

Sample context s[i] ∼ µ(s)

Sample parameter vector θ[i] ∼ πωk
(θ|s[i]), i = 1 . . .N

Sample trajectory τ [i] ∼ pθ[i](τ |s[i])
Policy Evaluation:

Evaluate policy parameters R[i] =
∑T

t=0 r
[i]
t

Compose data set Dep =
{
θ[i],s[i],R[i]

}
i=1...N

Policy Update:

Compute new policy parameters ωk+1 using Dep

Algorithms: Episode-based REPS, CRKR, PEPG, RWR

until Policy converges ωk+1 ≈ ωk
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algorithm [17]. RWR and CrKR are covered in Section 2.4.2.3 and

REPS in Section 2.4.3.1.

2.3.2 Learning Multiple Solutions for a Single Motor Task

Many motor tasks can be solved in multiple ways. For example, for

returning a tennis ball, in many situations we can either use a back-

hand or fore-hand stroke. Hence, it is desirable to find algorithms that

can learn and represent multiple solutions for one task. Such approaches

increase the robustness of the learned policy in the case of slightly

changing conditions, as we can resort to backup solutions. Moreover,

many policy search approaches have problems with multimodal solution

spaces. For example, EM-based or information-theoretic approaches use

a weighted average of the samples to determine the new policy. There-

fore, these approaches average over several modes, which can consider-

ably decrease the quality of the resulting policy. Such problems can be

resolved by using policy updates which are not based on weighted aver-

aging, see Section 2.4.2.4, or by using a mixture model to directly repre-

sent several modes in the parameter space [17, 67]. We will discuss such

an approach, which is based on episode-based REPS in Section 2.4.3.3.

2.4 Policy Update Strategies

In this section, we will describe different policy update strategies

used in policy search, such as policy gradient methods, expectation–

maximization-based methods, information-theoretic methods, and pol-

icy updates which can be derived from the path integral theory. In the

case where the policy update method has been introduced for both step-

based and episode-based policy evaluation strategies, we will present

both resulting algorithms. Policy updates for the step-based evalua-

tion strategy use the data set Dstep to determine the policy update

while algorithms based on episode-based policy updates employ the

data set Dep. We will qualitatively compare the algorithms with respect

to their sample efficiency, the number of algorithmic parameters that

have to be tuned by the user, the type of reward function that can

be employed and also how safe it is to apply the method on a real

robot. Methods which are safe to apply on a real robot should not
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allow big jumps in the policy updates, as such jumps might result in

unpredictable behavior which might damage the robot. We will now

discuss the different policy update strategies.

Whenever it is possible, we will describe the policy search

methods for the episodic reinforcement learning formulation with time-

dependent policies as most robot learning tasks are episodic and not

infinite horizon tasks. However, most of the derivations also hold for the

infinite horizon formulation if we introduce a discount factor γ for the

return and cut the trajectories after a horizon of T time steps, where

T needs to be sufficiently large such that the influence of future time

steps with t > T vanishes as γT approaches zero.

2.4.1 Policy Gradient Methods

Policy gradient (PG) methods use gradient ascent for maximizing the

expected return Jθ. In gradient ascent, the parameter update direction

is given by the gradient ∇θJθ as it points in the direction of steepest

ascent of the expected return. The policy gradient update is therefore

given by

θk+1 = θk + α∇θJθ ,
where α is a user-specified learning rate and the policy gradient is

given by

∇θJθ =
∫
τ
∇θpθ(τ )R(τ )dτ . (2.7)

We will now discuss different ways to estimate the gradient ∇θJθ.

2.4.1.1 Finite difference methods

The finite difference policy gradient [40, 59] is the simplest way of

obtaining the policy gradient. It is typically used with the episode-

based evaluation strategy. The finite difference method estimates the

gradient by applying small perturbations δθ[i] to the parameter vec-

tor θk. We can either perturb each parameter value separately or use

a probability distribution with small variance to create the pertur-

bations. For each perturbation, we obtain the change of the return
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δR[i] = R(θk + δθ[i]) − R(θk). For finite difference methods, the per-

turbations δθ[i] implement the exploration strategy in parameter space.

However, the generation of the perturbations is typically not adapted

during learning but predetermined by the user. The gradient ∇FD
θ Jθ

can be obtained by using a first-order Taylor-expansion of Jθ and solv-

ing for the gradient in a least-squares sense, i.e., it is determined numer-

ically from the samples as

∇FD
θ Jθ = (δΘT δΘ)−1δΘT δR, (2.8)

where δΘ =
[
δθ[1], . . . ,δθ[N ]

]T
and δR = [δR[1], . . . ,δR[N ]]. Finite dif-

ference methods are powerful black-box optimizers as long as the

evaluations R(θ) are not too noisy. From optimization, this method

is also known as Least Square-Based Finite Difference (LSFD)

scheme [76].

2.4.1.2 Likelihood-ratio policy gradients

Likelihood-ratio methods were among the first policy search meth-

ods introduced in the early 1990s by Williams [90], and include

the REINFORCE algorithm. These methods make use of the so-

called “likelihood-ratio” trick that is given by the identity ∇pθ(y) =
pθ(y)∇ logpθ(y).

1 Inserting the likelihood-ratio trick into the policy

gradient from Equation (2.7) yields

∇θJθ =
∫
pθ(τ )∇θ logpθ(τ )R(τ )dτ = Epθ(τ ) [∇θ logpθ(τ )R(τ )],

(2.9)

where the expectation over pθ(τ ) is approximated by using a sum over

the sampled trajectories τ [i] = (x
[i]
0 ,u

[i]
0 ,x

[i]
1 ,u

[i]
1 , . . . ).

Baselines. As the evaluation R[i] of a parameter θ[i] or the evaluation

Q
[i]
t of an action u[i] is typically performed by inherently noisy Monte-

Carlo estimates, the resulting gradient estimates are also afflicted by a

1We can easily confirm this identity by using the chain-rule to calculate the derivative of
logpθ(y), i.e., ∇ logpθ(y) = ∇pθ(y)/pθ(y).
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large variance. The variance can be reduced by introducing a baseline

b for the trajectory reward R(τ ), i.e.,

∇θJθ = Epθ(τ ) [∇θ logpθ(τ )(R(τ ) − b)]. (2.10)

Note that the policy gradient estimate remains unbiased as

Epθ(τ ) [∇θ logpθ(τ )b] = b

∫
τ
∇θpθ(τ )dτ = b∇θ

∫
τ
pθ(τ )dτ = 0, (2.11)

where we first applied the reverse of the “likelihood-ratio” trick and

subsequently the identity
∫
τ pθ(τ )dτ = 1. Since the baseline b is a free

parameter, we can choose it such that it minimizes the variance of the

gradient estimate. We will denote the variance-minimizing baseline as

the optimal baseline. As the likelihood gradient can be estimated in

different ways, the corresponding optimal baseline will change with it.

We now first discuss the step-based likelihood-ratio PG algorithms,

and, discuss their optimal baselines if it is given in the literature.

Subsequently, we will cover the episode-based likelihood-ratio variant.

Step-based likelihood-ratio methods

Step-based algorithms exploit the structure of the trajectory distribu-

tion, i.e.,

pθ(τ ) = p(x1)

T∏
t=1

p(xt+1|xt,ut)πθ(ut|xt, t)

to decompose ∇θ logpθ(τ ) into the single time steps. As the product is

transformed into a sum by a logarithm, all terms which do not depend

on the policy parameters θ disappear during differentiation. Hence,

∇θ logpθ(τ ) is given by

∇θ logpθ(τ ) =
T−1∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t). (2.12)

Equation (2.12) reveals a key result for policy gradients: ∇θ logpθ(τ )
does not depend on the transition model p(xt+1|xt,ut). Note that

this result holds for any stochastic policy. However, for deterministic
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policies πθ(xt, t), the gradient ∇θ logpθ(τ ) includes

∇θp(xt+1|xt,πθ(xt, t)) =
∂p(xt+1|xt,ut)

∂ut

∂ut

∂θ

∣∣∣
ut=πθ(xt,t)

,

and, hence, the transition model needs to be known. Consequently,

stochastic policies play a crucial role for policy gradient methods.

The REINFORCE Algorithm. Equation (2.12) is used by one of

the first PG algorithms introduced in the machine learning literature,

the REINFORCE algorithm [90]. The REINFORCE policy gradient is

given by

∇RF
θ Jθ = Epθ(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)(R(τ ) − b)

]
, (2.13)

where b denotes the baseline.

To minimize the variance of ∇RF
θ Jθ, we estimate the optimal base-

line bRF. The optimal baseline also depends on which element h of

the gradient ∇θJθ we want to evaluate, and, hence needs to be com-

puted for each dimension h separately. The optimal baseline bRF
h for

the REINFORCE algorithm minimizes the variance of ∇RF
θh
Jθ, i.e., it

satisfies the condition

∂

∂b
Var

[∇RF
θh
Jθ

]
=

∂

∂b

(
Epθ(τ )

[
(∇RF

θh
Jθ)

2
] − Epθ(τ )

[∇RF
θh
Jθ

]2)
=

∂

∂b
Epθ(τ )

[
(∇RF

θh
Jθ)

2
]
= 0, (2.14)

where the second term disappeared as the expected gradient is not

affected by the baseline, see Equations (2.10) and (2.11). Solving this

equation for b yields

bRF
h =

Epθ(τ )

[(∑T−1
t=0 ∇θh logπθ (ut|xt, t)

)2
R(τ )

]
Epθ(τ )

[(∑T−1
t=0 ∇θh logπθ (ut|xt, t)

)2
] . (2.15)

The REINFORCE algorithm with its optimal baseline is summarized

in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 REINFORCE

Input: policy parametrization θ,

data set D =
{
x
[i]
1:T ,u

[i]
1:T−1,r

[i]
1:T

}
i=1...N

Compute returns: R[i] =
∑T

t=0 r
[i]
t

for each dimension h of θ do

Estimate optimal baseline:

bRF
h =

∑N
i=1

(∑T−1
t=0 ∇θh logπθ

(
u
[i]
t

∣∣∣x[i]
t , t

))2
R[i]

∑N
i=1

(∑T−1
t=0 ∇θh logπθ

(
u
[i]
t

∣∣∣x[i]
t , t

))2

Estimate derivative for dimension h of θ:

∇RF
θh
Jθ =

1

N

N∑
i=1

T−1∑
t=0

∇θh logπθ
(
u
[i]
t

∣∣∣x[i]
t , t

)
(R[i] − bRF

h )

end for

Return ∇RF
θ Jθ

The G(PO)MDP Algorithm. From Equation (2.13), we realize

that REINFORCE uses the returns R(τ ) of the whole episode as the

evaluations of single actions despite using the step-based policy evalu-

ation strategy. As already discussed before, the variance of the returns

can grow with the trajectory length, and, hence, deteriorate the perfor-

mance of the algorithm even if used with the optimal baseline. However,

by decomposing the return in the rewards of the single time steps, we

can use the observation that rewards from the past do not depend on

actions in the future, and, hence, Epθ(τ ) [∂θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)rj ] = 0 for

j < t.2 If we look at a reward rj of a single time step j, we realize

that we can neglect all derivatives of future actions. This intuition has

been used for the G(PO)MDP algorithm [9, 10] to decrease the vari-

ance of policy gradient estimates. The policy gradient of G(PO)MDP

2We can follow the same argument as in Equation (2.11) for introducing the baseline to
prove this identity.
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is given by

∇GMDP
θ Jθ = Epθ(τ )


T−1∑

j=0

j∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)(rj − bj)


, (2.16)

where bj is a time-dependent baseline. The optimal baseline for the

G(PO)MDP algorithm bGMDP
h,j (x) for time step j and dimension h of

θ can be obtained similarly as for the REINFORCE algorithm and is

given by

bGMDP
h,j =

Epθ(τ )

[(∑j
t=0∇θh logπθ(ut|xt, t)

)2
rj

]
Epθ(τ )

[(∑j
t=0∇θh logπθ(ut|xt, t)

)2
] . (2.17)

The G(PO)MDP algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 G(PO)MDP Algorithm

Input: Policy parametrization θ,

Data set D =
{
x
[i]
1:T ,u

[i]
1:T−1,r

[i]
1:T−1

}
i=1...N

for each time step t = 0 . . . T − 1 do

for each dimension h of θ do

Estimate optimal time-dependent baseline:

bGMDP
h,j =

∑N
i=1

(∑j
t=0∇θh logπθ

(
u
[i]
h

∣∣∣x[i]
h ,h

))2
r
[i]
j∑N

i=1

∑T−1
t=0

(∑j
t=0∇θh logπθ

(
u
[i]
k

∣∣∣x[i]
k ,k

))2

end for

Estimate gradient for dimension h:

∇GMDP
θh

Jθ =
N∑
i=1

T−1∑
j=0

(
j∑

t=0

∇θh logπθ
(
u
[i]
t

∣∣∣x[i]
t , t

))(
r
[i]
j − bGMDP

h,j

)

end for

Return ∇GMDP
θ Jθ
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The Policy Gradient Theorem Algorithm. Instead of using the

returns R(τ ) we can also use the expected reward to come at time step

t, i.e., Qπ
t (xt,ut), to evaluate an action ut. Mathematically, such an

evaluation can be justified by the same observation that has been used

for the G(PO)MDP algorithm, i.e., that rewards are not correlated with

future actions. Such evaluation is used by the Policy Gradient Theorem

(PGT) algorithm [80], which states that

∇PG
θ Jθ = Epθ(τ )

[∑T−1

t=0
∇θ logπθ(ut|xt)

(∑T

j=t
rj

)]

= Epθ(τ )

[∑T−1

t=0
∇θ logπθ(ut|xt)Q

π
t (xt,ut)

]
. (2.18)

We can again subtract an arbitrary baseline bt(x) from Qπ
t (xt,ut),

which now depends on the state x as well as on the time step.

While Qπ
t (xt,ut) can be estimated by Monte-Carlo rollouts, the

PGT algorithm can be used in combination with function approxima-

tion as will be covered in Section 2.4.1.3.

Episode-based likelihood-ratio methods

Episode-based likelihood-ratio methods directly update the upper-level

policy πω(θ) for choosing the parameters θ of the lower-level policy

πθ(ut|xt, t). They optimize the expected return Jω, as defined in Equa-

tion (2.2). The likelihood gradient of Jω can be directly obtained by

replacing pθ(τ ) with πω(θ) and R(τ ) with R(θ) =
∫
τ pθ(τ )R(τ )dτ in

Equation (2.9), resulting in

∇PE
ω Jω = Eπω(θ) [∇ω logπω(θ)(R(θ) − b)]. (2.19)

Such an approach was first introduced by [74, 75] with the Parameter

Exploring Policy Gradient (PEPG) algorithm. The optimal baseline

bPGPE
h for the h-th element of the PEPG gradient is obtained similarly

as for the REINFORCE algorithm and given by

bPGPE
h =

Eπω(θ)

[
(∇ωh

πω(θ))
2R(θ)

]
Epθ(τ )

[
(∇ωh

πω(θ))
2
] . (2.20)

The PEPG algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 7 Parameter Exploring Policy Gradient Algorithm

Input: Policy parametrization ω

Data set D =
{
θ[i],R[i]

}
i=1...N

for each dimension h of ω do

Estimate optimal baseline:

bPGPE
h =

∑N
i=1

(
∇ωh

πω(θ
[i])

)2
R[i]

∑N
i=1

(
∇ωh

πω(θ
[i])

)2

Estimate derivative for dimension h of ω:

∇PE
ωh
Jω =

1

N

N∑
i=1

∇ωπωh
(θ[i])(R[i] − bPGPE

h )

end for

2.4.1.3 Natural gradients

The natural gradient [3] is a well-known concept from supervised learn-

ing for optimizing parametrized probability distributions pθ(y), where

y is a random variable, which often achieves faster convergence than

the traditional gradient. Traditional gradient methods typically use an

Euclidean metric δθT δθ to determine the direction of the update δθ,

i.e., they assume that all parameter dimensions have similarly strong

effects on the resulting distribution. However, already small changes

in θ might result in large changes of the resulting distribution pθ(y).

As the gradient estimation typically depends on pθ(y) due to the sam-

pling process, the next gradient estimate can also change dramatically.

To achieve a stable behavior of the learning process, it is desirable to

enforce that the distribution pθ(y) does not change too much in one

update step. This intuition is the key concept behind the natural gradi-

ent which limits the distance between the distribution pθ(y) before and

pθ+δθ(y) after the update. To measure the distance between pθ(y) and

pθ+δθ(y), the natural gradient uses an approximation of the Kullback–

Leibler (KL) divergence. The KL divergence is a similarity measure of
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two distributions. It has been shown that the Fisher information matrix

F θ = Ep(y)

[∇θ logp(y)∇θ logp(y)T ] (2.21)

can be used to approximate the KL divergence between pθ+δθ(y) and

pθ(y) for sufficiently small δθ, i.e.,

KL(pθ+δθ(y)||pθ(y)) ≈ δθTF θδθ. (2.22)

The natural gradient update δθNG is now defined as the update δθ that

is the most similar to the traditional “vanilla” gradient δθVG update

that has a bounded distance

KL(pθ+δθ(y)||pθ(y)) ≤ ε

in the distribution space. Hence, we can formulate the following opti-

mization program

δθNG = argmaxδθ δθ
T δθVG s.t. δθTFθδθ ≤ ε. (2.23)

The solution of this program is given by δθNG ∝ F−1
θ δθVG up to a

scaling factor. The proportionality factor for the update step is typ-

ically subsumed into the learning rate. The natural gradient linearly

transforms the traditional gradient by the inverse Fisher matrix, which

renders the parameter update also invariant to linear transformations

of the parameters of the distribution, i.e., if two parametrizations have

the same representative power, the natural gradient update will be

identical. As the Fisher information matrix is always positive definite,

the natural gradient always rotates the traditional gradient by less

than 90 degrees, and, hence, all convergence guarantees from standard

gradient-based optimization remain. In contrast to the traditional gra-

dient, the natural gradient avoids premature convergence on plateaus

and overaggressive steps on steep ridges due to its isotropic convergence

properties [3, 79].

Natural Policy Gradients. The intuition of the natural gradients

to limit the distance between two subsequent distributions is also useful

for policy search. Here, we want to maintain a limited step-width in

the trajectory distribution space, i.e.,

KL(pθ(τ )||pθ+δθ(τ )) ≈ δθTF θδθ ≤ ε .
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The Fisher information matrix

F θ = Epθ(τ )

[
∇θ logpθ(τ )∇θ logpθ(τ )T

]
is now computed for the trajectory distribution pθ(τ ). The natural

policy gradient ∇NG
θ Jθ is therefore given by

∇NG
θ Jθ = F

−1
θ ∇θJθ , (2.24)

where ∇θJθ can be estimated by any traditional policy gradient

method.

The difference between the natural and traditional policy gradients

for learning a simple linear feedback policy is shown in Figure 2.2. In

this example, a scalar controller gain and the variance of the policy are

optimized. While the traditional gradient quickly reduces the variance

of the policy, and, hence, will stop exploring, the natural gradient only

gradually decreases the variance, and, in the end, finds the optimal

solution faster.

Step-based natural gradient methods

Similar to the gradient, the Fisher information matrix can also be

decomposed in the policy derivatives of the single time steps [8]. In

θ
 σ

θ

θ
 σ

θ

(a) Vanilla Policy Gradient (b) Natural Policy Gradient

Fig. 2.2 Comparison of the natural gradient to the traditional gradient on a simple linear
task with quadratic cost function. The controller has two parameters, the feedback gain k
and the variance σ2. The main difference between the two methods is how the change in
parameters is punished, i.e., the distance between current and next policy parameters. This
distance is indicated by the blue ellipses in the contour plot while the dashed lines show
the expected return. The red arrows indicate the resulting gradient. While the traditional
gradient quickly reduces the variance of the policy, the natural gradient only gradually
decreases the variance, and therefore continues to explore.
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[62, 63], it was shown that the Fisher information matrix of the tra-

jectory distribution can be written as the average Fisher information

matrices for each time step, i.e.,

F θ = Epθ(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)
T

]
. (2.25)

Consequently, as it is the case for estimating the policy gradient, the

transition model is not needed for estimating F θ. Still, estimating F θ
from samples can be difficult, as F θ contains O(d2) parameters, where

d is the dimensionality of θ. However, the Fisher information matrix F θ
does not need to be estimated explicitly if we use compatible function

approximations, which we will introduce in the next paragraph.

Compatible Function Approximation. In the PGT algorithm,

given in Section 2.4.1.2, the policy gradient was given by

∇PG
θ Jθ = Epθ(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ(ut|xt)(Q
π
t (xt,ut) − bt(xt))

]
. (2.26)

Instead of using the future rewards of a single rollout to estimate

Qπ
t (xt,ut) − bt(x), we can also use function approximation [80] to esti-

mate the value, i.e., estimate a function Ãw(xt,ut, t) = ψt(xt,ut)
Tw

such that Ãw(xt,ut, t) ≈ Qπ
t (xt,ut) − bt(x). The quality of the approx-

imation is determined by the choice of the basis functions ψt(xt,ut),

which might explicitly depend on the time step t. A good function

approximation does not change the gradient in expectation, i.e., it does

not introduce a bias. To find basis functions ψt(xt,ut) that fulfill this

condition, we will first assume that we already found a parameter vec-

tor w which approximates Qπ
t . For simplicity, we will now assume that

the baseline bt(x) is zero. A parameter vector w, which approximates

Qπ
t , also minimizes the squared approximation error. Thus, w has to

satisfy

∂

∂w
Epθ(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

(
Qt(xt,ut) − Ãw(xt,ut, t)

)2
]
= 0. (2.27)
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Computing the derivative yields

2Epθ(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

(Qt(xt,ut) − Ãw(xt,ut, t))
∂

∂w
Ãw(xt,ut, t)

]
= 0 (2.28)

with ∂Ãw(xt,ut, t)/∂w = ψt(xt,ut). By subtracting this equation from

the Policy Gradient Theorem in Equation (2.18), it is easy to see that

∇PGJ(θ) = Epθ(τ )

[∑T

t=1
∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)Ãw(xt,ut, t)

]
(2.29)

if we use ∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t) as basis functions ψt(xt,ut) for Ãw.

Using ψt(xt,ut) =∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t) as basis functions is also called

compatible function approximation [80], as the function approximation

is compatible with the policy parametrization. The policy gradient

using compatible function approximation can now be written as

∇FA
θ Jθ = Epθ(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t) logπθ(ut|xt, t)
T

]
w =Gθw.

(2.30)

Hence, in order to compute the traditional gradient, we have to estimate

the weight parameters w of the advantage function and the matrix Gθ.

However, as we will see in the next section, the matrix Gθ cancels

out for the natural gradient, and, hence, computing the natural gra-

dient reduces to computing the weights w for the compatible function

approximation.

Step-based Natural Policy Gradient. The result given in

Equation (2.30) implies that the policy gradient ∇FA
θ Jθ using the com-

patible function approximation already contains the Fisher information

matrix as Gθ = F θ. Hence, the calculation of the step-based natural

gradient simplifies to

∇NG
θ Jθ = F

−1
θ ∇FA

θ Jθ =w. (2.31)

The natural gradient still requires estimating the function Ãw. Due

to the baseline bt(x), the function Ãw(xt,ut, t) can be interpreted

as the advantage function, i.e., Ãw(xt,ut, t) ≈ Qπ
t (xt,ut) − Vt(xt).
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We can check that Ãw is an advantage function by observing that

Epθ(τ )

[
Ãw(xt,ut, t)

]
= Epθ(τ ) [∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)]w = 0. The advan-

tage function Ãw can be estimated by using temporal difference

methods [13, 81]. However, in order to estimate the advantage function,

such methods also require an estimate of the value function Vt(xt) [62].

While the advantage function would be easy to learn as its basis func-

tions are given by the compatible function approximation, appropriate

basis functions for the value function are typically more difficult to

specify. Hence, we typically want to find algorithms which avoid esti-

mating a value function.

Episodic Natural Actor Critic. One such algorithm is the episodic

Natural Actor Critic (eNAC) algorithm [61]. In the episodic policy

search setup, i.e., with a limited time horizon T , the estimation of the

value function Vt can be avoided by considering whole sample paths.

To see this, we first rewrite the Bellman equation for the advantage

function

Ãw(x,u, t) + Vt(x) = rt(x,u) +

∫
p(x′|x,u)Vt(x′)dx′, (2.32)

where VT (x) = rT (x) is the reward for the final state. Equation (2.32)

can be rewritten as

Ãw(xt,ut, t) + Vt(xt) = rt(xt,ut) + Vt(xt+1) + ε, (2.33)

for a single transition from xt to xt+1, where ε is a zero-mean noise

term. We now sum up Equation (2.33) along a sample path and get

the following condition

T−1∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)w + V0(x0) =

T−1∑
t=0

rt(xt,ut) + rT (xT ) (2.34)

with ∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)w = Ãw(xt,ut, t). Now, the value function Vt
needs to be estimated only for the first time step. For a single

start state x0, estimating V0(x0) = v0 reduces to estimating a con-

stant v0. For multiple start states x0, Vt needs to be parametrized

V0(x0) ≈ Ṽv(x0) = ϕ(x)
Tv. By using multiple sample paths τ [i], we
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Algorithm 8 Episodic Natural Actor Critic

Input: Policy parametrization θ,

data set D =
{
x
[i]
1:T ,u

[i]
1:T−1,r

[i]
1:T

}
i=1...N

for each sample i = 1 . . .N do

Compute returns: R[i] =
∑T

t=0 r
[i]
t

Compute features: ψ[i] =

[ ∑T−1
t=0 ∇θ logπθ

(
u
[i]
t

∣∣∣x[i]
t , t

)
ϕ(x

[i]
0 )

]
end for

Fit advantage function and initial value function

R =
[
R[1], . . . ,R[N ]

]T
, Ψ =

[
ψ[1], . . . ,ψ[N ]

]T
[
w

v

]
= (ΨTΨ)−1ΨTR

return ∇eNAC
θ Jθ =w

get a regression problem whose solution is given by[
w

v

]
= (ΨTΨ)−1ΨTR, (2.35)

where the matrix Ψ contains the policy and value function features of

the sample paths, i.e.,

ψ[i] =

[
T−1∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ
(
u
[i]
t

∣∣∣x[i]
t , t

)
,ϕ(x[i])T

]
, Ψ =

[
ψ[1], . . . ,ψ[N ]

]T
and R contains the returns of the sample paths. The eNAC algorithm

is illustrated in Algorithm 8.

Natural Actor Critic. While the eNAC algorithm is efficient for

the episodic reinforcement learning formulation, it uses the returns R[i]

for evaluating the policy, and consequently, gets less accurate for large

time-horizons due to the large variance of the returns. For learning

problems with a large time horizon, especially, for infinite horizon tasks,

the convergence speed can be improved by directly estimating the value
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function Vt. Such a strategy is implemented by the Natural Actor Critic

Algorithm (NAC) algorithm [62]. The NAC algorithm estimates the

advantage function and the value function by applying temporal differ-

ence methods [13, 81]. To do so, temporal difference methods have to

first be adapted to learn the advantage function.

We start this derivation by first writing down the Bellman equation

in terms of the advantage function in the infinite horizon formulation

Qπ(x,u) = Aπ(x,u) + V π(x) = r(x,u) + γ

∫
p(x′|x,u)V π(x′)dx .

(2.36)

Note that we now discuss the infinite horizon case, i.e., all functions are

time independent and we introduced the discount factor γ. By inserting

Ã(x,u) ≈ ∇θ logπθ(u|x)w and V π(x) ≈ ϕ(x)Tv, we can rewrite the

Bellman equation as a set of linear equations

∇θ logπθ
(
u[i]

∣∣∣x[i]
)
w+ϕ(x[i])Tv = r(x[i],u[i]) + γϕ(x′[i])Tv + ε.

(2.37)

One efficient method to estimate w and v is to use the LSTD-

Q(λ) [13, 62] algorithm. A simplified version of the NAC algorithm

which uses LSTD-Q(0) to estimate w and v is given in Algorithm 9.

For a more detailed discussion of the LSTD-Q algorithm we refer to

the corresponding papers [13, 43, 62].

Episode-based natural policy gradients

The beneficial properties of the natural gradient can also be exploited

for episode-based algorithms [79, 89]. While such methods come from

the area of evolutionary algorithms, as they always maintain a “popula-

tion” of parameter-samples, they perform gradient ascent on a fitness

function which is in the reinforcement learning context the expected

long-term reward Jω of the upper-level policy. Hence, we categorize

these methods as Policy Gradient methods.

Existing natural gradient methods in parameter space do not use

a compatible function approximation to estimate the natural gradient

but directly try to estimate the Fisher information matrix which is

subsequently multiplied with the likelihood gradient ∇PE
ω Jω given in
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Algorithm 9 Natural Actor Critic

Input: Policy parametrization θ,

data set D =
{
x[i],u[i],r[i],x′[i]}

i=1...N

for each sample i = 1 . . .N do

Compute features for current and successor state:

ψ[i] =

[
∇θ logπθ

(
u[i]

∣∣∣x[i]
)

ϕ(x[i])

]
, ψ′[i] =

[
0

ϕ(x′[i])

]

end for

Compute LSTD-Q solution

b =

N∑
i=1

ψ[i]r[i], A =

N∑
i=1

ψ[i]
(
ψ[i] − γψ′[i]

)T

[
w

v

]
=A−1b

return ∇NAC
θ Jθ = w

Equation (2.19) in parameter space, i.e.,

∇NES
ω Jω = F−1

ω ∇PE
ω Jω. (2.38)

The natural gradient for parameter space was first used in the Nat-

ural Evolution Strategy [89] where the Fisher information matrix was

determined empirically. However, the empirical estimation of the Fisher

information matrix is problematic as the matrix may not be invertible

due to redundant parameters or sampling errors. In [79], the authors

compute the Fisher information matrix in closed form for Gaussian

policies in parameter space. The authors also give derivations of an

optimal baseline for their method. As these derivations are rather com-

plex we refer to the corresponding paper for both derivations. The NES

strategy has also been compared with the PEPG algorithm [69], indi-

cating that NES is more efficient for low-dimensional problems while

PEPG has advantages for high-dimensional parameter spaces as the

second-order type update of the natural gradient gets more difficult.
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2.4.2 Expectation–Maximization Policy Search Approaches

Policy gradient methods require the user to specify the learning rate.

Setting the learning rate can be problematic and often results in

an unstable learning process or slow convergence [39]. This problem

can be avoided by formulating policy search as an inference prob-

lem with latent variables and, subsequently, using the Expectation–

Maximization (EM) algorithm to infer a new policy. As in the standard

Expectation–Maximization algorithm, the parameter update is com-

puted as a weighted maximum likelihood estimate which has a closed-

form solution for most of the used policies. Hence, no learning rate is

required.

We will first review the standard EM-algorithm and, subsequently,

reformulate policy search as an inference problem by treating the

reward as improper probability distribution. Finally, we will explain

the resulting EM-based policy search algorithms.

2.4.2.1 The standard expectation–maximization algorithm

The EM-algorithm [12, 47] is a well-known algorithm for determin-

ing the maximum likelihood solution of a probabilistic latent variable

model. Let us assume that y defines an observed random variable, z

an unobserved random variable and pθ(y,z) is the parametrized joint

distribution of observed and unobserved variables with parameters θ.

As z is unobserved, it needs to be marginalized out to compute the

likelihood of the parameters, i.e., pθ(y) =
∫
pθ(y,z)dz. Given a data

set Y = [y[1], . . .y[N ]]T , we now want to maximize the log-marginal like-

lihood

logpθ(Y ) =
N∑
i=1

logpθ(y
[i]) =

N∑
i=1

log

∫
pθ(y

[i],z)dz (2.39)

with respect to the parameters θ, where we assumed i.i.d. data points,

i.e., pθ(Y ) =
∏

i pθ(y
[i]). Since the logarithm is acting on the marginal

distribution
∫
pθ(y,z)dz instead of the joint distribution pθ(y,z), we

cannot obtain a closed-form solution for the parameters θ of our prob-

ability model pθ(y,z).
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The EM-algorithm is an iterative procedure for estimating the max-

imum likelihood solution of latent variable models where the param-

eter updates of every iteration can be obtained in closed form. We

will closely follow the derivation of EM from [12] as it can directly be

applied to the policy search setup.

The costly marginalization over the hidden variables can be avoided

by introducing an auxiliary distribution q(Z), which we will denote as

variational distribution, that is used to decompose the marginal log-

likelihood by using the identity pθ(Y ) = pθ(Y ,Z)/pθ(Z|Y ), i.e.,

logpθ(Y ) =

∫
q(Z) logpθ(Y )dZ =

∫
q(Z) log

q(Z)pθ(Y ,Z)

q(Z)pθ(Z|Y )
dZ

=

∫
q(Z) log

pθ(Y ,Z)

q(Z)
dZ −

∫
q(Z) log

pθ(Z|Y )

q(Z)
dZ

= Lθ(q) + KL(q(Z)||pθ(Z|Y )) . (2.40)

Since the KL divergence is always larger or equal to zero, the term

Lθ(q) is a lower bound of the log-marginal likelihood logpθ(Y ). The

two update steps in EM each correspond to maximizing the lower bound

L and minimizing the KL-divergence term.

Expectation Step. In the expectation step (E-step), we update

the variational distribution q(Z) by minimizing the KL divergence

KL(q(Z)||pθ(Z|Y )) which is equivalent to setting q(Z) = pθ(Z|Y ).

Note that the lower bound Lθ(q) is tight after each E-step, i.e.,

logpθ(Y ) = Lθ(q), as the KL divergence KL(q(Z)||pθ(Z|Y )) has been

set to zero by the E-step. As logpθ(Y ) is unaffected by the change of

q(Z), we observe from Equation (2.40) that the lower bound Lθ(q) has
to increase if we decrease the KL divergence.

Maximization Step. In the maximization step (M-step), we opti-

mize the lower bound with respect to θ, i.e.,

θnew = argmaxθLθ(q) = argmaxθ

∫
q(Z) logpθ(Y ,Z)dZ + H(q)

= argmaxθEq(Z) [logpθ(Y ,Z)] = argmaxθQθ(q), (2.41)
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where the term H(q) denotes the entropy of q and can be neglected

for estimating θnew. The term in Equation (2.41) is also denoted as

the expected complete data log-likelihood Qθ(q). The log now directly

acts on the joint distribution pθ(Y ,Z), and, hence, the M-step can

be obtained in closed form. By examining the expected complete data

log-likelihood

Qθ(q) =
∫
q(Z) logpθ(Y ,Z)dZ (2.42)

=

N∑
i=1

∫
qi(z) logpθ(y

[i],z)dZ (2.43)

in more detail, we can see that the M-step is based on a weighted

maximum likelihood estimate of θ using the complete data points [y[i],z]

weighted by qi(z).

Note that after the E-step, the KL-term of Equation (2.40) is set

to zero and, hence, the KL-term can only increase in the M-step. Con-

sequently, logpθ(Y ) is increased even more than the lower bound L.
The EM-algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local maximum of

the marginal log-likelihood logpθ(Y ) as the lower bound is increased in

each E-step and M-step, and the lower bound is tight after each E-step.

2.4.2.2 Policy search as an inference problem

We will first formulate policy search as a latent variable inference prob-

lem and then show how EM can be applied to solve this problem. To

do so, we define a binary reward event R as our observed variable.

As we want to maximize the reward, we always want to observe the

reward event, i.e., R = 1. The probability of this reward event is given

by p(R = 1|τ ). The trajectories τ are the latent variables in our model.

A graphical model of policy search formulated as an inference problem

is given in Figure 2.3. Maximizing the reward implies maximizing the

probability of the reward event, and, hence, our trajectory distribution

pθ(τ ) needs to assign high probability to trajectories with high reward

probability p(R = 1|τ ). As we are only concerned with the case R = 1

for estimating the trajectory distribution pθ(τ ), we will write p(R|τ )
instead of p(R = 1|τ ).
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R τ

p(R|τ ) pθ(τ ) θ

Fig. 2.3 Graphical model for inference-based policy search. We introduce a binary reward
event R = 1 as observation, the latent variables are given by the trajectories τ . We want
to find the maximum likelihood solution for the parameters θ of observing the reward, i.e.,
θnew = argmaxθ logpθ(R).

If the return R(τ ) of a trajectory is bounded, it can be directly

transformed into a non-normalized probability distribution, i.e.,

p(R|τ ) ∝ R(τ ) − minτ j R(τ j) [19]. Otherwise, an exponential trans-

formation of the reward signal can be used [60, 85], i.e., p(R|τ ) ∝
exp(βR(τ )). This exponential transformation implies a soft-max distri-

bution for the trajectories conditioned on the observation of the reward

event, i.e.,

pθ(τ |R) = pθ(τ )exp(βR(τ ))∫
pθ(τ )exp(βR(τ ))dτ

.

The parameter β denotes the inverse temperature of the soft-max dis-

tribution. The higher we choose β, the more greedy the policy update

becomes. This parameter is either specified by the user [39] or can be

set by heuristics, for example, setting β to a multiple of the standard

deviation of the rewards [49, 50].

We want to find a parameter vector θ that maximizes the probabil-

ity of the reward event. In other words, we want to find the maximum

likelihood solution for the log-marginal likelihood

logpθ(R) =

∫
τ
p(R|τ )pθ(τ )dτ . (2.44)

As for the standard EM-algorithm, a variational distribution q(τ ) is

used to decompose the log-marginal likelihood into two terms

logpθ(R) = Lθ(q) + KL(q(τ )||pθ(τ |R)), (2.45)

where p(τ |R) is denoted as the reward-weighted trajectory distribution

pθ(τ |R) = p(R|τ )pθ(τ )∫
p(R|τ )pθ(τ )dτ

∝ p(R|τ )pθ(τ ). (2.46)
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In the E-step, we minimize KL(q(τ )||pθ(τ |R)), and, hence, set q(τ )
to the reward-weighted model distribution pθ(τ |R). In the M-step, we

maximize the expected complete data log-likelihood

argmaxθQθ(q) = argmaxθ

∫
q(τ ) log

(
p(R|τ )pθ(τ )

)
dτ

= argmaxθ

∫
q(τ ) logpθ(τ )dτ + f(q)

= argminθKL(q(τ )||pθ(τ )) . (2.47)

Hence, the E- and M-steps use different KL divergences for their

iterative updates. We distinguish between two EM-update procedures,

called Monte-Carlo (MC)-EM approaches [39, 60] and Variational Infer-

ence for Policy Search [49], which we will discuss in the following

sections. Both update procedures use different approximations to min-

imize the KL divergences.

2.4.2.3 Monte-Carlo EM-based policy search

Some of the most efficient policy search methods are Monte-Carlo

Expectation–Maximization (MC-EM) methods [39, 60, 86]. The MC-

EM-algorithm [47] is a variant of EM that uses a sample-based approx-

imation for the variational distribution q, i.e., in the E-step, MC-EM

minimizes the KL divergence KL(q(Z)||pθ(Z|Y ) by using samples

Zj ∼ pθ(Z|Y ). Subsequently, these samples Zj are used to estimate

the expectation of the complete data log-likelihood

Qθ(q) =
K∑
j=1

logpθ(Y ,Zj). (2.48)

In terms of policy search, MC-EMmethods use samples τ [i] from the old

trajectory distribution pθ′(τ ), where θ
′ represents the old policy param-

eters, to represent the variational distribution q(τ ) ∝ p(R|τ )pθ′(τ ) over
trajectories. As τ [i] has already been sampled from pθ′(τ ), pθ′(τ ) can-

cels with the importance weights and can be skipped from the distri-

bution q(τ [i]) and, hence, q(τ [i]) ∝ p(R|τ [i]). These samples are then

used in the M-step for estimating the complete data log-likelihood.
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Consequently, in the M-step, we have to maximize

Qθ(θ′) =
∑

τ [i]∼pθ′(τ )

p(R|τ [i]) logpθ(τ
[i]) (2.49)

with respect to the new policy parameters θ. This maximization cor-

responds to a weighted maximum likelihood estimate of θ where each

sample τ [i] is weighted by d[i] = p(R|τ [i]).

Episode-based EM-algorithms

The episode-based version of MC-EM policy search algorithms can

straightforwardly be derived by replacing the trajectory distribution

pθ(τ
[i]) by the upper-level policy πω(θ) and has been used to general-

ize the upper-level policy to multiply contexts, i.e., learn πω(θ|s) [38].
The policy update is given by the weighted maximum likelihood esti-

mate of the parameters ω of the upper-level policy. The general setup

for Episode-Based EM-updates is given in Algorithm 10.

Reward-Weighted Regression. Reward-Weighted Regression

(RWR) uses a linear policy for πω(θ|s), and, hence, the weighted

maximum likelihood estimate performed by the EM-update is given

by a weighted linear regression. RWR was introduced in [60] to learn

an inverse dynamics model for operational space control. However, the

algorithm straightforwardly generalizes to episode-based policy search

Algorithm 10 Episode-Based MC-EM Policy Updates

Input: inverse temperature β

data set Dep =
{
s[i],θ[i],R[i]

}
i=1...N

Compute weighting d[i] = f(R[i]) for each sample i

e.g., d[i] ∝ exp(βR[i])

Compute weighted ML solution, see Equations (2.50) and (2.51)

ωnew = argmaxω

N∑
i=1

T−1∑
t=0

d[i] logπω(θ
[i]|s[i])

return ωnew
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with multiple contexts. The policy πω(θ|s) = N (
θ|W Tφ(s),Σθ

)
is

represented as Gaussian linear model. Given the data set Dep and

the weightings d[i] for each sample (s[i],θ[i]) in Dep, the weighted

maximum likelihood solution for W is given by

W = (ΦTDΦ + λI)−1ΦTDΘ, (2.50)

where λ is a ridge factor, Φ =
[
φ(s[1]), . . . ,φ(s[N ])

]
contains the feature

vectors of the contexts, the diagonal matrix D contains the weights

d[i], andΘ =
[
θ[1], . . . ,θ[N ]

]T
the parameter vectors θ[i]. The covariance

matrixΣθ can be updated according to a weighted maximum likelihood

estimate. The update equations for Σθ are given in Appendix B.

Cost-Regularized Kernel Regression. Cost-Regularized Kernel

Regression (CRKR) is the kernelized version of Reward-Weighted

Regression, and was one of the first algorithms used to learn upper-level

policies for multiple contexts [39]. Similar to most kernel-regression

methods, CRKR uses individual regressions for the individual output

dimensions. The policy in CRKR πω(θ|s) =N (ω|µω(s),diag(σω(s))
is modeled as a Gaussian process. The mean and the variance for the

h-th output dimension are therefore given by

µh(s) = k(s)(K + λC)−1Θh, (2.51)

σ2h(s) = k(s,s) + λ − k(s)T (K + λC)−1k(s). (2.52)

The term K =ΦTΦ denotes the kernel matrix and k(s) = φ(s)TΦ

represents the kernel vector for a new context query point s, where the

feature matrix Φ =
[
φ(s[1]), . . . ,φ(s[N ])

]
contains the feature vectors

of the contexts. The matrix C is denoted as cost matrix because it is

inversely related to the reward-weighting used in RWR, i.e., C =D−1.

The cost matrix is treated as an input dependent noise prior for the

Gaussian process [38].

As the standard kernel-regression formulation (for example, see

Bishop [12], Chapter 6.1), CRKR can be derived from linear regression

using the Woodbury Identity [38]. Instead of standard linear regression,

reward-weighted regression is used to derive CRKR.

As CRKR is a nonparametric method, it does not update a param-

eter vector. Instead, the policy is determined by the given data set. As
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CRKR is a kernel method, we do not need to specify a feature vector

φ(s), but rather use a kernel. Kernels typically offer more flexibility

in modeling a function than user-specified feature vectors. We refer

to [66] for more details about kernel methods for regression. The disad-

vantage of using a kernel-method is that the output dimensions of the

policy πω(θ|s) are typically modeled as independent Gaussian distri-

butions, and, hence, no correlations can be modeled. Such uncorrelated

exploration strategies might result in a decreased performance of the

algorithm as we will discuss in Section 2.1.

Step-based EM-algorithms

Step-based EM-Algorithms decompose the complete data log-likelihood

Qθ(θ′) into the single steps of the episode. We denote the parameter

vector θ′ as the parameters of the old policy. We first show that

Qθ(θ′) is a lower bound of the logarithmic expected return logJθ
where we will assume that no reward transformation has been used,

i.e., p(R|τ ) ∝ R(τ ),

logJθ = log

∫
pθ(τ )R(τ )dτ = logpθ(R). (2.53)

As we know thatQθ(θ′) is a lower bound of logpθ(R), we conclude that
logJθ ≥Qθ(θ′) = Epθ′(τ ) [R(τ) logpθ(τ )], (2.54)

where the old policy parameters θ′ have been used for generating

the rollouts. By differentiating Qθ(θ′) with respect to the new policy

parameters θ, we get

∇θQθ(θ′) = Epθ′(τ ) [R(τ )∇θ logpθ(τ )],

= Epθ′(τ )

[
R(τ )

T−1∑
t=0

∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)

]
. (2.55)

Using the same insight as we used for the policy gradient theorem, i.e.,

past rewards are independent of future actions, we obtain

∇θQθ(θ′) = Epθ′(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

Qπ
t (xt,ut)∇θ logπθ(ut|xt, t)

]
. (2.56)

Setting Equation (2.56) to zero corresponds to performing a weighted

maximum likelihood estimate on the step-based data set Dstep for
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obtaining the new parameters θ of policy πθ(ut|xt, t). The weighting

is in the step-based case given by

Qπ
t (x

[i]
t ,u

[i]
t ) ≈

T−1∑
h=t

r(x
[i]
h ,u

[i]
h ).

From Equation (2.56) we can see that step-based EM-algorithms reduce

policy search to an iterative reward-weighted imitation learning pro-

cedure. This formulation is used to derive the widely used EM-based

policy search algorithm, Policy learning by Weighting Exploration with

Returns (PoWER), which was introduced in [39]. The general algorithm

for step-based EM-algorithms is illustrated in Algorithm 11.

Relation to Policy Gradients. There is a close connection between

step-based gradient methods which were introduced in Section 2.4.1

and the step-based EM-based approach. In the limit, if the new param-

eters θ are close to the old parameters θ′, we obtain the policy gradient

theorem update rule from the lower bound Qθ(θ′),

lim
θ→θ′

∇θQθ(θ′) = lim
θ→θ′

Epθ′(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

Qπ
t (xt,ut)∇θ logπθ(ut|xt)

]

= Epθ(τ )

[
T−1∑
t=0

Qπ
t (xt,ut)∇θ logπθ(ut|xt)

]

= ∇PG
θ Jθ. (2.57)

Algorithm 11 Step-based MC-EM Policy Updates

Input: Policy parametrization θ

data set D =
{
x
[i]
1:T ,u

[i]
1:T−1,Q

[i]
t

}
i=1...N

Compute weighting d
[i]
t ∝ Q

[i]
t or d

[i]
t ∝ exp(βQ

[i]
t )

Compute weighted maximum ML estimate, see Equations (2.58)

and (2.59)

θnew = argmaxθ

N∑
i=1

T−1∑
t=0

d
[i]
t logπθ

(
u
[i]
t

∣∣∣x[i]
t , t

)
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From this comparison we conclude that, unlike policy gradient methods,

the EM-based approach allows us to use a different parameter vector

θ′ for the expectation of the trajectories than for the estimation of the

gradient ∇θ logpθ(τ ). The EM-based approach aims at making actions

with high future reward Qπ
t (x,u) more likely. However, in contrast to

policy gradient methods, it neglects the influence of the policy update

δθ on the trajectory distribution pθ+δθ(τ ).

However, such a relationship can only be obtained, if we can linearly

transform the reward into an improper probability distribution. If we

need to use an exponential transformation for the rewards, such a direct

relationship with policy gradient methods cannot be established.

Episodic Reward-Weighted Regression. Despite the name,

Episodic Reward-Weighted Regression (eRWR) is the step-based exten-

sion of RWR [39], which we presented in the previous section. Similar to

RWR, episodic RWR assumes a linear model for the policy, which is in

the step-based case given as πθ(ut|xt, t) = N (ut|W Tφt(x),Σu). The

weighted maximum likelihood estimate for θ = {W ,Σu} is now per-

formed on the step-based data set Dstep with inputs x[i], target vectors

u[i] and weightings d[i]. As we have a Gaussian policy which is linear in

the feature vectors φt, the weighted ML estimate of the weight vector

W is given by a weighted least-squares linear regression,

W new = (ΦTDΦ)−1ΦTDU , (2.58)

where Φ =
[
φ
[1]
0 , . . . ,φ

[1]
T−1, . . . ,φ

[N ]
0 , . . . ,φ

[N ]
T−1

]
contains the feature vec-

tors for all time steps t of all trajectories τ [i], D is the diagonal

weighting matrix containing the weightings d
[i]
t of each sample and the

matrix U contains the control vectors u
[i]
t for all t and i. For more

details on Equation (2.58) please refer to Appendix B. The update

of the covariance matrix Σu of πθ(u|x) can also be obtained by a

weighted maximum likelihood estimate and is given in Appendix B,

see Equation (B.4).

Policy learning by Weighting Exploration with Returns. The

policy update of the PoWER algorithm [39] is similar to episodic

RWR, however, PoWER uses a more structured exploration strategy
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which typically results in better performance of PoWER in compar-

ison to episodic RWR. To simplify our discussion we will for now

assume that the control action ut is one dimensional. RWR directly

perturbs the controls ut =w
Tφt + εt with zero-mean Gaussian noise.

Instead, PoWER applies the perturbation to the parameters w, i.e.,

ut = (w + εt)
Tφt, where εt ∼ N (0,Σw) is the noise term applied to

the parameter vector at time step t. Such a policy can be written as

πt(ut|xt) =N (ut|wTφt,φ
T
t Σwφt), i.e., as Gaussian policy where the

variance also depends on the current features Φt.

If we assume that Σw is known, we can again determine the weighted

maximum likelihood solution for the parameters w. This solution is

given in [39] as

wnew = wold + E

[
T−1∑
t=0

Lt(x)Q
π
t (xt,ut)

]−1

E

[
T−1∑
t=0

Lt(x)Q
π
t (xt,ut)εt

]
,

where Lt(x) = φt(x)φt(x)
T (φt(x)

TΣwφt(x))
−1. As we can see, the

exploration noise εt is weighted by the returns Qπ
t to obtain the new

parameter vector w. For the derivation of this equation we refer to [39].

However, the update rule of PoWER can also be written in terms of

matrices, where we use the action vectors ut instead of using the noise

terms εt as target values, i.e.,

wnew = (ΦT D̃Φ)−1ΦT D̃U , (2.59)

where U contains the actions of all time steps and all trajectories, ΦT

is defined as in Equation (2.50) and D̃ ∈ R
NT×NT is a diagonal weight-

ing matrix with the entries d̃
[i]
t =

(
φt(x

[i])TΣwφt(x
[i])

)−1
Q

[i]
t for each

sample i and time step t. For further details please consult Appendix B.

We can now see, as the only difference between the eRWR policy and

the policy used in PoWER is the state-dependent variance term, the

only difference in the policy update is that in PoWER the data points

are additionally weighted by the precision
(
φt

(
x[i]

)T
Σwφt

(
x[i]

))−1

of the policy for state x[i]. Consequently, data points with less variance

have a higher influence on the result of the regression. As this nota-

tion does not contain the noise terms ε
[i]
t , it is also compatible with

Algorithm 11.
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2.4.2.4 Variational inference-based methods

As we have seen, the MC-EM approach uses a weighted maximum

likelihood estimate to obtain the new parameters θ of the policy. While

a weighted maximum likelihood estimate can be computed efficiently,

such an approach might also suffer from a caveat: it averages over

several modes of the reward function. Such a behavior might result in

slow convergence to good policies as the average of several modes might

be in an area with low reward [49].

Moment Projection and Information Projection. We observe

that the maximization used for the MC-EM approach as defined in

Equation (2.49) is equivalent to minimizing

KL(p(R|τ )pθ′(τ )‖pθ(τ )) =
∫
p(R|τ [i])pθ′(τ

[i]) log
p(R|τ )pθ′(τ [i])

pθ(τ [i])

with respect to the new policy parameters θ. This minimization is

also called the Moment Projection of the reward-weighted trajectory

distribution as it matches the moments of pθ(τ ) with the moments

of p(R|τ )pθ′(τ ). It forces pθ(τ ) to have probability mass everywhere

where p(R|τ )pθ′(τ ) has non-negligible probability mass. Consequently,

if pθ(τ ) is a Gaussian, the M-projection averages over all modes of the

reward-weighted trajectory distribution.

Alternatively, we can use the Information (I)-projection

argminθ KL(pθ(τ )||p(R|τ )pθ′(τ )) to update the policy, as intro-

duced in the Variational Inference for Policy Search [49] algorithm.

This projection forces the new trajectory distribution pθ(τ ) to be zero

everywhere where the reward-weighted trajectory distribution is zero.

When using a Gaussian distribution for pθ(τ ), the I-projection will

concentrate on a single mode of p(R|τ )pθ′(τ ) and lose information

about the other modes contained in the samples. Unfortunately, it

cannot be determined in closed form for most distributions.

Variational Inference for Policy Search. In the Variational Infer-

ence for policy search approach [49], a parametric representation of

the variational distribution qβ(τ ) is used instead of a sample-based

approximation as used in the MC-EM approach. It is convenient to
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choose qβ(τ) from the same family of distributions as pθ(τ ). Now, a

sample-based approximation is used to replace the integral in the KL

divergence KL(qβ(τ ) ‖p(R|τ )pθ′(τ )) needed for the E-step, i.e.,

β ∈ argminβ̃KL(qβ̃(τ )||p(R|τ )pθ′(τ ))

≈ argminβ̃

∑
τ [i]

qβ̃(τ
[i]) log

qβ̃(τ
[i])

p(R|τ [i])pθ′(τ
[i])

. (2.60)

The minimization of this KL divergence is equivalent to the I-projection

of the reward-weighted trajectory distribution p(R|τ )pθ(τ ). In the vari-

ational approach, the M-step now trivially reduces to setting the new

parameter vector θnew to θ′.
Hence, the MC-EM and the variational inference algorithm only

differ in the employed projections of the reward-weighted trajectory

distribution pθ(τ |R). As the projections are in general different, they

each converge to a different (local) maximum of the lower bound Lθ(q).
The variational inference algorithm has been used in the episode-based

formulation to learn an upper-level policy πω(θ|s) for multiple con-

texts. If we use a Gaussian distribution for πω(θ|s), the I-projection

concentrates on a single mode, as shown in Figure 2.4. Such behav-

ior can be beneficial if all modes are almost equally good. However,

the I-projection might also choose a suboptimal mode (which has a

lower reward). The M-projection averages over all modes, and, there-

fore, might also include large areas of low reward in the distribution.

The behavior of both approaches for a simple multimodal toy problem

is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

If the target distribution is unimodal, both projections yield almost

the same solutions. However, using the I-projection is computationally

demanding, and, hence, the variational inference approach is gener-

ally not the method of choice. In addition, if we use a more complex

distribution for modeling the policy, e.g., a mixture of Gaussians, the

difference between the I- and the M-projection becomes less distinct.

2.4.3 Information-theoretic Approaches

The main idea behind the information-theoretic approaches is to

stay close to the “data”, i.e., the trajectory distribution after the
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Fig. 2.4 Comparison of using the I-projection versus the M-projection for inference-based
policy search. While the M-projection averages over several modes of the reward function,
the I-projection concentrates on a single mode, and, therefore, avoids including areas of low
reward in the policy distribution.

policy update should not jump away from the trajectory distribution

before the policy update. Information-theoretic approaches bound the

distance between the old trajectory distribution q(τ ) and the newly

estimated trajectory distribution p(τ ) at each update step. Such reg-

ularization of the policy update limits the information loss of the

updates, and, hence, avoids that the new distribution p(τ ) prema-

turely concentrates on local optima of the reward landscape. The first

type of algorithms to implement this insight from information theory

were the natural policy gradient algorithms [62], which have already

been discussed in the policy gradient section. Natural policy gradi-

ent algorithms always require a user-specified learning rate, an issue

which was alleviated by EM-based methods. However, EM-based meth-

ods have other problems concerning premature convergence and sta-

bility of the learning process as they typically do not stay close to

the data. The information-theoretic insight was again taken up in [58]

with the Relative Entropy Policy Search (REPS) algorithm to com-

bine the advantages of both types of algorithms. REPS uses the same

information-theoretic bound as the NAC algorithm but simultaneously

updates its policy by weighted maximum likelihood estimates, which

do not require a learning rate.

REPS formulates the policy search problem as an optimization

problem, wherein the optimization is done directly in the space of
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distributions p over trajectories, state–actions pairs, or parameters

without considering a direct or indirect parametrization of p. As we

will see, the REPS optimization problem allows for a closed-form solu-

tion for computing p. The used distance measure KL(p||q) forces p to

be low everywhere where the old “data” distribution q is also low. Intu-

itively, bounding KL(p||q) prevents p to “move outside” the “old data”

distribution q as such behavior is potentially dangerous for the robot.

The use of the opposite KL divergence KL(q||p) would not exhibit this

favorable property and also does not allow for a closed-form solution

for p.

2.4.3.1 Episode-based relative entropy policy search

We start our discussion with the episode-based formulation [17] of rel-

ative entropy policy search [58] as it is the simplest formulation. In

the episode-based formulation, we need to learn an upper-level policy

πω(θ) for selecting the parameters of the lower-level policy πθ(ut|xt) in

order to maximize the average return Jω as defined in Equation (2.2).

At the same time, we want to bound the Kullback–Leibler divergence

between the newly estimated policy πω(θ) and the old policy q(ω).

Resulting Optimization Program. To do so, we can solve the

following constrained optimization problem

max
π

∫
π(θ)R(θ)dθ,

s.t. ε ≥
∫
π(θ) log

π(θ)

q(θ)
dθ,

1 =

∫
π(θ)dθ. (2.61)

This constrained optimization problem can be solved efficiently by the

method of Lagrangian multipliers. Please refer to Appendix C for more

details. From the Lagrangian, we can also obtain a closed-form solution

for the new policy

π(θ) ∝ q(θ)exp

(
R(θ)

η

)
, (2.62)
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where η is the Lagrangian multiplier connected to the KL-bound

constrained. It specifies a scaling factor for the reward and can be

interpreted as the temperature of the soft-max distribution given in

Equation (2.62).

The Dual Function. The parameter η is obtained by minimizing

the dual-function g(η) of the original optimization problem,

g(η) = ηε + η log

∫
q(θ)exp

(
R(θ)

η

)
dθ. (2.63)

The derivation of the dual function is given in Appendix C. In practice,

the integral in the dual function is approximated by samples, i.e.,

g(η) = ηε + η log
∑
i

1

N
exp

(
R(θ[i])

η

)
dθ. (2.64)

Estimating the New Policy. The new policy π(θ) is also only

known for samples θ[i] where we have evaluated the reward R(θ[i]).

Consequently, we need to fit a parametric distribution πω(θ) to our

samples. This parametric distribution is obtained by a weighted max-

imum likelihood estimate on the samples θ[i] with the weightings

d[i] = exp
(
R(θ[i])/η

)
. Note that the distribution q(θ[i]) can be dropped

from the weighting as we have already sampled from q. Typically, the

parametric policy is Gaussian, and, hence the new parameters are given

by the weighted mean and covariance. For the resulting updates of the

weighted maximum likelihood estimates please refer to Appendix B.

In theory, the expected return R(θ[i]) =
∫
pθ[i](τ )R(τ )dτ is given

as expectation over all possible rollouts. However, to increase the sam-

ple efficiency in practice, the return R(θ[i]) is typically approximated

with a single sample. Similar to EM-based approaches, such strategy

introduces a bias into the optimization problem, as the expectation is

not performed inside the exp function, and, consequently, the resulting

policy is risk-seeking. However, for moderately stochastic system no

performance loss was observed.

Although it seems natural to define q(x,u) as the old policy

π(ωk−1), we can use the last K policies as q(x,u) to reuse samples

from previous iterations.
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2.4.3.2 Episode-based extension to multiple contexts

In episode-based REPS, we can extend the upper-level policy πω(θ|s)
to select the policy parameters θ based on the context s. Our aim is

to maximize the expected reward Rsθ while bounding the expected

relative entropy between πω(θ|s) and the old policy q(u|x), i.e.,

max
π

∫
µ(s)

∫
πω(θ|s)Rsθdθds

s.t: ε ≥
∫
µ(s)KL(πω(θ|s)||q(θ|s))ds, ∀s : 1 =

∫
πω(θ|s)dθ.

(2.65)

However, this formulation requires that we have access to many param-

eter vector samples θ[i,j] for a single context vector s[i]. In order to relax

this assumption, contextual REPS optimizes for the joint probabilities

p(s,θ) and enforces that p(s) =
∫
p(s,θ)dθ still reproduces the correct

context distribution µ(s) by using the constraints ∀s : p(s) = µ(s).

Matching Feature Averages. Yet, in continuous spaces, this for-

mulation results in an infinite amount of constraints. Therefore, we

need to resort to matching feature expectations instead of matching

single probabilities, i.e.,
∫
p(s)ϕ(s)ds = ϕ̂φ where ϕ̂φ =

∫
µ(s)ϕ(s)ds

is the observed average feature vector. For example, if ϕ contains all

linear and quadratic terms of the context s, we match the first- and

second-order moments of both distribution, i.e., mean and variance.

Optimization Program for Contextual Policy Search. The

resulting optimization program yields

max
p

∫∫
p(s,θ)Rsθdθds

s.t: ε ≥
∫∫

p(s,θ) log
p(s,θ)

µ(s)q(θ|s)dθds

φ̂ =

∫∫
p(s,θ)φ(s)dθds, 1 =

∫∫
p(s,θ)dθds. (2.66)

Note that, by replacing p(s) with µ(s), we end up with the original

optimization problem from Equation (2.65). This optimization problem
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can be solved by the method of Lagrangian multipliers and yields a

closed-form solution for p(s,θ) that is given by

p(s,θ) ∝ q(θ|s)µ(s)exp
(Rsθ − V (s)

η

)
, (2.67)

where V (s) = φ(s)Tv is a context-dependent baseline which is sub-

tracted from the reward. The parameters η and v are Lagrangian multi-

pliers which are obtained by minimizing the dual function g(η,θ) of the

optimization problem [17]. The dual function is given in Appendix C.

The function V (s) also has an interesting interpretation, which can

be obtained when looking at the optimality condition for V (si) = vi
for nominal context variables,3 Vi = η log

∫
q(θ|si)exp(Rsiθ/η)dθ, and,

hence, V (si) is given by a soft-max operator over the expected

rewards in context si. Consequently, V (si) can be interpreted as value

function [58].

The dual function and the new policy π(θ|s) are again computed

based on samples. Subsequently, a new parametric distribution is

obtained by performing a weighted maximum likelihood (ML) estimate.

Typically, a linear Gaussian policy is used to represent the upper-

level policy. The weighted ML updates for this policy are given in

Appendix B. The episode-based REPS algorithm for generalizing the

upper-level policy to multiple contexts is given in Algorithm 12.

2.4.3.3 Learning multiple solutions with REPS

Using maximum likelihood estimates for the parameter updates is also

beneficial for learning multiple solutions of a motor task as we can

represent these multiple solutions as mixture model [17]. REPS can be

extended to learning multiple solutions by reformulating the problem as

a latent variable estimation problem. The upper-level policy πω(θ|s) is
now extended with another layer of hierarchy that consists of a gating-

policy π(o|s) which selects the option o to execute, given the current

context s. Subsequently, the option policy π(θ|s,o) selects the param-

eter vector θ of the lower-level policy which controls the robot. The

3 In this case, we do not have to use features.
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Algorithm 12 Episode-Based REPS Updates for Multiple Contexts

Input: KL-bounding ε

data set Dep =
{
s[i],θ[i],R[i]

}
i=1...N

Optimize dual-function [η,v] = argminη′,v′g(η
′,v′), s.t. η > 0

g(η,v) = ηε + vT ϕ̂ + η log

(
N∑
i=1

1

N
exp

(
R[i] − vTϕ(

s[i]
)

η

))

Obtain parametric policy πω(θ|s) by weighted ML estimate

ωnew = argmaxω

N∑
i=1

exp

(
R[i] − vTϕ(

s[i]
)

η

)
logπω

(
θ[i]|s[i])

upper-level policy can now be written as mixture model, i.e.,

πω(θ|s) =
∑
o

π(o|s)π(θ|s,o). (2.68)

With such a hierarchical approach, we can represent multiple solutions

for the same motor task, such as, fore-hand and back-hand strokes in

robot table tennis [39]. The gating policy allows inferring which options

are feasible for context, allowing us to construct complex policies out

of simpler “option policies”.

Hierarchical Policy Search as a Latent Variable Estimation

Problem. For efficient data-usage, we have to allow parameter vec-

tors θ from other options o′ to be used to update the option policy

π(θ|s,o) of option o. To achieve this goal, the options are treated as

latent variables. Hence, only q(s,θ) can be accessed and not q(s,θ,o).

The bound on the KL can still be written in terms of the joint distri-

bution p(s,θ,o) = p(s)π(s|o)π(θ|s,o) as

ε ≥
∑
o

∫∫
p(s,θ,o) log

(
p(s,θ,o)

q(s,θ)p(o|s,θ)
)
dsdθ, (2.69)

where p(o|s,θ) is obtained by Bayes theorem. Furthermore, options

should not overlap as we want to learn distinct solutions for the motor
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task. As a measure for the overlap of the options, the expected entropy

of p(o|s,θ) is used, i.e.,

Es,θ [H(p(o|s,θ)] = −
∑
o

∫∫
p(s,θ,o) logp(o|s,θ)dsdθ. (2.70)

The overlap of the options should decrease by a certain percentage in

each policy update step. Hence, the following constraint is introduced

κ ≥ Es,θ [H(p(o|s,θ)] . (2.71)

The upper bound κ is usually set as a percentage of the currently

measured overlap Ĥq, i.e., κ = Ĥqκ̃, where 1 − κ̃ denotes the desired

decrease of the overlap. Figure 2.5 illustrates the resulting policy

updates with and without bounding the overlap on a simple multi-

modal reward function. Without bounding the overlap of the options,

Fig. 2.5 Comparison REPS and HiREPS with and without bounding the overlap of the
options on a simple bimodal reward function. The standard REPS approach only uses one
option which averages over both modes. The HiREPS approach can use multiple options
(two are shown). However, if we do not bound the overlap (κ = ∞), the options do not
separate and concentrate on both modes. Only if we use the overlap constraint, we get a
clear separation of the policies.
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both options concentrate on both modes of the reward function. As a

consequence, the quality of both options is rather poor. By introducing

the overlap constraint, both options separate early in the optimization

process, and, thus, concentrate on the individual modes.

Lower Bound for the Optimization Problem with Latent Vari-

ables. Putting together the new constraints, HiREPS is defined as

the following optimization problem:

max
p

∑
o

∫∫
p(s,θ,o)Rsθdsdθ,

s.t. ε ≥
∑
o

∫∫
p(s,θ,o) log

(
p(s,θ,o)

q(s,θ)p(o|s,θ)
)
dsdθ, (2.72)

φ̂ =

∫∫
p(s,θ)φ(s)dθds, 1 =

∫∫
p(s,θ)dθds,

κĤq ≥ Es,θ [H(p(o|s,θ)] ,

1 =
∑
o

∫∫
p(s,θ,o)dsdθ. (2.73)

Unfortunately, this optimization problem cannot be solved in closed

form as it contains the conditional distribution p(o|s,θ) inside the log-

arithm. However, a lower bound of this optimization problem can be

obtained using an EM-like update procedure [17]. In the E-step, we

estimate

p̃(o|s,θ) = p(s,θ,o)∑
o p(s,θ,o)

.

In the M-step, we use p̃(o|s,θ) for p(o|s,θ) in the optimization problem,

and, therefore, neglect the relationship between p(o|s,θ) and the joint

distribution p(s,θ,o). Similar to EM, it can be shown that this iter-

ative optimization procedure maximizes a lower bound of the original

optimization problem that is tight after each E-step [17]. The resulting

joint distribution has the following solution

p(s,θ,o) ∝ q(s,θ)p̃(o|s,θ)1+κ/η exp

(Rsθ − ϕ(s)Tv

η

)
, (2.74)
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where κ denotes the Lagrangian multiplier from bounding the overlap

of the options, see Equation (2.71).

The dual function g(η,v) that is needed to obtain the parame-

ters η and v, is given in Appendix C. As described in the previous

section, the dual-function is approximated with samples and the prob-

abilities p(s,θ,o) are only known for the given set of sample. Hence,

we need to fit parametric models to the gating policy as well as to the

option policies. Simple linear Gaussian models were used to represent

the option policies π(θ|o,s) and the gating policy was also given by a

Gaussian gating. The episode-based HiREPS algorithm is summarized

in Algorithm 13.

Algorithm 13 Episode-Based HiREPS for Multiple Contexts

Input: KL-bounding ε, overlap-bounding κ

data set Dep =
{
s[i],θ[i],R[i]

}
j=1...N

old gating: q(o|s), old option-policies q(θ|s,o)
Compute p(o|s,θ) for all options and samples i

p̃(o|i) = q(θ[i]|s[i],o)q(o|s[i])∑
o′ q(θ

[i]|s[i],o′)q(o′|s[i])
Optimize dual-function, see Equation (C.16)

[η,v] = argminη′,v′g(η
′,v′), s.t. η > 0

Obtain option policies πOω (θ|s,o) for all options o

ωo
new = argmaxω

N∑
i=1

d[i]o logπOω
(
θ[i]|s[i],o)

Obtain gating policy πGω (o|s) by weighted ML estimate

ωG
new = argmaxω

N∑
i=1

∑
o

d[i]o logπGω
(
o|s[i])

with d
[i]
o = p̃(o|i)1+ξ/η exp

(
R[i]−vTϕ

(
s[i]

)
η

)
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The advantage of using weighted maximum likelihood policy

updates for determining hierarchical policies has yet still to be explored

for more complex hierarchies. Exploiting structures such as hierarchies

might well be the missing key to scale robot learning to more complex

real-world environments.

2.4.3.4 Step-based REPS for infinite horizon problems

The original REPS formulation [58] is step-based and uses an infinite

horizon formulation. The step-based algorithm uses the KL divergence

KL(p(x,u)||q(x,u)) on the resulting distribution over the state–action

pairs p(x,u), as a similarity measure of the new trajectory distribution

p(τ ) and the old trajectory distribution q(τ ).

In the infinite horizon formulation, REPS maximizes the average

reward per time step, given as

Jπ,µπ = E[r(x,u)] =

∫∫
µπ(x)π(u|x)r(x,u)dxdu. (2.75)

The distribution µπ(x) denotes the stationary state distribution of the

MDP with policy π.

Stationary State Distributions. The stationary state distribution

µπ(x) represents the probability of visiting state x when following pol-

icy π. It cannot be chosen freely but has to comply with the given state

dynamics and the policy. Therefore, it has to fulfill the constraint

∀x′ : µπ(x′) =
∫∫
x,u

µπ(x)π(u|x)p(x′|x,u)dxdu. (2.76)

As these constraints are not feasible for continuous state spaces, we can

again require that the distributions only match on their expected state-

features ϕ(x), i.e., the expected feature from the distribution µπ(x′)
needs to match the expected features of the distribution

µ̃π(x′) =
∫∫

µπ(x)π(u|x)p(x′|x,u)dxu,
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which corresponds to µπ(x′) after applying the policy and the system

dynamics. Such a constraint can be formalized as∫
µπ(x′)ϕ(x′)dx′ =

∫∫∫
µπ(x)π(u|x)p(x′|x,u)ϕ(x′)dxdudx′.

(2.77)

Closeness-to-the-Data Constraint. To ensure the closeness to

the old distribution, we bound the relative entropy between the old

state–action distribution q(x,u) and the new state–action distribution

µπ(x)πθ(u|x), i.e.,
ε ≥ KL(µπ(x)π(u|x)||q(x,u))

=

∫∫
µπ(x)π(u|x) log µ

π(x)π(u|x)
q(x,u)

dxdu. (2.78)

This bound again limits the loss of information and ensures a smooth

learning progress.

Resulting Optimization Program. The resulting optimization

program can be formalized as follows:

max
π,µπ

∫∫
µπ(x)π(u|x)r(x,u)dxdu, (2.79)

s.t. : ε ≥
∑
x,u

µπ(x)π(u|x) log µ
π(x)π(u|x)
q(x,u)

dxdu ,

∫
µπ(x′)ϕ(x′)dx′ =

∫∫∫
µπ(x)π(u|x)p(x′|x,u)ϕ(x′)dxdudx′,

1 =

∫∫
µπ(x)π(u|x)dxdu,

where the last constraint ensures that µπ(x)π(u|x) is a normalized

probability distribution. This constrained optimization problem can

again be solved efficiently by the method of Lagrangian multipliers.

Please refer to Appendix C for more details. From the Lagrangian, we

can also obtain a closed-form solution for the state–action distribution

µπ(x)π(u|x) which is given as

µπ(x)π(u|x) ∝ q(x,u)exp

(
r(x,u) + Ex′ [V (x′)] − V (x)

η

)
(2.80)
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for the joint distribution, and as

π(u|x) ∝ q(u|x)exp
(
r(x,u) + Ex′ [V (x′)]

η

)
(2.81)

for the policy π(u|x). The parameter η denotes the Lagrangian multi-

plier for the relative entropy bound and the function V (x) = ϕT (x)v

includes the Lagrangian multipliers v for the stationary distribution

constraint from Equation (2.77).

The Lagrangian parameters can be efficiently obtained by minimiz-

ing the dual function g(η,v) of the optimization problem. Intuitively,

V (x) can be seen as a value function. As we can see, the expected

value Ep(x′|x,u)[V (x′)] of the next state is added to the reward while

the current value V (x) is subtracted. With this interpretation, we can

also interpret the term δV (x,u) = r(x,u) + Ep(x′|x,u)[V (x′)] − V (x)

as advantage function of state–action pair (x,u). Hence, we now use

the advantage function to determine the exponential weighting of the

state–action pairs. The function V (x) is highly connected to the policy

gradient baseline. However, the REPS baseline directly emerged out of

the derivation of the algorithm while it has to be added afterward for

the policy gradient algorithms to decrease the variance of the gradient

estimate.

The Dual Function. The dual function g(η,V ) of the step-based

REPS optimization problem is given in log-sum-exp form

g(η,V ) = ηε + η log

∫∫
q(x,u)exp

(
δV (x,u)

η

)
dxdu. (2.82)

Due to its log-sum-exp form, the dual-function is convex in V . Further-

more, we can approximate the expectation over q(x,u) with a sum over

samples (x[i],u[i]) from the distribution q(x,u), i.e.,

g(η,V ) ≈ ηε + η log
1

N

∑
x[i],u[i]

exp

(
δV (x

[i],u[i])

η

)
. (2.83)

Consequently, we do not need to know the distribution q(x,u) as a

function, but only need to be able to sample from it. The parameters η

and v are obtained by minimizing the dual function. As η results from
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an inequality constraint, η needs to be larger than zero [14]. Solving the

dual optimization problem is therefore given by the following program

[η,v] = argminη′,v′g(η
′,v′), s.t.: η′ > 0.

Estimating the New Policy. To deal with continuous actions, we

need to use a parametric policy πθ(u|x). Similar to the episode-based

algorithm, we can compute the probabilities µπ(x[i])π(u[i]|x[i]) only for

the given set of samples and subsequently fit a parametric distribution

πθ(u|x) to these samples. Fitting the policy corresponds to a weighted

maximum likelihood estimate where the weighting is given by d[i] =

exp(δV (x
[i],u[i])/η).

From this result, we can observe the close relationship with step-

based EM-based policy search algorithms. For general reward func-

tions, EM-based algorithms use an exponential transformation of the

expected future return, i.e., d[i] = exp(βQπ(x[i],u[i])), where the inverse

temperature β has to be chosen by the user. In contrast, REPS always

returns the optimized temperature η of the exponential weighting which

exactly corresponds to the desired KL-bound. Note that the scaling η

will be different for each policy update depending on the distribution

of the current reward samples. Furthermore, REPS uses the value func-

tion as a baseline to account for different achievable values in different

states.

Representing the Transition Dynamics. The step-based REPS

formulation requires the estimation of Ep(x′|x,u)[V (x′)], which would

require the knowledge of the model p(x′|x,u). However, in the current

implementation [58], a single sample x′[i] from the observed transition is

used to approximate Ep(x′|x,u)[V (x′)], and hence, no model needs to be

known. Such approximation causes a bias as the expectation is not done

inside the exponential function which is used for computing π(u|x),
and, hence, the policy does not optimize the average reward any more.

However, in our experience, this bias has only a minor effect on the

quality of the learned solution if the noise in the system is not too high.

We summarize the REPS algorithm for the infinite horizon formulation

in Algorithm 14. The algorithm computes the expected feature change

for each state–action pair. However, for continuous states and actions,
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Algorithm 14 REPS for infinite horizon problems

Input: KL-bounding ε

data set D =
{
x[i],u[i],r[i],x′[i]}

i=1...N

for i = 1 . . .N do

State–action visits: n(x[i],u[i]) =
∑

j Iij

Summed reward: r̃(x[i],u[i]) =
∑

j Iijr
[j]

Summed features: δϕ̃
(
x[i],u[i]

)
=

∑
j Iij

(
ϕ(x′[j]) − ϕ(x[j])

)
end for (Iij is 1 if x[i] = x[j] and u[i] = u[j], 0 elsewhere)

Compute sample bellman error

δ
[i]
v =

r̃(x[i],u[i]) + vT δϕ̃(x[i],u[i])

n(x[i],u[i])

Optimize dual-function [η,v] = argminη′,v′g(η
′,v′), s.t. η > 0

g(η,v) = ηε + η log

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

exp

(
δ
[i]
v

η

))

Obtain parametric policy πθ(u|x) by weighted ML estimate

θk+1 = argmaxθ

N∑
i=1

exp

(
δ
[i]
v

η

)
logπθ

(
u[i]

∣∣∣x[i]
)

each state–action pair is typically only visited once, and, hence the

expectation is approximated using a single sample estimate. Instead of

using q as the state–action distribution of the old policy, we can also

reuse samples by assuming that q(x,u) is the state–action distribution

of the last K policies.

2.4.4 Miscellaneous Important Methods

In this section, we will cover two types of algorithms, stochastic opti-

mization and policy improvements with path integrals, which lead to

promising results in robotics. For the stochastic optimization algorithm,

we will discuss the Covariance Matrix Adaptation-Evolutionary Strat-

egy (CMA-ES) algorithm while for the path integral approach, we will
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discuss the Policy Improvements with Path Integral (PI2) algorithm,

both of which are well known in the field of robot learning.

2.4.4.1 Stochastic optimization

Stochastic optimizers are black-bock optimizers, and, hence, can be

straightforwardly applied for policy search in the episode-based formu-

lation. As it is typically the case with episode-based algorithms, they

model a upper-level policy πω(θ) to create samples in the parameter-

space, which are subsequently evaluated on the real system.

The Covariance Matrix Adaptation-Evolutionary Strategy

The Covariance Matrix Adaptation-Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES)

is considered as the state of the art in stochastic optimization [29].

CMA-ES was applied to policy search in robotics [31] and yielded

promising results on standard benchmark tasks such as a cart–pole

balancing task with two poles. The procedure of CMA-ES is similar to

many episode-based policy search methods such as episode-based EM

or episode-based REPS. CMA-ES maintains a Gaussian distribution

πω(θ) over the parameter vector θ, and uses the data set Dep for the

policy updates. Similar to the EM-based approaches, CMA-ES also uses

a weight d[i] for each sample. However, for estimating the weight d[i] and

updating the distribution πω(θ) CMA-ES uses heuristics, which often

work well in practice but are not founded on a theoretical basis. For

estimating the weight d[i], CMA-ES first sorts the samples θ[i] according

to their return R[i], and, subsequently, computes the weight of the best

l samples by d[i] = log(l + 1) − log(i). All other samples are neglected,

i.e., get zero weight. Similar to weighted ML updates, the new mean

µk of policy πω(θ) is computed by the weighted average of the data

points. However, the update of the covariance matrix Σ is based on a

combination of the weighted sample-covariance and information about

the “evolution path” {µj}j=0...k.

The advantage of such an approach is that the covariance matrix

update only depends on the current set of samples, and, hence, requires

only a few samples θ[i]. The number of samples N to evaluate for

CMA-ES is typically fixed to max(4 + 3logD,5), where D is the
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dimensionality of θ and the number of samples l used for the weighting

is typically set to N/2. While CMA-ES is a black-box optimizer and,

therefore, simple to use, it also has severe disadvantages. It cannot be

used for generalizing the upper-level policy to multiple contexts. Fur-

thermore, several rollouts have to be evaluated if the evaluation R[i] is

noisy. The minimum number of required rollouts for a given parameter

θ[i] can be computed by Hoeffding and Bernstein races [30], which can

slightly alleviate this problem. For a more detailed discussion about

the CMA-ES updates we refer to [29].

2.4.4.2 Policy improvement by path integrals

The Policy Improvements by Path Integrals (PI2) algorithm [82] is

based on the path integral approach to optimal control. The path inte-

gral approach is designed for obtaining optimal control laws for non-

linear continuous time systems of the form

ẋt = f(xt) + G(xt)(ut + Cuεt) = f t + Gt(ut + εt), (2.84)

where f t denotes a drift term, Gt the control matrix of the system, εt
is zero-mean Brownian motion and Cu is the diffusion coefficient. Note

that these assumptions do not limit the generality of the approach as all

physical systems linearly depend on the control action ut. Furthermore,

the path integral theory assumes squared control costs of the form

−utRut. The state-dependent part of the reward rt(xt) can be an

arbitrary function. As path integrals are based on stochastic optimal

control theory [84], we will now briefly review the relevant concepts.

The stochastic optimal control (SOC) problem is now defined as finding

the controls u1:T which maximize the expected return

J(x1,u1:T ) = rT (xT ) +

∫ T

t=0
rt(xt,ut)dt. (2.85)

The discrete-time formulation of the system for a fixed time step dt is

given as

xt+dt = xt + f tdt + Gt

(
utdt + Cuεt

√
dt

)
, (2.86)

where the term
√
dt appears because the variance of Brownian motion

grows linearly with time, and, thus, the standard deviation grows
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with
√
dt. The probability of the next state given the action and the

previous state can also be written down as Gaussian distribution

p(xt+dt|xt,ut) =N (
xt + f tdt + Gtutdt,GtΣuG

T
t dt

)
(2.87)

with Σu = CuC
T
u . The expected return for the discrete-time formula-

tion is given as

J(x1,u1:T ) = rT (xT ) + dt

(
T∑
t=0

rt(xt) − utRtut

)
. (2.88)

The discrete-time formulations are needed for the derivation of the

Hamilton–Jacobi Bellman (HJB) equation.

Hamilton–Jacobi Bellman Equation. The HJB Equation states

the optimality conditions for a value function for continuous time sys-

tems as the one given in Equation (2.84). We start the derivation of the

continuous time Bellman equation with the discrete-time system, and,

after stating the optimality conditions for the discrete-time system we

will take the limit of dt→ 0 to get the continuous time formulation.

The Bellman Equation for the discrete-time problem is given by

V (x, t) = rt(xt)dt + max
u

(−utRtutdt + Ext+dt
[V (xt+dt, t + dt)]

)
,

where the expectation is done with respect to system dynamics

p(xt+dt|xt,ut). The HJB equation is now derived by using a second-

order Taylor approximation of the value function for time step t + dt,

V (x + δx, t + dt) ≈ V (x, t + dt) + δxTvx +
1

2
δxTV xxδx, (2.89)

with vx = ∂V (x, t + dt)/∂x and V xx = ∂V (x, t + dt)/∂2x. As

V (x, t + dt) is now represented as quadratic function and

p(xt+dt|xt,ut) is Gaussian, we can solve the expectation over

the next state analytically

Ext+dt
[V (xt+dt, t + dt)]) = V (x, t + dt) + (f t + Gtut)

Tvxdt

+
1

2
tr(ΣxV xxdt) + O(dt2) (2.90)
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with Σx =GtΣuG
T
t . Note that the second-order derivative V xx also

appears in the first-order approximation of Ext+dt
[Vt+dt(xt+dt)]). This

term is a recurrent theme in stochastic calculus and directly relates

to the Ito lemma [84]. Setting Equation (2.90) back into Equa-

tion (2.4.4.2), we get the following relationship

V (x, t) = V (x, t + dt) + rt(xt)dt

+ max
u

(
−utRtutdt + (f t + Gtut)

Tvxdt+
1

2
tr(ΣxV xxdt)

)
.

We can now move the V (x, t + dt) term to the other side, divide by

dt and take the limit of dt→ 0 to end up with the continuous time

optimality condition for the value function, also called Hamilton–Jacobi

Bellman (HJB) equation,

−V̇ (x, t)

= lim
dt→0

V (x, t) − V (x, t + dt)

dt

= rt(xt) + max
u

(
−utRtut + (f t + Gtut)

Tvx +
1

2
tr(ΣxV xx)

)
.

As the HJB contains only quadratic terms of ut, we can obtain the

optimal controls by setting the derivative with respect to ut to zero, i.e.,

ut =R
−1GT

t vx. (2.91)

Setting the optimal controls back into the HJB equation yields

−V̇ (x, t) = rt(x) + v
T
xf t + v

T
xGtR

−1GT
t vx + 1

2tr(VxxΣx) , (2.92)

the partial differential equation, which has to be satisfied by the optimal

value function for the system in Equation (2.84).

Path Integrals. The HJB equation is now transformed to a system

of linear partial differential equations by performing an exponential

transformation of the optimal value function Ψ(x, t) = exp(V (x, t)/λ),

where λ can be seen as the temperature of the exponential transforma-

tion. Under the assumption that the quadratic control cost matrix R

is given by the system noise, i.e., R = λΣ−1
u , the solution for Ψ can be
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obtained by applying the Feynman–Kac theorem [56] for solving partial

differential equations. The solution is given by

Ψ(x, t) =

∫
puc(τ |x, t)exp

(∑T
h=t rh(xh)dt + rT (xT )

λ

)
dτ , (2.93)

where puc(τ |x, t) is the probability of the process using the uncontrolled

dynamics ẋt = f t + Gt(εt), i.e., ut = 0, when starting in state x at

time step t [82]. Note that Equation (2.93) is given in its discrete-time

form, wherein the discretization time step is again denoted as dt. For

more details on the exponential transformation of the value function

and the Feynman–Kac theorem we refer to [82]. From the assumption

R = λΣ−1
u , we can also conclude that λ specifies the control costs. The

higher we choose the temperature λ of the exponential transformation,

the less greedy the exponential transformation will become. This intu-

ition is also reflected in the increasing control costs with increasing λ,

and, consequently, the resulting solution will become more similar to

the uncontrolled process. In practice, the assumption for the control

cost matrix R is rather limiting, as we are not free in our choice of the

control costs.

We will further define S(τ |xt, t) to be the path integral of trajectory

τ starting at time step t in state x which is given as

S(τ |xt, t) = rT (xT ) +

T∑
h=t

rh(xh)dt + log puc(τ |x, t). (2.94)

Hence, the path integral of a trajectory for time step t is given by the

reward to come plus a logarithmic punishment term which renders less

likely trajectories less attractive. Due to the assumption of R = λΣ−1
u ,

the return and the probability of a trajectory can be treated in a unified

way. The optimal controls ut can be obtained by

ut = −R−1GT
t vx = λR−1GT

t

∂/∂xΨ(x, t)

Ψ(x, t)
. (2.95)

Determining the term (∂/∂xΨ(x, t))/Ψ(x, t) and setting this term into

Equation (2.95) yields [82]

ut =

∫
pco(τ |xt, t)uL(τ , t)dτ , (2.96)
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where

pco(τ |xt, t) =
exp(S(τ t|xt, t)/λ)∫
exp(S(τ t|xt, t)/λ)dτ

(2.97)

∝ puc(τ t|xt, t)exp

(
T∑

h=t

rh(xh)dt + rT (xT )

)
(2.98)

and

uL(τ t) =R
−1Gt

(
GtR

−1GT
t

)−1
Gtεt. (2.99)

We will denote the distribution pco(τ |xt, t) as controlled process dis-

tribution, as it denotes the trajectory distribution connected to the

optimal (transformed) value function Ψt. We observe that the con-

trolled process distribution is represented as a soft-max distribution

which has the path integrals S(τ |x, t) of the trajectory in its expo-

nent. Alternatively, pco(τ |xt, t) can also be written as the uncontrolled

process distribution puc(τ |xt, t) that is weighted by the exponentially

transformed reward to come.

The action uL(τ , t) is denoted as correction action of trajectory τ .

It is defined as the action which follows the trajectory τ while min-

imizing the immediate control costs [82] at time step t. The term εt
is the noise term applied at time step t for trajectory τ . The matrix

R−1Gt

(
GtR

−1GT
t

)−1
Gt projects the applied noise term into the null-

space of the control matrix Gt, and, hence, eliminates the unnecessary

part of the control action u.

By combining Equations (2.99) and (2.96), we can summarize that

the optimal control law is given in the form of a soft-max distribution

pco(τ |x, t), which weights relevant parts of the noise term εt according

to their path integrals S(τ , t). The main advantage of path integrals

is that the optimal action can be obtained by performing Monte-Carlo

rollouts instead of applying dynamic programming. As in the REPS

approach, the maximum-operation, which is typically needed to obtain

the optimality of the action, is replaced by a soft-max operator, which

is easier to perform. In the following, the condition on the start state x

of the trajectories will be dropped in order to make the computations

feasible. However, this simplification might again add a bias to the
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resulting path integral approach. The effect of this bias still has to be

examined.

Iterative Path Integral Control. In practice, we have to sample

from the uncontrolled process to solve the integral in Equation (2.95)

over the trajectory space. However, this sampling process can be ineffi-

cient for high-dimensional systems, wherein high number of samples is

needed to obtain an accurate estimate. The number of required sam-

ples can be reduced by using an iterative approach. At each iteration

k, we only compute the optimal change δkut in the action for time

step t. Subsequently, the mean action uk,t for time step t is updated

by uk,t = uk−1,t + δkut. Such procedure allows for the use of a smaller

system noise Σu for exploration, and hence, we can search for a locally

optimal improvement of the options. As we now search for an optimal

change of the action δut, the current estimate uk,t of the action is sub-

sumed in the drift term of the dynamics, i.e., f̃k,t = f t + Gtuk,t. How-

ever, the explicit dependence of uk,t from the current state is ignored

in this iterative formulation. Note that the path integral approach

only estimates the mean control action of the policy and not the vari-

ance. Exploration is solely performed by the user-specified uncontrolled

dynamics.

Policy Improvements by Path Integrals. The Policy Improve-

ment by Path Integrals (PI2) algorithm [82] applies the path inte-

gral theory to the problem of learning Dynamic Movement Primitives

(DMPs) as policy representations. In this section, we restrict ourselves

to learning a DMP for a single joint, for multiple joints, learning can

be performed by applying the discussed update rules for each joint sep-

arately. The path integral theory can be applied directly to DMPs by

treating the DMP parameter vector w as the control action for the

dynamical system

ÿ = τ2αy(βy(g − y) − ẏ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ft

+ τ2φt︸︷︷︸
Gt

T
(wt + εt), (2.100)

which defines the DMP trajectory. Note that, as in the PoWER

approach [39], we have assumed to use a different parameter vector
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wt in each time step. The drift term ft is given by the spring and

damper system of the DMP and the control matrix Gt is given by the

basis functions φt of the DMP. Since we apply the exploration noise εt
at each time step to the parameter vector wt, the exploration policy is

given by N (ut|ft,Ht) with Ht = φ
T
t Σwφt.

In order to define the path integral update rule, we need to compute

the path integral S(τ |t) for a given trajectory. This step requires knowl-

edge of the uncontrolled trajectory distribution puc(τ |t), and, hence,
knowledge of the system model. However, if we assume the rewards rt
to depend only on the state of the DMP, and not on the real state

of the robot or its environment, i.e., rt(xt) = rt(yt, ẏt), the uncon-

trolled dynamics puc(τ |xt) =
∏T

t=0 p(yt, ẏt|yt−1, ẏt−1) are straightfor-

ward to compute. The path integral can be rewritten as

S(τ , t) = rT (xT ) +

T−1∑
l=t

rl(xl) + (wl +M lεl)
TR(wl +M lεl), (2.101)

whereM l = φlH
−1
l φT

l [82]. The new parameter vector wnew,t for time

step t is computed by the iterative path integral update rule. Using

Equation (2.95) for the optimal control action yields

wnew,t = wt +

∫
pco(τ t)Mtεtdτ , (2.102)

where pco(τ t) is given by the soft-max distribution in Equation (2.98).

So far, we used a different parameter vector wt for each time step.

However, in practice, we can use only a single parameter vector w for

one episode, and, thus, we need to average over the parameter updates

for all time steps. The average update is computed by weighting each

parameter vector wnew,t with the number of time steps to go. Addi-

tionally, the update for the j-th dimension of the parameter vector w

for time step t is weighted by the activation of the j-th feature function

[φt]j ,

[wnew]j =

∑T−1
t=0 (T − t) [φt]j [wnew,t]j∑T−1

t=0 (T − i) [φt]j

≈ [wold]j +

T−1∑
t=0

N∑
i=1

pco
(
τ
[i]
t

)
dt,j

[
ε
[i]
t

]
j
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with

dt,j = (T − t) [φt]j

/(
T∑

t′=0

(T − t′) [φt′ ]j

)
. (2.103)

Equation (2.103) defines the update rule of the original PI2 algorithm

given in [82]. We observe that PI2 fits into our categorization of using a

step-based policy evaluation strategy, which uses the future reward in

the current trajectory plus a punishment term for unlikely trajectories

as the evaluation. Similar to the PoWER [39] algorithm, this evaluation

is used by the soft-max policy to obtain a weighting for each of the

samples.

Episode-Based PI2. The PI2 algorithm has also been used in the

episode-based formulation [78], which also has been used for updat-

ing the exploration strategy. The basic PI2 algorithm does not update

its exploration strategy and has to rely on the uncontrolled process

dynamics, which is typically set by the user. However, the noise vari-

ance of the uncontrolled process dynamics has a large impact on the

learning performance, and, hence, needs to be chosen appropriately. To

automatically estimate the exploration strategy, the PI2 algorithm was

reformulated in the episode-based policy search formulation and the

condition that the noise covariance Σu needs the match the control

costs matrix R was explicitly ignored. Due to the episode-based formu-

lation, the policy can be directly estimated in parameter space. Instead

of using the uncontrolled process for exploration, the previously esti-

mated policy is used for exploration. Furthermore, the log-term for the

uncontrolled dynamics puc(τ |xt) in the path integral S(τ ) is neglected

as this term does not seem to improve the performance. Consequently,

in the episode-based formulation the returns R[i] are directly used as

path integrals. The covariance matrix was updated by a weighted max-

imum likelihood estimate, where the soft-max distribution pco(τ t) was

used as weighting. The resulting episode-based PI2 is a simplified ver-

sion of the original PI2 algorithm, but shows an improved learning

performance.
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Relation to Information-Theoretic and EM Approaches.

Despite that information-theoretic and EM approaches were developed

from different principles than the path integral approach, all these

approaches share similar characteristics.

The episode-based formulation of PI2 shares many similarities with

the episode-based REPS formulation. By pulling the logpuc(τ t|xt) term

outside the exponent, we realize that pco(τ |xt) shares a similar soft-max

structure as the closed-form solution in REPS for π(u|x). In REPS,

the trajectory distribution q(τ) of the old policy is used instead of

the uncontrolled process distribution puc(τ t|xt). A similar strategy is

emulated by using the iterative path integrals update, where the mean

of the exploration policy is updated, but the exploration noise is always

determined by the uncontrolled process. While REPS is designed to be

an iterative algorithm, the iterative sampling process of PI2 needs to

be motivated from a heuristic view point.

We also observe that the temperature parameter λ in path integral

control corresponds to the Lagrangian parameter η in REPS. This

parameter is automatically set in REPS according to the relative

entropy bound, while for path integral control, λ is set by heuris-

tics. The path integral approach also relies on the assumption that

the control cost matrix R is predefined as λR−1 = Σu. Dropping this

assumption results in a more efficient algorithm [78], but the theoretical

justifications for such an algorithm are also lost. Similar update rules

emerge naturally for the REPS algorithm without the need for heuris-

tics. However, REPS has so far only been introduced for the episode-

based policy search learning formulation, and, hence, makes inefficient

usage of the available trajectory samples τ [i]. PI2 has been derived

from a step-based formulation, and, hence, might have advantages over

REPS in some applications.

The original step-based version of the PI2 algorithm is also closely

related to the PoWER algorithm. If we also use an exponential trans-

formation of the reward for PoWER, the policy updates are essentially

the same. While PoWER uses a weighted maximum likelihood update

to obtain the new policy, PI2 averages the update rules for the single

time steps.
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2.5 Real Robot Applications with Model-free Policy Search

In this section, we present selected results for model-free policy search

in the area of robotics. These experiments include Baseball, Ball-

In-The-Cup, Dart Throwing, Pan-Cake Flipping, and Tetherball. All

experiments have been conducted with dynamic movement primitives

as policy representation. In all applications, learning with DMPs takes

place in two phases [39]. In the first phase, imitation learning is used to

reproduce recorded trajectories. Subsequently, reinforcement learning

is used to improve upon the imitation. The use of imitation learning

to initialize the learning process allows for the incorporation of experts

knowledge and can considerably speed up the learning process. Most

experiments have been performed with a specific algorithm in mind

that was at the time of the experiment state of the art. However, more

recent approaches such as REPS or PI2 would also have worked in most

setups.4

2.5.1 Learning Baseball with eNAC

In the baseball experiment, a Sarcos Master Arm was used to hit a soft

baseball placed on a T-stick such that it flies as far as possible [62].

This game is also called T-Ball and used to teach children how to hit

a baseball. The robot had seven degrees of freedom (DoF) and ten

basis functions were used for each DoF. Only the shape parameters of

the DMP were adapted during learning, resulting in a 70-dimensional

weight vector w. The reward function was given by

R(τ ) = c1px − c2

T−1∑
t=0

q̈Tt q̈t,

where px is the distance the ball traveled and c1 and c2 are constants

to weight the objective of hitting the ball versus minimizing the energy

consumption. An initial solution was obtained by imitation learning,

see Figure 2.6(a). However, the robot failed to exactly reproduce the

behavior and missed the ball, Figure 2.6(b). The behavior could be

4While REPS also works for contextual policy search, PI2 was so far not extended to the
multi-task setup.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.6 Learning a baseball swinging movement to hit a ball placed on a T-stick [62].
(a) Obtaining an initial solution by imitation learning. (b) Initial solution replayed by the
robot. The robot misses the ball. (c) Movement learned with the eNAC algorithm after 300
rollouts. The robot learned to hit the ball robustly.

improved by employing the episodic Natural Actor Critic algorithm.

After 200–300 trials of learning, the robot was able to reliably hit the

ball, see Figure 2.6(c).

2.5.2 Learning Ball-in-the-Cup with PoWER

The PoWER algorithm was used in [39] to learn the game “Ball-in-

the-Cup”. The used robot platform was a Barrett WAM robot arm

with seven degrees of freedom. In total, the authors selected 31 basis

functions to learn the task. The shape parameters of the DMP were

learned as well as the variance σ2i for each basis function. All degrees

of freedom are perturbed separately but share the reward, which is

zero except for the time step tc, where the ball passes the cup rim

in a downward direction. A stereo vision system was used to track

the position b = [xb,yb,zb]
T of the ball. This ball position was used for

determining the reward, but not for feedback during the motion. The

reward at time step tc was given by

rtc = exp(−α(xc − xb) − α(yc − yb)),

where xc and yc are the x- and y-coordinates of the cup and xb and yb
the coordinates of the ball at this time step. The parameter α is a scal-

ing parameter which is set to 100. The exp function is used to transform

the squared distance of the ball to the cup into an improper proba-

bility distribution, as PoWER requires this type of reward function.
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Fig. 2.7 Learning the game “Ball-in-the-cup” [39]. The robot has to learn how to catch the
ball which is connected with a string to the cup. The initial policy is learned by imitation
and shown on the left. The figures show the minimum distance of the ball to the cup with
an increasing number of rollouts. After 75 episodes learning with the PoWER algorithm,
the robot was able to catch the ball reliably.

The policy was initialized with imitation learning. After 75 trials, the

robot could reliably catch the ball with the cup. The resulting learning

progress is illustrated in Figure 2.7, which shows the position of the ball

closest to the cup for a different number of rollouts. This experiment

was extended in [36] to include feedback for the position of the ball.

Here, a DMP was used to learn the expected trajectory of the ball.

For each degree of freedom, an additional PD-controller was learned

which is added to the forcing function of the DMP. The PD controller

takes the deviation of the current ball position and velocity to the

expected ball position and velocity as input. This experiment was only

conducted in simulation, the initial position and velocity of the ball

were perturbed randomly. The DMP, including the additional feedback

terms, contained 91 parameters which were optimized by the PoWER

approach. Due to the high variance in the initial state of the ball, the

PoWER algorithm now converged after 500–600 episodes.

2.5.3 Learning Pan-Cake Flipping with PoWER/RWR

In [41], the PoWER algorithm was used to learn to flip a pan-cake

with a Barrett WAM. As underlying policy representation, an exten-

sion of the DMP approach was used where the spring–damper system

of the DMP was also modeled as time dependent, and, additionally, the

spring–damper system for each dimension were coupled.5 The DMPs

were defined in task space, i.e., in the 3D Cartesian coordinates of the

5Coupling is typically achieved with the phase variable in the DMP framework. However,
using coupling also for the feedback terms of the spring–damper system allows for the use
of correlated feedback.
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end-effector position. The coupling terms of the spring–damper sys-

tem as well as the goal attractor were learned. The reward function

was composed of three terms: the rotation error of the pan-cake before

landing in the pan, the distance of the pan-cake to the center of the

pan when catching the pan-cake, and the maximum height the pan-cake

reached. The authors state that they used the PoWER algorithm, how-

ever, we would rather classify the used algorithm as Reward-Weighted

Regression as it uses an episode-based evaluation and exploration strat-

egy. The intermediate steps of the episode, a key characteristic of the

PoWER algorithm, are neglected. The robot was able to learn the task

after 50 rollouts. A successful pan-cake-flipping episode is indicated

in Figure 2.8. The robot also learned how to adjust the stiffness of

the joints due to the time-varying spring–damper system of the DMP.

When catching the pan-cake, the robot increased the compliance of the

arm such that the arm can freely move down and prevent the pan-cake

from bouncing out of the pan.

2.5.4 Learning Dart Throwing with CRKR

In [38], CRKR was used to learn dart throwing with a robot. The

robot had to hit different locations on a dart board. The dart is placed

on a launcher attached to the end-effector and held there by stiction.

CRKR learns an upper-level policy πω(θ|s) where the context s is

given by the two-dimensional location of the target on the dart board.

The parameters θ contained the goal attractor g, the final velocity

ġ, and the time scale constant τ of the DMP. The shape parameters

w of the DMP were obtained via imitation learning and fixed during

learning. The reward function was given by the negative distance of

the impact position d of the dart to the desired position x and an

Fig. 2.8 Learning the pan-cake-flipping task [41]. The robot has to flip a pan-cake such
that it rotates 180 degrees in the air, and, subsequently, the robot has to catch it again.
The figure illustrates the learned movement after 50 rollouts. The authors applied the RWR
algorithm to learn the movement.
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Fig. 2.9 Learning the dart throwing task [38]. CRKR was used to generalize a dart throwing
movement to different target locations. After 300 episodes, the humanoid robot CBi was
able to reliably throw the dart within a range of ±10cm distance to the target. CRKR
adapted the meta-parameters of the DMP which included the goal position g and goal
velocity ġ for each joint and the time-scaling constant of the DMP.

additional punishment term for fast movements, i.e.,

R(θ,x) = −10||d − x|| − τ,

where τ is the time scale constant of the DMP, which controls the veloc-

ity of the movement. The experiment was conducted on three real-robot

platforms, the Barrett WAM, the humanoid robot CBi, and the Kuka

CR 6. For all robot platforms, CRKR was able to learn a success-

ful throwing movement and hit the desired target within the range of

±10cm after 200–300 trials, which was within the reproduction accu-

racy of the robots. The learned movement for the CBi is illustrated in

Figure 2.9.

2.5.5 Learning Table Tennis with CRKR

CRKR was also used to learn to return table tennis balls [38]. The

authors used a Barrett WAM with seven DoF, which was mounted

on the ceiling. The hitting movement for table tennis was decomposed

into three dynamic movement primitives. In the first phase, the robot

swings back. The second movement primitive is then used to hit the ball

while the third primitive is used to smoothly go back to the initial posi-

tion. The meta-parameters of the second primitive, including the final

position g and final velocities ġ of the movement, are learned. Addi-

tionally, a timing parameter thit is learned that controls the transition

from swing-back to hitting primitive. Hence, the resulting parameter

vector θ included 15 parameters. The reward function was given by the

negative distance of the racket to the ball at the estimated hitting time
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Fig. 2.10 Learning to hit a table tennis ball in the air [38]. CRKR was used to learn an
upper-level policy πω(θ|s), where the context s was given by the position and velocity of
the ball when it passes the net. The policy parameters θ included the final positions g and
velocities ġ of the joint as well as a waiting time when to start the hitting movement. The
robot was able to hit the ball for different configurations of the incoming ball and improved
its success rate for hitting the ball from 30% to 80%.

point thit. The upper-level policy was initialized with five successful

examples obtained from another player. The robot was able to increase

its success rate to hit the ball from an initial 30% to 80% after 100

rollouts. A successful hitting movement is illustrated in Figure 2.10.

2.5.6 Learning Tetherball with HiREPS

The HiREPS algorithm was used to learn several solutions for the game

of Tetherball [18]. A ball was attached to a string which hung from the

ceiling. A pole is placed in front of the robot. The task of the robot

is to wind the ball around the pole. To achieve the task, the robot

first needed to hit the ball once to displace it from its resting pose,

and, subsequently, hit it again to arc it around the pole. This task

has two solutions: wind the ball around the pole clockwise or counter

clockwise.

The movement was decomposed into a swing-in motion and a hitting

motion. For both motions, the shape parameters w were extracted by

kinesthetic teach-in. Both motions were represented by a single set of

parameters and the parameters for the two DMPs were jointly learned.

For both movements, the final positions g and velocities ġ of all seven

joints were learned. Additionally, the waiting time between both move-

ments was included in the parameters. This task setup results in a

29-dimensional parameter space.
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Fig. 2.11 Learning the Tetherball task [18]. The task is to hit a ball such that it winds
around the pole. There are two solutions, hitting the ball to the left and hitting the ball
to the right. HiREPS was able to learn both solutions in 300 trials. The figure shows both
learned movements in simulation.

The reward was determined by the speed of the ball when the ball

winds around the pole, where winding around the pole was defined as

the ball passing the pole on the opposite side from the initial position.

After 300 rollouts HiREPS was able to learn both solutions within one

learning trial as shown in Figure 2.11.
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Model-based Policy Search

Model-free policy search methods as described in Section 2 are

inherently based on sampling trajectories τ [i] using the robot to find

good policies π∗. Sampling trajectories is relatively straightforward in

computer simulation. However, when working with mechanical systems,

such as robots, each sample corresponds to interacting directly with the

robot, which often requires substantial experimental time and causes

wear and tear in non-industrial robots. Depending on the task, it can

either be easier to learn a model or to learn a policy directly. Model-

based policy search methods attempt to address the problem of sample

inefficiency by using observed data to learn a forward model of the

robot’s dynamics. Subsequently, this forward model is used for inter-

nal simulations of the robot’s dynamics, based on which the policy is

learned.

Model-based policy search algorithms typically assume the following

setup: The state x evolves according to the Markovian dynamics

xt+1 = f(xt,ut) + w , x0 ∼ p(x0), (3.1)

where f is a nonlinear function, u is a control signal (action), and w is

additive noise, often chosen to be i.i.d. Gaussian. Moreover, an episodic

87
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setup is considered where the robot is reset to an initial state x0 after

executing a policy. The initial state distribution p(x0) is often given

by a Gaussian distribution N (
x0 |µx

0 ,Σ
x
0

)
. Furthermore, we consider

finite horizon problems, i.e., the policy search objective is to find a

parametrized policy π∗θ that maximizes the expected long-term reward

π∗θ ∈ argmax
πθ

Jθ = argmax
π

T∑
t=1

γtE[r(xt,ut)|πθ ] , γ ∈ [0,1], (3.2)

where r is an immediate reward signal, γ a discount factor, and the

policy πθ is parametrized by parameters θ. Therefore, finding π∗θ in

Equation (3.2) is equivalent to finding the corresponding optimal policy

parameters θ∗.
For some problems, model-based RL methods have the promise of

requiring fewer interactions with the robot than model-free RL by

learning a model of the transition mapping in Equation (3.1), while

efficiently generalizing to unforeseen situations using a model learned

from observed data [6].

The general idea of model-based RL is depicted in Figure 3.1. The

learned model is used for internal simulations, i.e., predictions about

Fig. 3.1 General loop in model-based RL: The learned model is used for internal simulations
(mental rehearsal) based on which the policy is improved. The learned policy is then applied
to the robot. The data from this interaction is used to refine the model, and the loop
continues until the model and the learned policy converge.
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how the real robot and its environment would behave if it followed the

current policy. Based on these internal simulations, the quality of the

policy is evaluated using Equation (3.2) and improved accordingly. Sub-

sequently, the updated policy is again evaluated using Equation (3.2)

and improved. This policy evaluation/improvement loop terminates

when the policy is learned, i.e., it no longer changes and a (local) opti-

mum is attained. Once a policy is learned, it is applied to the robot and

a new data set is recorded. Combined with previously collected data,

the data set is used to update and refine the learned dynamics model.

In theory, this loop continues forever. Note that only the application

of the policy requires interacting with the robot; internal simulations

and policy learning only use the learned computer model of the robot

dynamics.

While the idea of using models in the context of robot learning is

well known since Aboaf’s work in the 1980s [2], it has been limited

by its strong dependency on the quality of the learned model, which

becomes also clear from Figure 3.1. The learned policy is inherently

based on internal simulations using the learned model. When the model

exactly corresponds to the true dynamics of the robot, sampling from

the learned model is equivalent to sampling from the real robot.

However, in practice, the learned model is not exact, but only a more

or less accurate approximation to the real dynamics. For example, in

regions where the training data is sparse, the quality of the learned

model can be insufficient as illustrated in Figure 3.2. There are multi-

ple plausible functions that could have generated the observed function

values (black circles). In regions with sparse training data, the mod-

els and their predictions differ significantly. Any single model leads to

overconfident predictions that, in turn, can result in control strategies

that are not robust to model errors. This behavior can have a drastic

effect in robotics, for example, resulting in the estimation of negative

masses or negative friction coefficients. These implausible effects are

often exploited by the learning system since they insert energy into the

system, causing the system to believe in “perpetuum mobiles”. There-

fore, instead of selecting a single model (e.g., the maximum likelihood

model), we should describe our uncertainty about the latent underly-

ing function f by a probability distribution p(f) to be robust to such
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Fig. 3.2 Model errors. In this example, six function values have been observed (black circles).
Three functions are shown that could have generated these observations. Any single function
(e.g., the maximum likelihood function) produces more or less arbitrary predictions in
regions with sparse training data, one example location of which is shown by the dashed
line. Instead of selecting a single function approximator, we describe our uncertainty about
the underlying function by a probability distribution to be robust to such model errors.

model errors [7, 21, 73]. By taking model uncertainty into account, the

perpetuum mobile effect is substantially less likely.

Since the learned policy inherently relies on the quality of the

learned forward model, which essentially serves as a simulator of the

robot, model errors can not only cause degraded policies, but they

also often drastically bias the learning process. Hence, the literature

on model-based policy search largely focuses on model building, i.e.,

explaining what kind of model is used for the forward dynamics and

how it is trained.

Approaches to Dealing with Uncertain Models. Dealing with

inaccurate dynamics models is one of the biggest challenges in model-

based RL since small errors in the model can lead to large errors in the

policy [6]. Inaccuracies might stem from an overly restrictive model

class or from the lack of sufficiently rich data sets used for training the

models, which can lead to undermodeling the true forward dynamics.

Moreover, system noise typically adds another source of uncertainty.

Typically, a certainty-equivalence assumption is made,1 and the

maximum likelihood model is chosen for planning [7, 73]. However, this

certainty-equivalence assumption is violated in most interesting cases

1 It is assumed that the optimal policy for the learned model corresponds to the optimal
policy for the true dynamics. Uncertainty about the learned model is neglected.
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and can lead to large policy errors. Moreover, as mentioned already in

[2], many approaches obtain derivatives of the expected return by back-

propagating derivatives through learned forward models of the system.

This step is particularly prone to model errors since gradient-based

optimizers improve the policy parameters along their gradients. The

learned policy needs to be robust to compensate for model errors such

that it results in good performance when applied to the real system.

Learning faithful dynamics models is crucial for building robust poli-

cies and remains one of the biggest challenges in model-based policy

search.

In [46], the authors model unknown error dynamics using receptive-

field weighted regression [71]. Explicit modeling of unknown distur-

bances leads to increased robustness of the learned controllers. The

idea of designing controllers in the face of inaccurate (idealized) for-

ward models is closely related to robust control in classical robotics.

Robust control aims to achieve guaranteed performance or stability

in the presence of (typically bounded) modeling errors. For example,

H∞ loop-shaping [45] guarantees that the system remains close to its

expected behavior even if (bounded) disturbances enter the system.

In adaptive control, parameter uncertainties are usually described by

unbounded probability distributions [5]. Model parameter uncertainty

is typically not used in designing adaptive control algorithms. Instead,

the estimates of the parameters are treated as the true ones [91]. An

approach to designing adaptive controllers that do take uncertainty

about the model parameters into account is stochastic adaptive con-

trol [5]. When reducing parameter uncertainty by probing, stochastic

adaptive control leads to the principle of dual control [27]. Adaptive

dual control has been investigated mainly for linear systems [91]. An

extension of dual adaptive control to the case of nonlinear systems

with affine controls was proposed in [26]. A minimum-variance control

law is obtained, and uncertainty about the model parameters is penal-

ized to improve their estimation, eliminating the need of prior system

identification.

RL approaches that explicitly address the problem of inaccurate

models in robotics have only been introduced recently [1, 7, 21, 22,

35, 46, 52, 54, 73]. For instance, in [1], the key idea is to use a
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real-life trial to evaluate a policy, but then use a crude model of the

system to estimate the derivative of the evaluation with respect to

the policy parameters (and suggest local improvements). In particu-

lar, the suggested algorithm iteratively updates the model f according

to f [i+1](xt,ut) = f [i](xt,ut) + x
[i]
t+1 − f [i](x

[i]
t ,u

[i]
t ), where t indexes

time. Here, x
[i]
t ,u

[i]
t are taken from an observed trajectory. It follows

that the updated model f [i+1] predicts the observed trajectory exactly,

i.e., f [i+1](x
[i]
t ,u

[i]
t ) = x

[i]
t+1. The algorithm evaluates the policy gradi-

ents along the trajectory of states and controls in the real system.

In contrast, a typical model-based approach evaluates the derivatives

along the trajectory predicted by the model, which does not corre-

spond to the trajectory of the real system when the model is inexact.

Note that the approach in [1] does not directly generalize to stochas-

tic transition dynamics or systems with hidden states. Moreover, an

approximate parametric model of the underlying dynamics needs to be

known in advance.

Major Challenges in Model-based Policy Search. There are

three general challenges that need to be addressed in model-based

policy search methods: what model to learn, how to use the model

for long-term predictions, and how to update the policy based on the

long-term predictions. These three challenges correspond to the three

components in Figure 3.1 that do not require physical interaction with

the robot: model learning, internal simulations, and policy learning.

In Section 3.1, we give a brief overview of two models that are

frequently used in model-based policy search [7, 21, 22, 35, 52, 54],

locally weighted (Bayesian) regression (LWBR), and Gaussian pro-

cesses (GPs) [66]. In Section 3.2, we discuss two general methods of

how to use these models for long-term predictions: stochastic inference,

i.e., sampling, and deterministic approximate inference. In Section 3.3,

we briefly discuss multiple options of updating the policy.

After having introduced these general concepts, in Section 3.4, we

discuss model-based policy search algorithms that combine the learned

models and inference algorithms shown in Table 3.1. We focus on the

episodic case, wherein the start state distribution p(x0) is known. In
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Table 3.1. Model-based policy search approaches grouped by
the learned model and the method of generating trajectories.
Due to the simplicity of sampling trajectories, most policy
search methods follow this approach. Deterministic trajectory
predictions can only be performed in special cases where closed–
form approximate inference is possible. Although they are math-
ematically more involved than trajectory sampling, they do not
suffer from large variances of the samples. Moreover, they can
allow for analytic gradient computations, which is crucial in the
case of hundreds of policy parameters.

Trajectory Prediction

Learned Forward Model stochastic deterministic

(Locally) linear models [7, 52, 54] —
Gaussian Processes [35] [21, 22]

particular, we detail four model-based policy search methods. First, we

start with PEGASUS, a general concept for efficient trajectory sam-

pling in stochastic MDPs for a given model [53]. Second, we present

two ways of combining PEGASUS with LWBR for learning robust con-

trollers to fly helicopters [7, 52, 54]. Third, we present an approach for

using the PEGASUS algorithm for sampling trajectories from GP for-

ward models [35] in the context of learning a blimp controller. Finally,

as a fourth approach, we outline the ideas of the pilco policy search

framework [21, 22] that combines efficient deterministic approximate

inference for long-term predictions with GP dynamics models for learn-

ing to control mechanical systems and robot manipulators.

3.1 Probabilistic Forward Models

To reduce the effect of model errors, probabilistic models that express

uncertainty about the underlying transition dynamics are preferable to

deterministic models that imply a certainty-equivalence assumption,

e.g., maximum likelihood models of the transition dynamics.

In the following, we briefly introduce two promising nonparametric

probabilistic models that are frequently used for learning the forward

dynamics in the context of reinforcement learning and robotics: Locally

weighted Bayesian regression (LWBR) [7, 52, 54] and Gaussian pro-

cesses [21, 22, 35].
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3.1.1 Locally Weighted Bayesian Regression

Let us start with the linear regression model, where the transition

dynamics are given as

xt+1 = [xt,ut]
Tψ + w , w ∼ N (0,Σw). (3.3)

Here, ψ are the parameters of the Bayesian linear regression model,

and w ∼ N (0,Σw) is i.i.d. Gaussian system noise. The model is linear

in the unknown parameters ψ that weight the input (xt,ut).

In Bayesian linear regression, we place prior distributions on the

parameters ψ and on the noise variance Σw. Typically, the prior dis-

tribution on ψ is Gaussian with mean m and covariance S, and the

prior on the diagonal entries 1/σ2i of Σ−1
w is a Gamma distribution with

scale and shape parameters η and ξ, respectively, such that the overall

model is conjugate, see Figure 3.3, where we denote the training inputs

by [X,U ] and the training targets by y, respectively. In the (Bayesian)

linear regression model Equation (3.3), it is fairly straightforward to

find maximum likelihood estimates or posterior distributions of the

parameters ψ. However, the model itself is not very expressive since it

assumes an overall linear relationship between the inputs (xt,ut) and

the successor state xt+1.

The idea of locally weighted linear regression (LWR) is to exploit

the good properties of the linear regression model but to allow for a

more general class of functions: locally linear functions. LWR finds

yX,U

ψ Σw

m,S η,Ξ

Fig. 3.3 Graphical model for Bayesian linear regression: A Gaussian prior with parameters
m,S is placed on the model parameters ψ and Gamma priors with parameters η,Ξ are
placed on the diagonal entries of the precision matrix Σ−1

w . Training inputs and targets are
denoted by [X,U ] and y, respectively.
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a locally linear approximation of the underlying function [15]. For

this purpose, every test input (xt,ut) is equipped with a weight-

ing factor bi that determines how close training point (xi,ui) is to

(xt,ut). An example for such a weight is the Gaussian-shaped weighting

bi = exp(−‖(xi,ui) − (xt,ut)‖2/κ2). If the distance between (xi,ui)

and (x∗,u∗) is much larger than κ, the corresponding weight bi declines

to 0. Since these weights have to be computed for each query point, it

is insufficient to store only the parameters ψ, but the entire training

data set [X,U ] is required, resulting in a nonparametric approach.

As in Bayesian linear regression, we can place priors on the param-

eters and the noise covariance. For simplicity, let us assume a known

noise covariance matrix Σw and a zero-mean prior Gaussian distribu-

tion N (
ψ |0,S) on the parameters ψ. For each query point (xt,ut), a

posterior distribution over the parameters ψ is computed according to

Bayes’ theorem as

p(ψ|X,U ,y) =
p(ψ)p(y|X,U ,ψ)

p(y|X,U)
∝ p(ψ)p(y|X,U ,ψ). (3.4)

For notational convenience, we define X̃ := [X,U ]. The posterior mean

and covariance of ψ at (xt,ut) are given as

E[ψ|X̃ ,y] = SX̃B (BX̃TSX̃B + Σw)
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Ω−1

y = SX̃BΩ−1y (3.5)

cov[ψ|X̃ ,y] = S − ST X̃BΩ−1BX̃TS, (3.6)

bi = exp(−‖(xi,ui) − (xt,ut)‖2/κ2), (3.7)

respectively, where B = diag(b1, . . . , bn), and y are the training targets.

Predictive Distribution. The mean and covariance of the predic-

tive distribution p(xt+1) for a given state-control pair (xt,ut) are

µx
t+1 = [xt,ut]

TE[ψ|X̃,y] = [xt,ut]
TSX̃BΩ−1y, (3.8)

Σx
t+1 = [xt,ut]

T cov[ψ|X̃,y][xt,ut] + Σw, (3.9)

respectively. In practice, the posterior mean and covariance over the

parameters ψ can be computed more efficiently by applying matrix

inversion lemmas [15] and exploiting sparsity.
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Let us have a look at the predictive covariance when [xt,ut] is far

away from the training set [X,U ]: The weight matrix B is almost

zero, which leads to a posterior variance over the model parameters

ψ that is equal to the prior uncertainty S, see Equation (3.6). Hence,

the predictive variance at [xt,ut] is non-zero, unlike the non-Bayesian

locally weighted regression case.

3.1.2 Gaussian Process Regression

A Gaussian process is a distribution p(f) over functions f . Formally,

a GP is a collection of random variables f1,f2, . . . any finite number of

which is Gaussian distributed [66]. In the context of this section, a GP

is placed over transition functions. Since the GP is a nonparametric

model, it suffices to specify high-level assumptions, such as differen-

tiability or periodicity, on the underlying function. These high-level

properties are typically easier to specify than an explicit parametric

model.

A GP is completely specified by a mean functionm( ·) and a positive

semidefinite covariance function/kernel k( · , ·). Standard assumptions

in GP models are a prior mean function m ≡ 0 and the covariance

function

k(x̃p, x̃q)=σ
2
f exp

(− 1
2 (x̃p− x̃q)

TΛ−1(x̃p− x̃q)
)
+ δpqσ

2
w (3.10)

with x̃ :=[xTuT ]T . In Equation (3.10), we defined Λ:=diag([�21, . . . , �
2
D]),

which depends on the characteristic length-scales �i, and σ2f is the

prior variance of the latent function f . Given n training inputs

X̃ = [x̃1, . . . , x̃n] and corresponding training targets y = [y1, . . . ,yn]
T ,

the posterior GP hyperparameters (length-scales �i, signal variance σ
2
f ,

and noise variance σ2w) are learned using evidence maximization

[44, 66].

Predictive Distribution. The posterior GP is a one-step prediction

model, and the predicted successor state xt+1 is Gaussian distributed

p(xt+1|xt,ut) = N (
xt+1 |µx

t+1,Σ
x
t+1

)
, (3.11)

µx
t+1 = Ef [f(xt,ut)], Σx

t+1 = varf [f(xt,ut)], (3.12)
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where the mean and variance of the GP prediction are

µx
t+1 = k

T
∗K

−1y = kT∗ β, (3.13)

Σx
t+1 = k∗∗ − kT∗K−1k∗, (3.14)

respectively, with k∗ := k(X̃, x̃t), k∗∗ := k(x̃t, x̃t), β :=K−1y, and

where K is the kernel matrix with entries Kij = k(x̃i, x̃j).

Note that, far away from the training data, the predictive uncer-

tainty in Equation (3.14) corresponds to the prior uncertainty about

the function, i.e., even for deterministic systems where Σw = 0, we

obtain k∗∗ > 0. Therefore, the GP is a nonparametric, non-degenerate

model.

3.2 Long-Term Predictions with a Given Model

In the following, we assume that a model for the transition dynam-

ics is known. Conditioned on this model, we distinguish between two

approaches for generating long-term predictions: approaches based on

Monte-Carlo sampling or deterministic approximate inference.

3.2.1 Sampling-based Trajectory Prediction: PEGASUS

PEGASUS (Policy Evaluation-of-Goodness and Search Using

Scenarios) is a conceptual framework for trajectory sampling in

stochastic MDPs [53]. The key idea is to transform the stochastic

MDP into an augmented deterministic MDP. For this purpose, PEGA-

SUS assumes access to a simulator with no internal random number

generator. When sampling from this model, PEGASUS provides the

random numbers externally in advance. In this way, PEGASUS reduces

the sampling variance drastically. Therefore, sampling following the

PEGASUS approach is also commonly used in model-free policy

search, see Section 2.

3.2.1.1 Trajectory sampling and policy evaluation

Assume that a forward model of the system at hand is given that can

be used for sampling trajectories. If the state transitions are stochastic,
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computing the expected long-term reward

Jθ =

T∑
t=0

γtE[r(xt)|πθ ], x0 ∼ p(x0), γ ∈ [0,1], (3.15)

will require many sample trajectories for computing the approximation

J̃ to J , where

J̃θ =
1

m

m∑
i=1

Jθ(x
[i]
0 ) (3.16)

with samples x
[i]
0 from p(x0). Computing reliable policy gradients will

require even more samples for robust derivatives. However, as the limit

of an infinite number of samples, we obtain limm→∞ J̃θ = Jθ.

For more efficient computations, PEGASUS augments the state x

by an externally given sequence of random values w0,w1, . . . . To draw

a sample from p(xt+1|xt,ut), PEGASUS uses a priori given noise values

wt to compute the sampled state xt+1, such that xt+1 = g(xt,ut,st).

Since the sequence of random numbers is fixed, repeating the same

experiment results in the identical sample trajectory.

PEGASUS can be described as generating m Monte-Carlo

trajectories and taking their average reward, but the randomization is

determined in advance. It can be shown that solving the augmented

deterministic MDP is equivalent to solving the original stochastic

MDP [53]. The PEGASUS algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 15.

Algorithm 15 PEGASUS Algorithm for Sampling Trajectories

Init: g(x,u,w), reward r, random numbers w0,w1, . . . , initial state

distribution p(x0), policy πθ
for i = 1, . . . ,m do

x
[i]
0 ∼ p(x0) � Sample “scenario” from initial state distribution

for t = 0, . . . ,T − 1 do

x
[i]
t+1 = g(x

[i]
t ,πθ(xt),wt) � Succ. state in augmented MDP

end for

end for

J̃θ =
1
m

∑m
i=1

∑T
t=1 γ

tr(x
[i]
t ) � Estimate expected long-term reward
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3.2.1.2 Practical considerations

While sampling using the PEGASUS algorithm can be performed

relatively efficiently, robust low-variance estimates of the expected

long-term cost require a lot of samples. Therefore, policy search meth-

ods based on trajectory sampling are practically limited by a rel-

atively small number of a few tens of policy parameters they can

manage [51].2 Although the policy gradients can also be computed

(e.g., with finite difference approximations), the sample-based nature

of PEGASUS leads to derivatives with high variance, which renders

them largely useless. Thus, policy updates in the context of PEGASUS

usually do not rely on gradients [7, 35, 54]. Of course all model-free

approaches from Section 2 for estimating the policy gradients can be

used in conjunction with the PEGASUS idea of sampling trajectories

from a given model.

An alternative to sampling trajectories are deterministic approxi-

mate inference methods for predicting trajectories, such as lineariza-

tion [4], moment matching, or the unscented transformation [33].

3.2.2 Deterministic Long-Term Predictions

Instead of performing stochastic sampling, a probability distribution

p(τ ) over trajectories τ = (x0, . . . ,xT ) can also be computed using

deterministic approximations, such as linearization [4], sigma-point

methods (e.g., the unscented transformation [33]), or moment match-

ing. These common inference methods approximate unwieldy predictive

distributions by Gaussians.

Assuming a joint Gaussian probability distribution p(xt,ut) =

N (
[xt,ut] |µxu

t ,Σxu
t

)
, the problem of computing the successor state

distribution p(xt+1) corresponds to solving the integral

p(xt+1) =

∫∫∫
p(xt+1|xt,ut)p(xt,ut)dxtdutdw, (3.17)

where xt+1 = f(xt,ut) + w. If the transition function f is nonlinear,

p(xt+1) is non-Gaussian and we have to resort to approximate inference

2“Typically, PEGASUS policy search algorithms have been using [...] maybe on the order
of ten parameters or tens of parameters; so, 30, 40 parameters, but not thousands of
parameters [. . . ].” [51].
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techniques. A convenient approximation of the unwieldy predictive dis-

tribution p(xt+1) is the Gaussian N (
xt+1 |µx

t+1,Σ
x
t+1

)
. The mean µx

t+1

and covariance Σx
t+1 of this predictive distribution can be computed

in various ways. In the following, we outline three commonly used

approaches: linearization, the unscented transformation, and moment

matching.

Linearization. One way of computing µx
t+1 and Σx

t+1 is to lin-

earize the transition function f ≈ F locally around (µx
t ,µ

u
t ) and, sub-

sequently, estimate the predictive covariance by mapping the Gaussian

input distribution through the linearized system. With linearization, we

obtain the predictive mean and covariance given by µx
t+1 = f(µxu

t ) and

Σx
t+1 = FΣxu

t F
T + Σw, respectively. Figure 3.4 illustrates the idea of

linearization.

Linearization is conceptually straightforward and computationally

efficient. Note that this approach leaves the Gaussian input distribu-

tion p(xt,ut) untouched but approximates the transition function f .

A potential disadvantage is that the transition function f needs to be
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Fig. 3.4 Computing an approximate predicted distribution using linearization. A Gaussian
distribution p(xt,ut) (lower-left panel) needs to be mapped through a nonlinear function
(black, upper-left panel). The true predictive distribution is represented by the shaded area
in the right panel. To obtain a Gaussian approximation of the unwieldy shaded distribution,
the nonlinear function is linearized (red line, upper-left panel) at the mean of the input
distribution. Subsequently, the Gaussian is mapped through this linear approximation and
yields the blue Gaussian approximate predictive distribution p(xt+1) shown in the right
panel.
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differentiable to perform the linearization.3 Moreover, linearization can

easily underestimate predictive variances, which can cause policies to

be too aggressive, causing damage on real robot systems.

Unscented Transformation. The key idea behind the unscented

transformation [33] is to represent the distribution p(xt,ut) by a set

of deterministically chosen sigma points (X [i]
t , U [i]

t ). For these sigma

points, the corresponding exact function values are computed. The

mean µx
t+1 and covariance Σx

t+1 of the predictive distribution p(xt+1)

are computed from the weighted mapped sigma points. In particular,

we obtain

µx
t+1 =

2d∑
i=0

w[i]
mf(X [i]

t ,U [i]
t ), (3.18)

Σx
t+1 =

2d∑
i=0

w[i]
c (f(X [i]

t ,U [i]
t ) − µx

t+1)(f(X [i]
t ,U [i]

t ) − µx
t+1)

T , (3.19)

respectively, where d is the dimensionality of (x,u), (X [i]
t ,U [i]

t ) are sigma

points, i.e., deterministically chosen samples from the joint distribu-

tion p(xt,ut), and w
[i]
m and w

[i]
c are weights. For further details on the

unscented transformation, we refer to [33, 83]. Figure 3.5 illustrates the

idea of the unscented transformation.

Note that the unscented transformation approximates the Gaussian

distribution p(xt,ut) by sigma points, which are subsequently mapped

through the original transition function f . The unscented transforma-

tion does not require differentiability and is expected to yield more

accurate approximations of the predictive distribution p(xt+1) than an

explicit linearization [92].

Moment Matching. The idea of moment matching is to compute

the predictive mean and covariance of p(xt+1) exactly and approximate

p(xt+1) by a Gaussian that possesses the exact mean and covariance.

Here, neither the joint distribution p(xt,ut) nor the transition func-

tion f is approximated. The moment-matching approximation is the

3Differentiability assumptions can be problematic in robotics. For instance, contacts in
locomotion and manipulation can render this assumption invalid.
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Fig. 3.5 Computing an approximate predicted distribution using the unscented transfor-
mation. A Gaussian distribution p(xt,ut) (lower-left panel) needs to be mapped through a
nonlinear function (black, upper-left panel). The true predictive distribution is represented
by the shaded area in the right panel. To obtain a Gaussian approximation of the unwieldy
shaded distribution, the input distribution is represented by three sigma points (red dots
in lower-left panel). Subsequently, the sigma points are mapped through the nonlinear
function (upper-left panel) and their sample mean and covariance yield the blue Gaussian
approximate predictive distribution p(xt+1) shown in the right panel.

best unimodal approximation of the predictive distribution in the sense

that it minimizes the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the true pre-

dictive distribution and the unimodal approximation [12]. Figure 3.6

illustrates the idea of moment matching.

3.2.2.1 Practical considerations

The exact moments can be computed only in special cases since the

required integrals for computing the predictive mean and covariance

might be intractable. Moreover, an exact moment-matching approxima-

tion is typically computationally more expensive than approximations

by means of linearization or sigma points.

Unlike sampling-based approaches such as PEGASUS, determinis-

tic approximate inference methods for long-term planning can be used

to learn several thousands of policy parameters [21]. We will see exam-

ples in Section 3.4.2.1. The reason why deterministic long-term predic-

tions can learn policies with many parameters is that gradients can be

computed analytically. Therefore, these gradient estimates do not suffer
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Fig. 3.6 Computing an approximate predicted distribution using moment matching.
A Gaussian distribution p(xt,ut) (lower-left panel) needs to be mapped through a nonlin-
ear function (black, upper-left panel). The true predictive distribution is represented by the
shaded area in the right panel. To obtain a Gaussian approximation of the unwieldy shaded
distribution, the mean and covariance of the shaded distribution are computed analytically.
These first- and second-order moments fully determine the blue Gaussian approximate pre-
dictive distribution p(xt+1) shown in the right panel. The contour lines in the upper-left
panel represent the joint distribution between inputs and prediction.

from high variances, a typical problem with sampling-based estimation.

Nevertheless, deterministic inference often requires more implementa-

tion effort than sampling approaches.

3.3 Policy Updates

Having introduced two major model classes and two general ways of

performing long-term predictions with these models, in the following,

we will discuss ways of updating the policy. We distinguish between

gradient-free and gradient-based policy updates.

3.3.1 Model-based Policy Updates without Gradient
Information

Gradient-free methods are probably the easiest way of updating the

policy since they do not require the computation or estimation of policy

gradients. By definition they also have no differentiability constraints

on the policy or the transition model. Standard gradient-free optimiza-

tion method are the Nelder–Mead method [48], a heuristic simplex
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method, or hill-climbing, a local search method that is closely related

to simulated annealing [70]. Due to their simplicity and the small

required computational effort, they are commonly used in the context

of model-based policy search [7, 35, 52, 54], especially in combination

with sampling-based trajectory generation.

A clear disadvantage of gradient-free optimization is its relatively

slow convergence rate. For faster convergence, we can use gradient-

based policy updates, which are introduced in the following sections.

3.3.2 Model-based Policy Updates with Gradient
Information

Gradient-based policy updates are expected to yield faster conver-

gence than gradient-free updates. We distinguish between two cases:

a sample-based estimation of the policy gradients and an analytic

computation of the policy gradients dJθ(θ)/dθ.

3.3.2.1 Sampling-based policy gradients

When we use sample trajectories τ [i] from the learned model to estimate

the expected long-term reward Jθ in Equation (3.2), we can numerically

approximate the gradient dJθ/dθ.

The easiest way of estimating gradients is to use finite difference

methods. However, finite difference methods require O(F ) many eval-

uations of the expected long-term reward Jθ, where F is the number

of policy parameters θ. Since each of these evaluations is based on the

average of m sample rollouts, the required number of sample trajecto-

ries quickly becomes excessive. In the model-based setup, this is just

a computational problem but not a problem of wearing the robot out

since the samples are generated from the model and not the robot itself.

There are several ways of making model-based gradient estimation

more efficient: First, for a more robust estimate of Jθ , i.e., an esti-

mate with smaller variance, the PEGASUS approach [53] can be used.

Second, for more efficient gradient estimation any of the model-free

methods presented in Section 2 for gradient estimation can be used

in the model-based context. The only difference is that instead of the

robot, the learned model is used to generate trajectories. To the best
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of our knowledge, there are currently not many approaches for model-

based policy search based on sampling-based gradients using the meth-

ods from Section 2.

3.3.2.2 Analytic policy gradients

Computing the gradients dJθ/dθ analytically requires the policy, the

(expected) reward function, and the learned transition model to be dif-

ferentiable. Despite this constraint, analytic gradient computations are

a viable alternative to sampling-based gradients for two major reasons:

First, they do not suffer from the sampling variance, which is espe-

cially pronounced when computing gradients. Second, the computa-

tional effort scales very favorably with the number of policy parameters,

allowing for learning policies with thousands of parameters. However,

due to the repeated application of the chain-rule, the computation

of the gradient itself is often mathematically more involved than a

sampling-based estimate.

Let us consider an example where the immediate reward r only

depends on the state (generalizations to control-dependent rewards

are straightforward) and the system dynamics are deterministic, such

that xt+1 = f(xt,ut) = f(xt,πθ(xt,θ)), where f is a (nonlinear) tran-

sition function, πθ is the (deterministic) policy, and θ are the policy

parameters. The gradient of the long-term reward Jθ =
∑

t γ
tr(xt) with

respect to the policy parameters is obtained by applying the chain-rule

repeatedly:

dJθ
dθ

=
∑
t

γt
dr(xt)

dθ
=

∑
t

γt
∂r(xt)

∂xt

dxt

dθ
(3.20)

=
∑
t

γt
∂r(xt)

∂xt

(
∂xt

∂xt

dxt

dθ
+
∂xt

∂ut

dut

dθ

)
. (3.21)

From these equations we observe that the total derivative dxt/dθ

depends on the total derivative dxt/dθ at the previous time step. There-

fore, the derivative dJθ/dθ can be computed iteratively.

Extension to Probabilistic Models and Stochastic MDPs. For

the extension to derivatives in stochastic MDPs and/or probabilistic
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models, we have to make a few adaptations to the gradients in Equa-

tions (3.20)–(3.21): When the state xt is represented by a proba-

bility distribution p(xt), we have to compute the expected reward

E[r(xt)] =
∫
r(xt)p(xt)dxt. Moreover, we need to compute the deriva-

tives with respect to the parameters of the state distribution, assuming

that p(xt) has a parametric representation.

For example, if p(xt) =N (
xt |µx

t ,Σ
x
t

)
, we compute the derivatives

of E[r(xt)] with respect to the mean µx
t and covariance Σx

t of the state

distribution and continue applying the chain-rule similarly to Equa-

tions (3.20)–(3.21): With the definition Et := Ext [r(xt)], we obtain the

gradient

dJθ
dθ

=
∑

t
γt

dEt
dθ

,

dEt
dθ

=
∂Et

∂p(xt)

dp(xt)

dθ
:=

∂Et
∂µx

t

dµx
t

dθ
+

∂Et
∂Σx

t

dΣx
t

dθ
, (3.22)

where we used the short-hand notation ∂Et/∂p(xt) = {∂Et/∂µx
t ,

∂Et/∂Σx
t } for taking the (total) derivative of Et with respect to the

parameters of p(xt) = N (
xt |µx

t ,Σ
x
t

)
, i.e., the mean and covariance.

The mean µx
t and the covariance Σx

t are functionally dependent on the

moments µx
t−1 and Σx

t−1 of p(xt−1) and the controller parameters θ.

By applying the chain-rule to Equation (3.22), we obtain

dµx
t

dθ
=

∂µx
t

∂µx
t−1

dµx
t−1

dθ
+

∂µx
t

∂Σx
t−1

dΣx
t−1

dθ
+
∂µx

t

∂θ
, (3.23)

dΣx
t

dθ
=

∂Σx
t

∂µx
t−1

dµx
t−1

dθ
+

∂Σx
t

∂Σx
t−1

dΣx
t−1

dθ
+
∂Σx

t

∂θ
. (3.24)

Note that the total derivatives dµx
t−1/dθ and dΣx

t−1/dθ are known

from time step t − 1.

If all these computations can be performed in closed form, the policy

gradients dJ̃θ/dθ can be computed analytically by repeated applica-

tion of the chain-rule without the need of sampling. Therefore, standard

optimization techniques (e.g., BFGS or CG) can be used to learn poli-

cies with thousands of parameters [21].
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3.3.3 Discussion

Using the gradients of the expected long-term reward Jθ with respect

to the policy parameters θ often leads to faster learning than gradient-

free policy updates. Moreover, gradient-free methods are typically

limited to a few tens of policy parameters [51]. Computing the gradi-

ents can be unwieldy and requires additional computational resources.

When computing gradients, exact analytic gradients are preferable over

sampling-based gradients since the latter ones often suffer from large

variance. These variances can even lead to slower convergence than

gradient-free policy updates [7, 35]. For analytic gradients, we impose

assumptions on the differentiability of the reward function r and the

transition function f .4 Moreover, for analytic gradients, we rely on

deterministic approximate inference methods, e.g., moment matching

or linearization, such that only an approximation J̃θ to Jθ can be com-

puted; but with the exact gradients dJ̃θ/dθ.

For updating the policy we recommend using gradient informa-

tion to exploit better convergence properties. Ideally, the gradients

are determined analytically without any approximations. Since this

aim can only be achieved for linear systems, we have to resort to

approximations, either by using sampling-based approaches or analytic

approximate gradients. Sampling-based approaches are practically lim-

ited to fairly low-dimensional policy parameters θ ∈ Rk, k ≤ 50. For

high-dimensional policy parameters with k > 50, we recommend using

analytic policy gradients if they are available.

3.4 Model-based Policy Search Algorithms with
Robot Applications

In this section, we briefly describe policy search methods that have

been successfully applied to learning policies for robots. We distinguish

between approaches that evaluate the expected long-term reward Jθ
using either sampling methods as described in Section 3.2.1 or deter-

ministic approximate inference methods as described in Section 3.2.2.

4 In stochastic MDPs, this assumption is usually valid.
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3.4.1 Sampling-based Trajectory Prediction

Sampling directly from the learned simulator has been dealt with by a

series of researchers for maneuvering helicopters [7, 52, 54] and for con-

trolling blimps [35]. All approaches use the PEGASUS algorithm [53]

to generate trajectories from the learned stochastic models.

Ng et al. [52, 54] learn models for hovering a helicopter based on

locally weighted linear regression. To account for noise and model inac-

curacies, this originally deterministic model was made stochastic by

adding i.i.d. Gaussian (system) noise to the transition dynamics.

Unlike [52, 54], Bagnell and Schneider [7] explicitly describe uncer-

tainty about the learned model by means of a posterior distribution

over a finite set of locally affine models. Trajectories are sampled from

this mixture of models for learning the policy

Ko et al. [35] combine idealized parametric models with nonpara-

metric Gaussian processes for modeling the dynamics of an autonomous

blimp. The GPs are used to model the discrepancy between the non-

linear parametric blimp model and the data. Trajectories are sampled

from this hybrid model when learning the policy. In the following, we

discuss these policy search algorithms.

3.4.1.1 Locally weighted regression forward models and

sampling-based trajectory prediction

In [7], locally weighted Bayesian regression was used for learning for-

ward models for hovering an autonomous helicopter. To account for

model uncertainty, a posterior probability distribution over the model

parameters ψ and, hence, the model itself was considered instead of

a point estimate of the model parameters. Trajectories were sampled

from this mixture of models for learning the policy.

Trajectories τ [i] were generated using the PEGASUS approach [53].

At each time step, a model parameter set ψi was sampled from the

posterior distribution p(ψ|X,U ,y,xt,ut). After every transition, the

dynamics model was updated with the observed (simulated) transition.

After each generated trajectory τ [i], the model was reset by deleting

the simulated trajectory τ [i] from the model [7]. For Bayes-optimal

model estimators, this procedure is equivalent to sampling the model
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Algorithm 16 Policy evaluation and T -step predictions [7]

1: Input: transition model f , posterior distribution over model param-

eters p(ψ|X,U ,y), policy parameters θ

2: for i = 1, . . . ,m do

3: for t = 0, . . . ,T − 1 do � Sample trajectory τ [i]

4: Sample local model parameters ψi ∼ p(ψ|X,U ,y,xt,ut)

5: Compute control ut = πθ(xt)

6: Generate a sample state transition xt+1 ∼ p(xt+1|xt,ut,ψi)

7: Update X,U with simulated transition (xt,ut,xt+1)

8: end for

9: Compute Jθ,i
10: Reset the learned model to the original model f

11: end for

12: J̃θ =
1
m

∑m
i=1Jθ,i

and sampling a full trajectory from it. Algorithm 16 summarizes how

to sample trajectories from the learned model while incorporating the

posterior uncertainty about the model itself. The model uncertainty

is implicitly integrated out by averaging over the expected long-term

rewards for all generated trajectories τ [i].

In [7], a gradient-free optimization, the Nelder–Mead method, was

used to update the policy parameters θ, which outperformed naive

gradient-based optimization. The resulting approach learned a neural-

network controller with ten parameters to hover a helicopter about a

fixed point [7], see Figure 3.7(a). Extrapolation outside the range of

collected data was discouraged by large penalties on the corresponding

states. The learned controller that was based on the probability distri-

bution over models, was substantially less oscillatory than a controller

learned by using the maximum likelihood model, i.e., a point estimate

of the model parameters.

Ng et al. [52, 54] learn models for helicopter hovering based on

locally weighted linear regression, see Figure 3.7(b). Unlike in [7], a

point estimate of the parameters ψ in Equation (3.3) was determined,

for instance by maximum likelihood or maximum-a-posteriori esti-

mation. To account for noise and model inaccuracies, this originally
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With�permission by J.A. Bagnell

(a) Helicopter hovering [7].

With�permission by A. Ng

(b) Inverted helicopter hovering[53].

Fig. 3.7 Model-based policy search methods with stochastic inference were used for learning
to hover helicopters.

deterministic model was made stochastic by adding i.i.d. Gaussian

(system) noise to the transition dynamics. Angular velocities expressed

in helicopter coordinates were integrated and subsequently transformed

into angles in world coordinates, which made the model necessarily non-

linear. With this approach, models for helicopter hovering in a stan-

dard [54] or inverse [52] pose were determined using data collected from

human pilots’ trajectories.

For learning a controller with these stochastic nonlinear transition

dynamics, the PEGASUS [53] sampling method was used to sam-

ple trajectories from the model. With these sampled trajectories, a

Monte-Carlo estimate of the expected long-term reward was computed.

A greedy hill-climbing method was used to learn the parameters θ of the

policy πθ, which was represented by a simplified neural network [52].

In the case of inverted helicopter hovering, a human pilot flipped

the helicopter upside down. Then, the learned controller took over and

stabilized the helicopter in the inverted position [52], an example of

which is shown in Figure 3.7(b).

3.4.1.2 Gaussian process forward models and

sampling-based trajectory prediction

In [35], GP forward models were learned to model the yaw dynamics of

an autonomous blimp, see Figure 3.8. The GP models were combined

with an idealized parametric model of the blimp’s dynamics, i.e., the

GP modeled the discrepancy between the parametric nonlinear model
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Fig. 3.8 Combination of a parametric prior and GPs for modeling and learning to control
an autonomous blimp [35].

and the observed data. The model was trained on blimp trajectory data

generated by a human flying the blimp using a remote control.

The PEGASUS approach [53] was used to sample long-term trajec-

tories. Each new sample was incorporated into the model by updating

the kernel matrix. The controller was learned using the gradient-free

Nelder–Mead [48] optimization method. The four controller parame-

ters θ were the drag coefficient, the right/left motor gains, and the

slope of a policy-smoothing function. The learned controller was an

open-loop controller, i.e., the controls were pre-computed offline and,

subsequently, applied to the blimp. The controller based on the learned

GP dynamics outperformed the optimal controller solely based on the

underlying idealized parametric blimp dynamics model [35].

3.4.2 Deterministic Trajectory Predictions

In the following, we summarize policy search methods that perform

deterministic trajectory predictions for policy evaluation.

3.4.2.1 Gaussian process forward models and deterministic

trajectory prediction

The pilco (probabilistic inference for learning control) policy search

framework [21, 22] uses a GP forward model of the robot’s dynamics

to consistently account for model errors. In combination with deter-

ministic inference by means of moment matching for predicting
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Algorithm 17 pilco Policy Search framework [21, 22]

Init: Sample controller parameters θ ∼ N (0,I). Apply random con-

trol signals and record data.

repeat

Learn probabilistic (GP) dynamics model using all data.

repeat

Compute p(x1), . . . ,p(xT ) using moment matching and J̃θ
Analytically compute policy gradients dJ̃θ/dθ

Update parameters θ (line-search in BFGS or CG).

until convergence; return θ∗

Apply πθ
∗ to system (single trial/episode) and record data.

until task learned

state trajectories p(τ ) =
(
p(x1), . . . ,p(xT )

)
pilco computes an ana-

lytic approximation J̃ to the expected long-term reward Jθ in

Equation (3.2). Moreover, the gradients dJ̃/dθ of the expected long-

term reward with respect to the policy parameters are computed ana-

lytically. For policy learning, standard optimizers (e.g., BFGS or CG)

can be used. The pilco algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 17. The

algorithm is typically initialized uninformatively, i.e., the policy param-

eters are sampled randomly, and data is recorded from a short state

trajectory generated by applying random actions. In the following, we

briefly outline details about computing the long-term predictions, the

policy gradients, and application of the pilco framework to control

and robotic systems.

Long-Term Predictions. For predicting a distribution p(τ |πθ)
over trajectories for a given policy, pilco iteratively computes the

state distributions p(x1), . . . ,p(xT ). For these predictions, the pos-

terior uncertainty about the learned GP forward model is explicitly

integrated out. Figure 3.9 illustrates this scenario: Let us assume,

a joint Gaussian distribution p(xt,ut) is given. For predicting the

distribution p(xt+1) of the next state, the joint distribution p(xt,ut)

in the lower-left panel has to be mapped through the posterior GP

distribution on the latent transition function, shown in the upper-left
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Fig. 3.9 Approximate predictions with Gaussian processes at uncertain inputs: In order to
determine the predictive distribution p(xt+1), it is required to map the input distribution
p(xt,ut) (lower-left panel) through the posterior GP distribution (upper-left panel) while
explicitly averaging out the model uncertainty (shaded area). Exhaustive Monte-Carlo sam-
pling yields the exact distribution, represented by the red shaded distribution (right panel).
The deterministic moment-matching approximation computes the mean and variance of the
exact predictive distribution and fits a Gaussian (blue, right panel) with the exact first two
moments to it. The contour lines in the upper-left panel represent the joint distribution
between inputs and prediction.

panel. Exact inference is intractable due to the nonlinear covariance

function. Extensive Monte-Carlo sampling yields a close approximation

to the predictive distribution, which is represented by the shaded

bimodal distribution in the right panel. Pilco computes the mean and

the variance of this shaded distribution exactly and approximates the

shaded distribution by a Gaussian with the correct mean and variance

as shown by the blue distribution in the upper-right panel [21, 22].

Analytic Policy Gradients. The predicted states are not point

estimates but represented by Gaussian probability distributions p(xt),

t = 1, . . . ,T . When computing the policy gradients dJθ/θ, pilco explic-

itly accounts for the probabilistic formulation by analytically com-

puting the policy gradients for probabilistic models presented in

Section 3.3.2.2.5

5A software package implementing the pilco learning framework is publicly available at
http://mlg.eng.cam.ac.uk/pilco.
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Due to the explicit incorporation of model uncertainty into long-

term predictions and gradient computation, pilco typically does not

suffer severely from model errors.

Robot Applications. As shown in Figure 3.11, the pilco algorithm

achieved an unprecedented speed of learning on a standard benchmark

task, the under-actuated cart–pole swing-up and balancing task, see

Figure 3.10. In particular, the cart–pole swing-up was learned requir-

ing an order of magnitude less interaction time with the robot than

Fig. 3.10 Pilco learning successes. Left: Autonomous learning to stack a block of blocks

using an off-the-shelf low-cost manipulator [22]. Right: Autonomous learning to swing up
and balance a freely swinging pendulum attached to a cart [21].
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Fig. 3.11 Pilco achieves an unprecedented speed of learning on the cart–pole swing-up
task. The horizontal axis gives references to RL approaches that solve the same task, the
vertical axis shows the required interaction time in seconds on a logarithmic scale.
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Table 3.2. Overview of model-based policy search algorithms with robotic applications.

Algorithm Predictions Forward Model Policy Update Application

[7] Sampling (PEGASUS) LWBR Gradient free Helicopter hovering

[52, 54] Sampling (PEGASUS) LWR+noise Gradient free Helicopter hovering

[35] Sampling (PEGASUS) GP Gradient free Blimp control

[21, 22] Moment matching GP Gradient based Manipulator, cart–pole

any other RL method that also learns from scratch, i.e., without an

informative initialization by demonstrations for instance. For the cart–

pole swing-up problem, the learned nonlinear policy was a radial basis

function network with 50 axes-aligned Gaussian basis functions. The

policy parameters θ were the weights, the locations, and the widths of

the basis functions resulting in 305 policy parameters.

Pilco was also successfully applied to efficiently learning controllers

from scratch in a block-stacking task with a low-cost five degrees of

freedom robot arm [22], see also Figure 3.10. The state x of the system

was defined as the 3D coordinates of the block in the end-effector of

the manipulator. For tracking these coordinates, an RGB-D camera was

used. The learned policy πθ was an affine function of the state, i.e., u =

Ax + b. Exactly following Algorithm 17, pilco learned to stack a tower

of six blocks in less than 20 trials. State-space constraints for obstacle

avoidance were straightforwardly incorporated into the learning process

as well [22].

3.4.3 Overview of Model-based Policy Search Algorithms

Table 3.2 summarizes the model-based policy search approaches that

were presented in this section. Each algorithm is listed according

to their prediction method (sampling/deterministic), their learned

forward model (LWR/LWBR/GP), the policy updates (gradient

free/gradient based), and the corresponding robotic applications.

Note that in [52, 54], model errors and local minima are dealt with

by injecting additional noise to the system to reduce the danger of

overfitting. Generally, noise in the system (either by artificially injecting

it [52, 54] or by using probabilistic models [7, 21, 22, 35]) also smoothens

out the objective function and, hence, local minima.
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3.5 Important Properties of Model-based Methods

In the following, we briefly discuss three important topics related to

model-based policy search. In particular, we first discuss advantages

and disadvantages of stochastic inference versus deterministic inference.

Then, we discuss how uncertainty about the learned model itself is

treated in the literature. Finally, we shed some light on the require-

ments when a policy is learned from scratch, i.e., learning must happen

without a good initialization. The latter point is important if neither

informed knowledge about the dynamics nor “good” data sets from

demonstrations are available. Instead, the robot has to learn starting

from, potentially sparse, data and uninformed prior knowledge.

3.5.1 Deterministic and Stochastic Long-Term Predictions

We discussed two general model-based approaches for computing dis-

tributions over trajectories and the corresponding long-term reward:

Monte-Carlo sampling using the PEGASUS trick and deterministic

predictions using linearization, unscented transformation, or moment

matching. The advantage of stochastic sampling is that the sampler

will return a correct estimate of the expected long-term reward Jθ in

the limit of an infinite number of sampled trajectories. Exhaustive sam-

pling can be computationally inefficient, but it can be straightforwardly

parallelized. A more significant issue with sampling, even when using

the PEGASUS approach [53], is that it is only practical for several tens

of policy parameters.

As an alternative to stochastic sampling, deterministic predictions

only compute an exact trajectory distribution for linear Gaussian

systems. Therefore, in nonlinear systems, only an approximation to

the expected long-term reward is returned. The computations required

for computing predictive distributions are non-trivial and can be com-

putationally expensive. Unlike stochastic sampling, deterministic pre-

dictions are not straightforwardly parallelizable. On the other hand,

deterministic predictions have several advantages that can outweigh its

disadvantages: First, despite the fact that deterministic predictions are

computationally more expensive than generating a single sample tran-

sition, the requirement of many samples quickly gets computationally
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Table 3.3. Properties of deterministic and stochastic trajectory
predictions in model-based policy search.

Stochastic Deterministic

Jθ Exact in the limit Approximate
dJθ/dθ Exact in the limit Exact
Computations Simple Involved
# Policy parameters 1 ≤ |θ| ≤ 50 1 ≤ |θ| ≤ ?

even more expensive. A striking advantage of deterministic predictions

is that gradients with respect to the policy parameters can be com-

puted analytically. Therefore, policy search with deterministic predic-

tion methods can learn policies with thousands of parameters [20, 21].

Table 3.3 summarizes the properties of deterministic and stochastic

trajectory predictions. The table lists whether the expected long-term

reward Jθ and the corresponding gradients dJθ/dθ can be evalu-

ated exactly or only approximately. For stochastic trajectory predic-

tions, i.e., sampling, the required computations are relatively simple

whereas the computations for deterministic predictions are mathemati-

cally more involved. Finally, we give practicable bounds on the number

of policy parameters that can be learned using either of the predic-

tion methods. For stochastic trajectory generation, Jθ can be evaluated

exactly in the limit of infinitely many sample trajectories. The corre-

sponding policy gradients converge even slower. In practice, where only

a finite number of samples are available both Jθ and dJθ/dθ cannot

be evaluated exactly.

3.5.2 Treatment of Model Uncertainty

Expressing uncertainty about the learned model is important for model-

based policy search to be robust to model errors. When predicting or

generating trajectories, there are two general ways of treating model

uncertainty.

In [21, 22, 73], model uncertainty is treated as temporally uncor-

related noise, i.e., model errors at each time step are considered inde-

pendent. This approach is computationally relatively cheap and allows

for the consideration of an infinite number of models during model

averaging [21, 22]. Alternatively, sampling the model parameters ini-
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tially and fixing the model parameters for the generated trajectory have

the advantage that temporal correlation is automatically accounted

for when the partially sampled trajectories are treated as training

data until the model parameters are resampled [7]. Here, temporal

correlation means that the state at one time step along a trajectory

is correlated with the state at the previous time step. On the other

hand, only a finite number of models can be sampled.

3.5.3 Extrapolation Properties of Models

In model-based policy search, it is assumed that models are known or

have been trained in a pre-processing step [7, 35, 52, 54]. Here, humans

were asked to maneuver the robot (e.g., a helicopter or a blimp) in order

to collect data for model building. A crucial aspect of the collected

data is that it covers the regions of the state space that are relevant for

successfully learning the task at hand. Nevertheless, it is possible that it

could be optimal (according to the reward function) to explore regions

outside the training data of the current model. In this case, however,

the learned model must be able to faithfully predict its confidence far

away from the training data. Deterministic models (e.g., LWR or neural

networks) cannot faithfully represent their confidence far away from

the training data, which is why extrapolation is often discouraged by

large penalty terms in the reward function [7]. Two models that possess

credible error bars outside the training set are locally weighted Bayesian

regression and Gaussian processes. Therefore, they can even be used

for learning from scratch in a robotics context, i.e., without the need

to ask a human expert to generate good data for model learning or a

reasonably innate starting policy — if the robot is relatively robust to

initial arbitrary exploration [21, 22].

3.5.4 Huge Data Sets

In robotics, it is not uncommon that huge data sets with millions of

data points are available. For instance, recording 100s of data at a fre-

quency of 1kHz leads to a data set with a million data points. For global

models, such as the standard GP, these data sets’ sizes lead to imprac-

tical computation time. For instance, the GP would need to repeatedly
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store and invert a 106 × 106 kernel matrix during training. A common

way of reducing the size of the data set is subsampling, e.g., taking

only every 10th or 100th data point. This is often possible because the

dynamics are sufficiently smooth, and the state of the robot does not

change much in 1/1000s. Additionally, there are sparse approximations

to the global GP [64, 77], which scale more favorably. However, even for

these methods millions of data points are impractical. Therefore, local

models, such as LWR or local GP models [55], should be employed if

the data sets are huge. The idea of local models is to train many models

with local information, and combine predictions of these models.
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Conclusion and Discussion

In this review, we have provided an overview of successful policy search

methods in the context of robot learning, where high-dimensional and

continuous state–action space challenge any RL algorithm. We distin-

guished between model-free and model-based policy search methods.

4.1 Conclusion

Model-free policy search is very flexible as it does not make any

assumptions on the underlying dynamics. Instead of learning models,

data from the robot is directly used to evaluate and update the policy.

When prior knowledge in the form of demonstrations or low-level

policies is available, model-free policy search often yields relatively fast

convergence. In Section 2, we distinguished between the used policy

evaluation strategy, policy update strategy, and exploration strategy.

The policy evaluation strategies can be categorized into step-based

and episode-based evaluation. While step-based exploration makes

more efficient use of the sampled trajectory data, algorithms using

episode-based policy evaluation strategies typically learn an upper-level
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policy π(ω) which can also capture the correlation of the parameters

for an efficient exploration. We presented four main policy update

strategies, policy gradients, expectation–maximization, information-

theoretic policy updates, and policy updates based on path integrals.

Model-Free Methods. For the policy updates, we identified a main

insight from information theory, i.e., the “distance” between the old

trajectory distribution and the new trajectory distribution should be

bounded, as an important key for a fast and stable learning pro-

cess. This insight is used by the natural policy gradient algorithms

[62, 63, 79] and by the REPS algorithm [17, 58]. While policy gradi-

ent methods require a user-specified learning rate which is not always

easy to choose, REPS performs a weighted maximum likelihood (ML)

estimate to determine the new policy, which can be obtained in closed

form and does not require a learning rate.

EM-based methods such as PoWER [39] and methods based on

path integrals [82] also employ a weighted maximum likelihood esti-

mate. However, in contrast to REPS, those methods are also available

in the step-based policy evaluation formulation, and, thus, might use

data more efficiently. Hence, PoWER and PI2 might show a better

performance as the REPS approach in scenarios where the step-based

information can be effectively exploited.

All three methods which are based on weighted ML, REPS,

PoWER, and PI2 use a soft-max distribution to determine the

weighting of the data points. While in PoWER the temperature of

the soft-max distribution is set by hand, PI2 uses a heuristic which

works well in practice. For the information-theoretic REPS approach,

this temperature is determined by the relative entropy bound used in

the algorithm and automatically recomputed for each policy update.

Furthermore, episode-based REPS uses a baseline V (s) to remove the

state-dependent reward from the reward samples R[i]. This baseline

emerges naturally from the additional constraint to reproduce the

given context distribution p(s). The usage of this baseline still needs to

be explored for the alternative EM and path integral approaches. Based

on the beneficial properties of the information-theoretic approaches,

our recommendation as policy update strategy is REPS [58].
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The exploration strategy creates new trajectory samples which are

subsequently used to determine the policy update. Here we identified

a clear trend to use an exploration strategy in parameter space which

chooses the exploration only at the beginning of the episode. Further-

more, correlated exploration is preferable to uncorrelated exploration

strategies as long as the number of parameters allows for an accurate

estimation of the full covariance matrix used for correlated exploration

strategies.

Model-Based Methods. Model-free policy search imposes only

general assumptions on the entire learning process, but the number of

policy parameters we can manage is limited by the number of samples

that can be generated. While tens to hundred parameters are still

feasible, learning several hundreds or thousands of policy parameters

seems impractical due to an excessive need of real robot experiments.

The objective of model-based policy search is to increase the data

efficiency compared to model-free methods. For this purpose, an inter-

nal model of the robot is learned that, subsequently, is used for long-

term predictions and policy improvement. The learned policy is, there-

fore, inherently limited by the quality of the model. Thus, it is crucial to

account for potential model errors during policy learning by expressing

uncertainty about the learned model itself. This idea has been success-

fully implemented by all model-based algorithms presented in Section 3.

However, model learning imposes assumptions, such as differentiability,

on the robot’s forward dynamics, effectively reducing the generality of

model-free policy search.

We distinguished between stochastic and deterministic approaches

for trajectory predictions. While sampling-based inference is concep-

tually simple and can be easily parallelized, it is currently limited to

successfully learn policies with several tens of parameters, similar to

model-free policy search. In cases with hundreds or thousands of policy

parameters, we have to resort to deterministic approximate inference

(e.g., linearization or moment matching), ideally in combination with

an analytic computation of policy gradients. An example of a method

with these characteristics is pilco.
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4.2 Current State of the Art

In the following, we qualitatively compare model-free and model-based

approaches and discuss future trends in policy search for robotics.

Characteristics of Model-Free and Model-Based Policy Search

Applications. Model-free policy search applications typically rely on

a compact policy representation, which does not use more than 100

parameters. Typically, time-dependent representations are used, e.g.,

the Dynamic Movement Primitives [32, 72] approach, since such rep-

resentations can encode movements for high-dimensional systems with

a relatively small number of parameters. Most applications of model-

free policy search rely on imitation learning to initialize the learning

process.

When good models can be learned, model-based policy search is a

promising alternative to model-free methods. Good models can often

be learned when no abrupt changes in the dynamics occur, such as con-

tacts in locomotion and manipulation. The presented model-based algo-

rithms were applied to learning models for flying helicopters, blimps,

and robot arms — in all cases, the underlying dynamics were relatively

smooth.

Advantages of Model-Free and Model-Based Policy Search.

Learning a policy is often easier than learning accurate forward models

of the robot and its environment. In the literature, model-free pol-

icy search is the predominant approach in comparison to model-based

methods since the difficulty of learning a model is avoided. Model-free

methods do not place assumptions on the underlying process, e.g., the

system dynamics do not have to be smooth. Hence, model-free pol-

icy search can also be applied to environments, which include discrete

events such as hitting a table tennis ball. Episode-based policy search

algorithms can also be used when the reward is not composed of the

rewards of the intermediate steps.

Model-based policy search uses the learned model as a simulator

of the robot. Therefore, model-based policy search is the predominant
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approach for fast and data-efficient learning: Once a model is learned,

no interaction with the real robot is required to update the policy.

Moreover, policies can be tested using the model without the risk of

damaging the robot. When a model is available, the time required on

the robot for running experiments is negligible.

Requirements and Limitations of Model-Free and Model-

Based Policy Search. Model-free policy search methods typically

require that the policy can be represented with less than 100 param-

eters. In addition, an initialization for the policy parameters needs to

be determined, e.g., by imitation learning. In addition, model-free pol-

icy search methods are inherently local search methods and might get

stuck in a local optimum.

The major advantage of model-based policy search is at the same

time its major limitation: the availability of the model. Before we can

exploit the model as a simulator, a sufficiently good model needs to

be learned from data. By explicitly describing posterior uncertainty

about the learned model itself, the effect of model errors can be reduced

substantially [73, 21]. Despite the fact that nonparametric models are

a very rich class of models, in some way we always need to impose

smoothness assumptions to the underlying system dynamics.

4.3 Future Challenges and Research Topics

Model-free and model-based policy search methods have, so far, been

developed mostly in isolation. However, the combination of model-free

policy search with learned models seems to be a promising approach,

a recent example is given in [42]. For example, most model-based

approaches greedily exploit the learned model by using gradient-based

approaches. Model-free policy update strategies could be used to avoid

a greedy optimization, and, hence, the additional exploration might in

the end improve the quality of the learned models. Another promising

approach is to smoothly switch from model-based policy search in the

initial learning phase to model-free policy search when sufficiently much

data is available for model-free policy updates. In such case, the model

could guide the initial exploration into relevant areas of the parameter
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space. For fine-tuning the policy, real trajectory samples are used, and,

hence, the policy update is not affected from model errors.

We believe that one of the most important challenges in robot learn-

ing is to incorporate structured and hierarchical learning methods into

policy search. Many motor tasks are structured. For example, many

tasks can be decomposed into elemental movements, also called move-

ment primitives or options. Such a decomposition suggests a modular

control approach wherein options can be adapted to the current con-

text, activated simultaneously and sequentially in time. While there

have been first approaches in model-free policy search to adapt options

to the current context as well as to select options with a gating network,

hierarchical approaches have so far not been explored for model-based

reinforcement learning. Extending model-free methods with learned

models seems promising in the field of hierarchical policy search. In

general, we believe that the use of hierarchical robot control policies

used in robot learning is largely unexplored and will become a new

important subfield in robot learning.

In model-free policy search, we think it is important to generate

a unified framework for imitation learning and reinforcement learning,

such that data from both approaches can be used within one algorithm.

Further goals in model-free policy search include developing a princi-

pled way to combine the advantages of step-based policy search algo-

rithms and episode-based algorithms. This means to combine the effec-

tive use of sampled trajectory data from step-based methods with more

sophisticated exploration strategies and the extensibility to hierarchical

policies. Furthermore, the advantages of step-based and episode-based

algorithms need to be explored in more detail, e.g., for which policy

representation which type of algorithm is more useful. In addition, we

believe that a principled treatment of exploration as individual objec-

tive for policy search algorithms is a promising approach to achieve a

more stable learning process and avoid heuristics such as adding addi-

tional noise terms to sustain exploration.

For model-based approaches, the main challenges are choosing an

appropriate model class and performing long-term predictions with this

model. Nonparametric methods, such as Gaussian processes or LWBR,

already provide the necessary flexibility but might be difficult to scale
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to high-dimensional systems. In order to model discontinuities, the

use of hierarchical forward models is promising approach. The hier-

archy can either be defined by the user or directly inferred from the

data [28]. Once an appropriate model class has been chosen, the model

can be used for long-term predictions and policy evaluation. For nonlin-

ear model classes, approximate inference is required. Depending on the

chosen model class and the number of policy parameters, we can choose

between stochastic approximate inference, i.e., sampling, or determin-

istic approximate inference, e.g., moment matching. Since the policy

representation, the learned model, and the policy update strategy are

inherently connected, all these components need to fit well together in

order to make the overall learning process successful.

A key challenge in learning for robots is to deal with sensory infor-

mation: First, sensor data is typically noisy. Especially for model learn-

ing purposes, noisy data is challenging since not only the measurements

but also the training inputs are noisy. This fact is often tacitly ignored

in practice. Second, sensor data, such as images, can be high dimen-

sional. Dimensionality reduction and feature learning can be used for a

lower-dimensional compact representation of the data. Therefore, robot

learning with noisy and high-dimensional data can also be phrased in

the context of learning and solving partially observable Markov decision

processes (MDPs) with continuous state and control spaces.

Finally, the field of robot learning needs to move to more complex

applications. So far, many applications included single-stroke tasks such

as hitting a baseball or catching a ball with a cup. The next step is

to integrate robot learning into large-scale tasks which require the exe-

cution of a multitude of single movements. Challenging examples are

given by dexterous manipulation, legged locomotion on uneven terrain,

playing a full game of table tennis against a human champion, or learn-

ing to play soccer with humanoid robots. For these complex tasks, it

will be necessary to exploit their modularity to simplify the learning

problem. Ideally, we would automatically create re-usable submodules

for policies and models that can be combined to complex policies and

models.
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Gradients of Frequently Used Policies

All used policies use Gaussian distributions to generate exploration.

Here we state the most frequently used gradients for Gaussian policies

w.r.t. the mean and the covariance matrix of the Gaussian. The gradi-

ents are always stated for policies in action space. However, the policies

which are defined in parameter space have of course the same gradient.

The log-likelihood of a Gaussian policy πθ(u|x) = N (u|µ,Σ) is

given by

logπθ(u|x) = −d
2
log2π − 1

2
log |Σ| − 1

2
(u − µ)T Σ−1 (u − µ).

Constant Mean. If the policy is given as πθ(u|x) = N (u|µ,Σ) and

µ is part of θ, then

∇µ logπθ(u|x) = (u − µ)TΣ−1.

The gradient simplifies if Σ = diag(σ2),

∇µd
logπθ(u|x) = (ud − µd)/σ

2
d ,

for the d-th dimension of µ.
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Linear Mean. If the policy is given as πθ(ut|xt) =

N (u|φt(x)
TM ,Σ) and M is part of θ, then

∇M logπθ(u|x) = (u − φt(x)
TM)TΣ−1φt(x),

or for a diagonal covariance matrix

∇md
logπθ(u|x) = (ud − φt(x)

Tmd)φt(x)/σ
2
d,

where md corresponds to the d-th column of M .

Diagonal Covariance Matrix. For a diagonal covariance matrix

Σ = diag(σ2) the derivative is given by

∇σd
logπθ(u|x) = − 1

σ2d
+

(ud − µd)
2

σ3d

Full Covariance Matrix. For representing the full covariance

matrix, typically the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix

Σ =ATA, where A is an upper triangular matrix, is used as

parametrization [79]. The parametrization with the Cholesky decompo-

sition exploits the symmetry of the covariance matrix and enforces that

Σ is positive definite. The gradient of logπθ(u|x) w.r.t. A is given by

∂ai,j logπθ(u|x) = −1

2
∂ai,j log |ATA|

− 1

2
∂ai,j

(
A−T (u − µ))T (

A−T (u − µ))
= a−1

i,j δi,j + si,j,

where δi,j is the dirac delta function which is one if i = j and zero

elsewhere and si,j is the (i,j)-th element of the matrix S,

S = (u − µ)(u − µ)T A−1A−TA−1.
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Weighted ML Estimates of
Frequently Used Policies

We assume a data set D given in the following form

D =
{
x[i],u[i],d[i]

}
i=1...N

,

where d[i] denotes the weighting of the i-th sample. In this section we

will state the solution of weighted ML estimation, i.e.,

θ∗ = argmaxθ

N∑
i=1

logπθ

(
u[i]

∣∣∣x[i]
)
,

for the most frequently used policies.

For the episode-based formulation of Policy Search, the states x[i]

are exchanged with the contexts s[i] and the actions u[i] are exchanged

by the parameters θ[i] of the lower-level controller.

Gaussian Policy, Constant Mean. Consider a policy which is

given by π(u) =N (u|µ,Σ), i.e., we do not have a state or a context.

Such a policy is for example useful to model the upper-level policy

without contexts. The weighted ML-solution for µ and Σ is given by

µ =

∑N
i=1d

[i]u[i]∑N
i=1d

[i]
, Σ =

∑N
i=1d

[i]
(
u[i] − µ)(u[i] − µ)T

Z
, (B.1)
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where

Z =

(∑N
i=1d

[i]
)2 − ∑N

i=1

(
d[i]

)2
∑N

i=1 d
[i]

is used to obtain an unbiased estimate of the covariance. The elements

σ of a diagonal covariance matrix Σ = diag(σ) can be obtained by

σh =

∑N
i=1 d

[i]
(
u
[i]
h − µh

)2

Z
. (B.2)

Gaussian Policy, Linear Mean. The policy is given by π(u|x) =
N (u|W Tφ(x),Σ). The weighted ML-solution for W is determined by

the weighted pseudoinverse

W new = (ΦTDΦ)−1ΦTDU , (B.3)

where Φ = [φ[1], . . . ,φ[N ]] contains the feature vectors for all samples

and D is the diagonal weighting matrix containing the weightings d
[i]
t .

The covariance matrix Σ is obtained by

Σ =

∑N
i=1 d

[i]
(
u[i] −W Tφ(x[i])

)(
u[i] −W Tφ(x[i])

)T
Z

, (B.4)

where Z is defined as in Equation (B.1).

Gaussian Policy, Linear Mean, State-Dependent Variance

The policy is given by π(u|x) = N (u|wTφ(x),φ(x)TΣwφ(x)). Here,

we consider only the scalar case as the multidimensional distribution

case is more complicated and only rarely used. The weighted ML-

solution for w is determined by the weighted pseudo-inverse where the

weights d̃[i] are given as the product of the state-dependent precision

φ(x[i])TΣwφ(x
[i]) and the actual weighting d[i]. The solution for w is

equivalent to Equation (B.3) where D is set to the new weightings d̃[i].
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Derivations of the Dual Functions for REPS

In this section we will briefly discuss constraint optimization,

Lagrangian multipliers, and dual-functions in general. Subsequently,

we will derive the dual-functions for the different REPS formulations.

Lagrangian Function. Consider the following general constraint

optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints

max
y

f(y)

s.t: a(y) = 0

b(y) ≤ 0 (C.1)

Such optimization problem can be solved by finding the saddle-points

of the Lagrangian

L = f(y) + λT
1 a(y) + λ

T
2 b(y). (C.2)

The optimization problem has a local maximum if the direction of

the gradient ∂yf(y) is aligned with the normal of the constraints

λT
1 ∂ya(y) and λT

2 ∂yb(y). Such a point can be found by differentiat-

ing the Lagrangian w.r.t. y and setting it to zero.

∂yf(y) = λ
T
1 ∂ya(y) + λ

T
2 ∂yb(y). (C.3)
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Dual Function. Optimizing the dual function of an optimization

problem is, under certain conditions, equivalent to solving the original

optimization problem [14]. However, the dual function is often easier

to optimize. The dual function is obtained by finding y = c(λ1,λ2)

which satisfies the saddle-point condition given in Equation (C.3). This

solution is in turn set back into the Lagrangian, which results in the

dual-function g(λ1,λ2).

If the original optimization problem is maximized, the dual func-

tion needs to be minimized [14]. The dual function only depends on the

Lagrangian multipliers and is therefore often easier to optimize. Each

inequality constraint used in the original optimization problem intro-

duces an inequality constraint for the Lagrangian multipliers. Hence,

the original optimization problem can also be solved by solving the

following program

min
λ1,λ2

g(λ1,λ2)

s.t: λ2 ≥ 0 (C.4)

The solution for y can subsequently be found by setting the Lagrangian

parameters back into c(λ1,λ2).

Step-based REPS. We denote p(x,u) = µπ(x)π(u|x) and p(x) =∑
u p(x,u) for brevity of the derivations. To simplify the derivations,

we will also write all integrals as sums. However, the derivations also

hold for the formulation with the integrals. The Lagrangian for the

program in Equation (2.79) with state features ϕ(x) is given by

L =

(∑
x,u

p(x,u)r(x,u)

)
+ η

(
ε −

∑
x,u

p(x,u) log
p(x,u)

q(x,u)

)

+vT
∑
x′
ϕ(x′)

(∑
x,u

p(x,u)p(x′|x,u) −
∑
u′
p(x′,u′)

)

+λ

(
1 −

∑
x,u

p(x,u)

)
, (C.5)
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where η, v, and λ denote the Lagrangian multipliers. Rearranging terms

results in

L =
∑
x,u

p(x,u)

(
r(x,u) − η log

p(x,u)

q(x,u)
− λ − vTϕ(x)

+vT
∑
x′
p(x′|x,u)ϕ(x′)

)
+ ηε + λ. (C.6)

We substitute Vv(x) = v
Tϕ(x). Differentiating the Lagrangian w.r.t.

p(x,u)

∂p(x,u)L = r(x,u) − η

(
log

p(x,u)

q(x,u)
+ 1

)
− λ

−Vv(x) + Ep(x′|x,u)
[
Vv(x

′)
]
= 0, (C.7)

and setting the derivative to zero yields the solution

p(x,u) = q(x,u)exp

(
δv(x,u)

η

)
exp

(−η − λ

η

)
(C.8)

with δv(x,u) = r(x,u) + Ep(x′|x,u) [Vv(x′)] − Vv(x). Given that we

require
∑
x,u p(x,u) = 1, it is necessary that

exp

(−η − λ

η

)
=

(∑
x,u

q(x,u)exp

(
δv(x,u)

η

))−1

. (C.9)

Setting Equation (C.9) into Equation (C.8) yields the closed-form solu-

tion for p(x,u). Reinserting Equation (C.8) into the Lagrangian (C.6)1

g(η,λ) = ηε + η + ηλ = ηε + η log exp

(
η + λ

η

)
. (C.10)

As we know from Equation (C.9) that λ depends on v, we substi-

tute Equation (C.9) to get the formulation of the dual function, which

depends on η and v.

g(η,v) = ηε + η log
∑
x,u

q(x,u)exp

(
δv(x,u)

η

)
. (C.11)

1 It is easier to just insert Equation (C.8) into the log p(x,u) term of the Lagrangian. All
other terms connected to p(x,u) cancel out.
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Optimizing the Dual-Function. The dual function is in log-sum-

exp form and therefore convex in v. As we have one inequality con-

straint in the original optimization problem, we also get an inequality

constraint for the dual problem which requires that η > 0. Hence, for a

given set of samples (x[i],u[i]), we have to solve the following problem2

min
η,v

ηε + η log
∑
x[i],u[i]

1

N
exp

(
δv(x

[i],u[i])

η

)
,

s.t: η > 0. (C.12)

Any optimizer for constraint optimization problems can be used to solve

this problem, for example fmincon in MATLAB. This optimization can

be typically performed more efficiently by providing the optimization

algorithm also the derivatives of g, which are given by

∂ηg(η,v) = ε + log

(∑
i

1

N
Zi

)
−

∑
iZiδv(x

[i],u[i])

η
∑

iZi
, (C.13)

∂vg(η,v) =

∑
iZi

(
Ep(x′|x[i],u[i]) [ϕ(x

′)] − ϕ(x[i])
)

∑
iZi

, (C.14)

with Zi = exp(δv(x
[i],u[i])/η).

Dual-Function of Episode-based REPS. The derivation of the

dual-function for parameter-based REPS follows the derivation given

for the infinite horizon REPS. For this reason, we will only state the

resulting dual-function for the contextual policy search setup and skip

the derivation. The dual-function is given by

g(η,v) = ηε + vT ϕ̂ + η log
∑
s,θ

q(s,θ)exp

(
δv(s,θ)

η

)
, (C.15)

where δv(s,θ) = R(s,θ) − vTϕ(s).
2For numerical accuracy, it is recommendable to subtract the maximum δv inside the exp
and add it again outside the log, i.e.,

g(η,v) = ηε + maxδv + η log
∑

x[i],u[i]

1

N
exp

(
δv(x[i],u[i]) − maxδv

η

)
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Dual-Function of Hierarchical REPS. The dual function of

HiREPS is given by

g(η,ξ,v) = ηε + Ĥqκξ + η log
∑
s,θ

p̃(o|s,θ)1+ ξ
η exp

(
δv(s,θ)

η

)
, (C.16)

where δv(x,u) is defined as for the episode-based REPS algorithm and

ξ is the Lagrangian multiplier connected with the constraint which

prevents an overlapping of the options.
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